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INTRODUCTION 
In the earlier studies of the Iowa Cooperative \711d-
llfe Research Unit, it was learned that v/lldllfe management 
practices could not be practically tested on private lands 
largely because (1) ownership changed and new owners were 
not always interested in continuing gaiue management on 
their lands, and (2) economic pressures forced land owners 
to follow practices detrimental to the management program. 
It was obvious that withoixt control of the land adequate 
long-time v;ildlife management studies were impractical, 
TOien the State Conservation Coimisslon undoi^took a program 
of land acquisition for the purpose of providing bettor 
hunting and fishing for Iowa sportsmen, it was realized 
that these lands would have to be developed for fish and 
geune. Therefore, state-ownership of land not only permitted 
controlled testing of wildlife management practices but 
made such experimental v/ork essential. In other words, 
the public would expect and v/ould be entitled to expect a 
most up-to-date and comprehensive management progrsan on 
these state lands. On a long-time basis this objective 
could best be accomplished by a management research pro­
gram on one of the State areas. As a result, the State-
owned area near Eldon, Iov;a, was designated by the Corarals-
slon as the land on which quail management practices v;ould 
be tested and the management program on similar State-owned 
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lands adjusted accoi'dingl:/. The I'esults of this investiga­
tion from March, 19if6, to April, 19^4-9> £^^9 Included in 
this thesis. 
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REVIEW OP GAME LIANAGSLIEWT III IOWA 
The fatina and flora of lov/a have changed radically 
since the first settlers invaded the State. Settlement 
drove out big game species and efibher eliminated or greatly 
reduced the numbers of many upland game birds. Bob-white 
quail (Golinus virginlanua) v;ere not especially abundant 
during the ear 17/- settlement (Leopold, 1931) 'but steadily 
Increased with the advent of agricultural practices v/hich 
broke up the large areas of one-tjrpe cover into many small 
units. The available grains and the use of osage orange 
(Maclm'a pomAfera) as fences greatly increased the original 
quail liabltats. However, as the farming was intensified 
and v/lre fences replaced the old v/oody fence lines, quail 
populations began to decline (late iBOO's), This decrease 
in numbers v;as further accelerated by the wholesale slaughter 
by hunters. In 1917 Iowa closed the bob-white hunting 
season, and it remained closed tmtil 1933* 
The Iowa Pish and Game Commission, in cooperation 
with Iowa State College, permitted controlled shooting in 
late fall of 1933 on ll|. selected game management areas for 
experimental purposes (Errington and Hainerstrom, 1935 ). 
The experiment revealed that xinshot areas had a higher 
rate of v/inter mortality than those from which quail had 
been removed artificially. Errington and liamerstrom (1935) 
il-
expressed the opinion that reasonable shooting v;as blologi-
call7/ possible. These findings v/ere instriunental in re­
moving the ban on quail hunting in Iowa. In 193^1-, controlled 
shooting vms permitted on lOi]. game r.ianagement areas in 2I1. 
counties and, in 193^, game management areas and farms in 
38 counties v/ere open to hunting. To the present date 
season lengths and counties open to hunting have been regu­
lated by early fall inventories by conservation officers. 
The daily bag and possession limits have remained at 8 birds 
since 1936. 
Specific measures to organize game management in lovm . 
were not undertaken until 1932. At this time a 2^-year 
Conservation Plan v/as prepared, which included the conserva­
tion of Y/ildlife (Crane and Alcott, 1933). Concerning quail, 
it was recoraauended that the quail season remain closed in 
the State as a whole, but permit shooting on such farms 
where efforts were effectively restoring food and cover. 
To test the feasibility and cost of restoring qixail by 
farmer-ma.nagement methods, three test areas v/ero to be set 
up in Davis, Polk, and Ida counties. As an aid in this 
program, the Iov;a State Pish and Game Commission pvibllshed 
a handbook (Iowa Pish and Game Commission, 1932) in v/hich 
they outlined the management plan and gave instructions on 
improving cover and food. A detailed quail development 
plan for a 170-acre farm in Scott County was presented in 
this handbook. Unfortunately, the areas were never 
developed as originally plaimed (Green, 19il-8). 
Plans xvere also devised for the establishment of co­
operative areas Involving the cooperation of farmers and 
sportsmen. The Corit/iisslon agreed to set the fama up as 
game inanageinent areas and post tliem provided the area was 
of sufficient size and that certain raanagement practices 
wex'e carried out by the cooperating agencies. 
By June 30, 193^-1-) ^ total of l80 management areas had 
been established and by the same time in 1935 the nuaiber 
iiad increased to 279 (Green, 19)j.8). Juno 30, 19i|6, there 
were 698 such areas totalling 302,361 acreas (Ziemei', I9IJ.7). 
Ziemer (19lj-7) 14-9) stated, 
Our present game management program on 
privately owned land is antiquated and in need 
of revision. In spite of an avov/ed interest 
in v/ildlife, many farmers loave entered this 
program simply because they felt it afforded 
them some pi'otection from promiscuoxxs trespass, 
and many landholders who cooperated in this 
program liave done little or nothing for the 
specific purpose of iraproving conditions for 
v/ildlife. Some additional incentive iraist be 
found that can be offered the average farmer 
to compensate him for his time and expense of 
carrying on practice for the sole purpose of 
producing more ga^tie. 
In 1935 the lov/a Cooperative V/ildlife Research Unit 
was established at lov/a State College. At the insistence 
of the Iowa Commission the research v/as to stress manage­
ment problems so that a better px'*ogram of garae management 
could be established for the State (Schv/ob, 1937). 
The initial quail research project of the Unit v/as a 
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study of two experimental bob-white management areas loca­
ted In south-central Iowa. These areas were two of the 
many that had been established In 1935 and 1934. The 
Initial studies were designed to evaluate the game manage­
ment practices exercised and to Investigate the agricul­
tural, economic, and social factors which were related to 
the management of bob-white quail. At the conclusion of 
the studies Sanders (1940, p. 146) stated, "The farmer-
sportsmen relationship did not progress to the stage of 
successful pay hunting ... " 
A more satisfactory program of game management on a 
state-wide basis was evolved In April, 1940, In conjunction 
with the establishment of the U. S. Soil Conservation 
District Program (Zlemer, 1947). The reason for the 
greater success of this type of management was that the 
practices of a good soil conservation program were advan­
tageous to wildlife even though the landowner had no 
special Interest In game. By June 30, 1946, 126 game man­
agement areas, totally 54,819 acres, were established In 
soil conservation districts In cooperation \<ith the U. S. 
Soil Conservation Service. 
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THE STUDY A?u3AS 
The study areas, the Eldon Research Area and the 
chock area, are located In the Des I.Iolnes River V<:.lley 
of Davis County in southeastorn Iowa. The Eldon Research 
Area (1,600 acres) is coiiiposed of a 620-acre State-ov/ned 
section and an 80-rod strijj of privately-owned lands {9S0 
acres), bordering the State land on all sides. This in­
vestigation v;as centered primarily on tjio State-owned 
land where inanageiiient and developmental practices were 
conducted. The border strip was included for two reasons: 
(1) to bring undei* observation all bob-v/liites liiaklnf; any 
use of the State land, and (2) to obtain comparative data 
on land usage found on the two parts of the Research Area 
as It vra.s reflected by the bohavioi' or utilizatioii of 
quail. The check area was employed for the purpose of 
obtaining data on population trends on land uninfluenced 
by planned management iDractices. 
The first settler's arrived in this section of Davis 
County early in the 19th century. They wove reported to 
have found the upland heavily covered with oak-hickoi'y 
(Quercus-Carya) forest except for a few S3nall patches of 
prairie grasses. Logging operations resulted in the re­
moval of a large portion of this timber, and ensuing farm­
ing practices were not entirely suitable to the sub-marginal 
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agrlciiltural landa. Conriequently, .;:;ost of these lands 
are now qulto unproductive from an agi^'lcultural stand­
point . 
As a result of v;artime prices, tho livelihood of the 
inhabitants has been given torapo'^ary relief. But, the 
demand for increased production durin,'3 and after VJorld 
War II has not favored conjjorvativo land usai^e. Pastures 
are beinr^ overgrazed and lands cropped v/ith little regard 
for their future. The Production and IvIarketinLf^ Administra­
tion, fornerly AAA, has undoubtedly aided in prolonging 
tho complete a/rriciiltural failure of some of thoce lands. 
Th-ro\,i.<\*,h proper raanageinent much of this svtb-marginal 
hill land can be reclaimod but ttnder no circvuastances can 
it be claopod other than marr^inal for ar^ricultural use. 
The reclamation v/ill require several years and the cost 
will probably exceed the pjj'esent value of the land itself. 
Eldon Research Area 
The Eldon Research Area (Pig. 1) lies within sections 
k-> ^^.nd 9 of Salt Creek Tov/nship. Both bottomland 
and upland are included in this l600-acre tract. The 
highest elevation is approximately 8ii.5 feet and the lowest 
6^0 feet above sea-level. Most of the drainage, except 
for tho southeast corner, is to the north into Soap Ci'eek. 
This creek is subject to overflow either as a result of 
Fig. 1. Aerial photograph of the Eldon Research Area. 
(Furnished by AAA) 
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heavy local raiixTall or fron •baclava'boj.''.s of the Des Llolnes 
River, which ia located one r.ille to th,e northeast of the 
Area. 
The clir.mto (Tj", S. Department of Agriculture, 191-1-1) 
ie charactGrized b7/ noderately cold v.intera v/lth north-
v/eatorly v/inds and hot suntne?.-*s v;ith sotithv/eatei^ly winds. 
The average f^rov/lnf^ season is I67 days, Irilling fronts 
generally occTr.'rinpj no earlier tlaan October 6 or later 
than April 22. Mean annual rainfall is 3l[.i\3 Inches, \7ith 
about $0 per cent falling during the grov/ing season. Pre­
cipitation in v/intor is mainly in the form of sleet or 
rain, the average annual snov/fall bein^ around 20 inches. 
Pif;. 2 and Table 1 3?)ov.' the monthly weather conditions and 
the deviations from the average mean annual temperature 
and precipitation that prevailed during this invontigation. 
It is to be noted that extremes occurred particularly diu-*-
ing 19l].6 and 19^1-7. 
Because of the soft coal deposits underlying most of 
this land, mining operations wore once quite extensive. 
These activities were centered x^articiilarly along the bluff 
overlooking the bottoms; however, on the 80-rod border 
strip jnuch coal vfas removed from the bottomland as'-ell. 
Most of the readily available deposits have been removed 
bvit considerable coal is known to remain as indicated by 
out-croppings along creeks and from drilling operations. 
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Table 1, Minimum, Maximum, and Average Tecperatiare and Precipitation and Departure from Normal 
for the Eldon Research Area . 
Year and Minimum Temp. Maximum Ten^), Average Departure Total Pre- Departure 
Month Fahrenheit Fahrenheit Mean from cipitation from 
Tenc. Normal in inches Normal 
19ii6 
Jan, 
-li 51t 27,0 2.8 2,11 0,81 
Feb, k 65 33.8 6,3 0,lU -1,26 
Mar. 9 80 50,6 11.7 ii.83 2.51 
Apr. 28 82 55.9 ii.3 2.37 -0.56 
my 27 80 58,1 -It.O 5.09 0,79 
June h2 95 72,5 0.8 10.63 6,13 
July 98 75.8 -1,8 7.9li U.17 
Aug, h3 98 69,6 -5.7 l,7ii -1,71 
Sept, 3h 90 65.5 -1.7 3.86 -0.29 
Oct. 31 S5 58,8 -3.6 2,7ii 0.23 
Nov. 15 6? Ul,8 0.8 2,67 0.83 
Dec. 
-5 6? 3U.0 6.7 0,99 -o.Uli 
19U7 
Jan. -18 56 28,0 3.8 1.5o 0,20 
Feb, -2 53 21,2 -6,3 0,19 -1,21 
Mar. 5 67 32.8 -6,1 1,72 -0.57 
Apr, 31 80 50.0 -0,3 ii.93 1,83 
May 31 80 57.6 -i;.5 3.93 -0.37 
June h6 91 68.6 -3.1 12,09 7.59 
July h9 lOh 75.3 -2,3 0,25 -3.52 
Aug, 6l 105 83,6 8,3 0,67 -2,78 
Sept. 35 101 69,6 2,U 3.65 -0,50 
Oct, hi 85 61,2 6,0 3.19 1,28 
Not, 10 57 35.2 -5.3 1.72 -0.06 
Dec, 10 58 31.6 h,3 2,02 0.59 

dan. -J.0 :JO .u 
Feb. -2 53 21.2 —6.3 0.19 -1.21 
Mar. 5 67 32.8 -6.1 1.72 -0.57 
Apr. 31 80 50.0 -0.3 Ii.93 1.83 
May 31 80 57.6 -li.5 3.93 -0.37 
June k6 91 66.6 -3.1 12.09 7.59 
July k9 lOL 75.3 -2.3 0.25 -3.52 
Aug. 6l 105 83.6 8.3 0.67 -2.78 
Sept. 3^ 101 69.6 2.1i 3.65 -0.^0 
Oct. ill 85 61.2 6.0 3.79 1.28 
Nov, 10 57 35.2 -5.3 1.72 -0.06 
Dec. 10 58 31.6 ii.3 2.02 0.59 
19li8 
Jan. -8 h2 20.0 -U.2 1.27 -0.03 
Feb. 
-7 6o 26.8 -0.6 1.77 0.37 
Mar. 
-7 73 37.8 -1.1 3.27 0.98 
Apr. 28 81 5ii.5 ii.2 2.75 -0.35 
Kay 3ii 8U 61.0 -1.1 3.51i -0.76 
June 50 91 70.0 -1.7 3.56 -0.9U 
J\i3y 52 99 75.9 -1.7 6.1il 2.61i 
Aug. 56 103 76.1 0.8 1.00 -2.5^4 
Sept. 19 98 71.1 3.9 ii.36 0.21 
Oct. 2l| 77 53.1 -2.1 l.ll; -1.37 
Nov, Hi 69 I1O.5 -0.0 2.79 0.99 
The T/eather data reported in this table are those obtained by the Bloomfield station located 
20 miles south of the Area (Fletcher, 19li6-19li8), 
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Most of this coal cannot be removed at jiresent economic 
conditions because tliore is insufficient rock above the 
deposits or because they lie too deep for profitable strip-
mining. In general the veins 3?ange two to five feet in 
depth and the coal is of good quality. Considerable evi­
dence of these raining opoi'atlons roraain in the form of 
slag piles, open sliafts, idlo strip mines, and old road­
ways . 
All stremus found on the Area are intermittent except 
Soap Cx'eek. Thoy are usually dry during the late stunner 
months and begin flov/lng only after the fall rains. The 
streajiis contain a reddish deposit (possibly iron pyrites) 
which covers the bottom during times of noriml flow. In 
coniiection v/ith the coal deposits, evident along the up­
land streartts, is foiind a millcy sediment vdiich coats the 
bottom of pools, IIovj- serious tlais pollution may be has 
not been determined, but little to no aquatic life has been 
noted in such places. All v/ater found in the Area, v/hether 
it be stream, spring, or strip mine, has a high sulphur 
content. 
The soils of the Eldon Research Area differ widely 
in color, texture, structure, content of organic matter,, 
and other important characteristics (Orrben and Swenson, 
igij-O). Each soil, besides Its internal characteristics, 
has its particular physiographic position, degree of slope, 
and kind of vegetation. Because of these diaracteristics, 
ill. 
the soils differ in their suitability for certain crops 
and in their productivity. 
The various topographic features with coextensive 
types of soils have largely detorrrdned the present land 
use in the diffet'ont parts of the Research Area, subject 
to the liniitatlons imposed by climatic and economic con­
ditions, Because of steepness and susceptibility to 
erosion, a large part of the Area is unsuited to cultiva­
tion, and other extensive sites can be cultivated only 
with difficulty and risk of daraage by erosion, A large 
percentage of the Area is used only as pasture. The 
rough land, as a v/hole, does not have a high carrying 
capacity for livestock, and in wooded ax'eas the grass 
cover is very thin. 
A general appraisal of the soil resources indicate 
Wiat the Area has certain soils v/ell suited to the produc­
tion of ci'*ops, and other soils that provide pastures, 
Vi'hloh i-ange in quality from good to pooi". The soils of 
these two general groups do not occur in large continuous 
bodies but form an intricate pattern of irregular strips. 
In the following discussion the soils of the Research 
Area are described and their suitability to different 
crops is dlsd^^ssed (Orrben and Swenson, I9il.0); their dis­
tribution is shown in Pig. 3« Table 2 gives the acreage 
and proportionate extent of each soil type, and Its pi>o-
ductlvity classification. 
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Fig. 3. The disti'ibutlon of each soil type X'ovuid on the Kldon 
Research Area. 
Table 2, Iho -tcrea^e and Proportionate iictent of Each Soil Type and Its Productivity Classification 
on the Eldon Research Area 
Eldon Research Area Total land Classification®' 
Soil lypes State-owned Land 
Acres Per Cent 
Border Land 
Acres Per Cent Acres Per Cent 
Lindley Loam h20 68.0 390 39.8 810 50.7 Poor Cropland 
Clinton Silt Loam 60 9.3 130 13.2 190 11.9 Fair Cropland 
Sharon Silt Loam 50 8.0 80 9.2 120 8,1 Fair Cropland 
Calhoun Silt Loam 10 1.7 80 8.1 90 6.2 Poor Cropland 
7/abash Silt Loam 60 13»0 270 26.5' 3li0 21.2 Excellent Cropland 
Judson-"abash Silt 
Loam — — 20 2.1 20 1.3 Sxcellent Cropland 
W^ash Silt Clay Loam — — 10 1.1 10 0.6 Good Cropland 
TOTAL 620 100,0 980 100.0 1600 100.0 
& This classification indicates ttephysical suitability of soils for farming or grazing uses. 
Llndley loain is a liglit-colored, upland, forested 
soil developed over glacial drift. It lies along the 
valley slopes and is the most oxtonsivo soil (^3-3 pex* 
cent) on the Area. It occurs in close asriociation with 
Clinton tiilt loam, which lies on the rid/];e tops and xxp-
per slopes. The thiclmess of the surface sell depends 
on the de.^iroe of slope and the amount of erosion that has 
taJcen place. In most sites, except v/here timber and 
grasses are present, little or no surface soil remains. 
Crops yields, on the average, are low, as it is deficient 
in organic matter, strongly acid, and vei'>y erodible. Hay 
and pQstiore grasses are best suited to this soil. Onl7/ 
the more gentle slopes should be left in ciiltivation and 
then every precaution should be taken to control erosion. 
Applications of lime, cominercial fertilizers, and organic 
i:iatter are necessary for increased production. 
Clinton silt loam is also a light-colored, upland, 
forest soil derived from fine loessial materials. TAoct-
of It is fo^ind on the upper slopes and hilltops. The 
surface soil is grayish bi-'ovm and has been leached of 
carbonates, requiring throe to four tons of lime per acre 
to correct the acidity. The origiiial forest cover was 
composed of oak and Mckory, but much of it has been re­
moved and the land is now used for the production of 
cultivated crops, hay, or pasture. This soil is best 
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suitod. for the growing of small grains; intertilled crops 
dGirionstrate lov; yields. By the use of barnyard manure, 
co3iBr,erclal fertilizers, and green iiianure, tlie prod^^ctivity 
of Clinton soils has been greatly increased (Orrben ajid 
Bv/enson, 19lp). 
Sharon silt loam is develo-ped extensively in the lov/-
lands bordering Soap Greek and itr; tributaries. Li(>;l-it-
colored, surface soils, with heavier textured subsoils 
are characteristic of this soil. The surface of the laid 
is flat, v/ith a very slight slope toward the stream chan­
nels. Flooding occiU''s freqviently and greatly reduces 
crop yields. Hearly all of this soil is in cultivation 
and cropped to corn and small grains. For increased pi''o-
duction crop rotation, the incorporation of green nianure, 
lime, and fertiliser into the soil is neccssary. 
Calhoun silt loam is found on flat terraces ranging 
from 10 to 25 feet above overflow along Soap Creek. Tliis 
soil is characterized by gray, surface soils and impervious 
subsoils, resulting in poor internal di^alnage. Kost of 
the land is cultivated and plarted continuall;/ to corn, 
although this soil is poor for corn and best suited to 
ha;/ and small grains. The inclusion of Itoe, barnyard 
manure, green manure, and fertilizer's in the crop rota­
tion have greatly ind'oased its fertility, Vflien drainage 
is very poor, open ditches may be of value in carrying 
away surface v/aters. 
I'/abash silt loam, found along Soap Creek, is the 
3nost extensive bottomland soil. It is formed from peri­
odic deposits of silt laid down by flood waters. This 
land is subject to overflow after heavy rains btit tlie 
higher t'arts ai'e covered only for short periods. The 
topograph:/ of this soil is nearl-j flat and streams from 
the upland liavo cut svaall charuaols in jiuiny places. 
Moistui^e tolerant plants grow along the mai'^gins of therjo 
streams. Corn is grown aljnost continuously on this soil 
and yields ai'e high in favorable seasons. Crop rotation 
v/oxild be of value in increasing the production. 
Judson-V/abash silt loam and \7abash silt clay loam 
occur in onl;/ small areas and, therefore, will not be 
discussed in detail. The formei" is one of the best for 
corn production, whereas the latter is variable, depend­
ing on climatic conditions because of its relatively poor 
drainage. 
Because of the mining, limbering, sjid agricultural 
practices, there are few reriUiants of tlie original plant 
comrAunitios. The upland, as reported by I.'ir. Willis Pito, 
son of one of the early pioneers, was covered with a 
dense stand of oalcs and hickories, except for a few acx'ea 
of prairie where the biilldlngs now stand. The more moist 
areas, nov/ i^eferred to as second bottom, along the main 
streams and lower hillsides containing soepap;es, had 
almost ptxre stand.'.; of walnut (Juglans ). I;lr. Flte X'eported 
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that ti.'.o bottomlands •./erce hoavily tlmborod v;;lth the e^ccep-
tion of a fow ncattorod evoym areas. This v/ould indicate 
that the plant species v/ere typically of the flood plain 
t7j^:>e v.'ith representatives of the juarah typo in the wet 
sites. Cotton\7ood (Fopiilus ), walnut, elra (TJljnufj), ash 
(?i'a:cinur.;), oak, linden (Tilia), and laapl.e (Acer), wore 
said to have been logged fro:. there and that tall "grasses" 
were around and in aroac contciining standing ^^^ater. The 
prominent qsx.iq apecies of the upland were reported to have 
been turkey (Iileleapyis callopavo), ruffed grouse (iionaaa 
mi}bellvis), Qvccy fo^r (IJroc^/'on olnereoarp;enteus ), and .gray 
pquirrel (Bciurua carolinensis), and iii the bottomland 
they were iiiuDto^at (Ondatra zibetliica), auinl-: (IvfuGtela vison), 
beavor (Cantor canadensis ), raccoon (Pi^'ocyon lotor), various 
waterfowl, and sliorebirds. 
The initial logging during the late nineteenth century 
resulted in the removal of all the virgin tiinber for lujnber 
and railroad ties. A half century later the Area was 
a^ain cut over and sold principally foi^ raine props, ties, 
and firewood. As the remaininfj; tveos reached a size s'ait-
able for lumber they v/ere removed. Also, at th.is time 
the bottomlands, the larger hilltops, and the more gentle 
slopes were cleared for farming and pasturing. Today the 
upland timber is p-rimarily third-growth of the 20-25 ye£^ 
age class, A fev/ small stands of second-grov/th trees 
remain in inaccessible localities. It was reported that 
since the second cuttlnr; most of this v/oodland v/r.s 
grazed by sheep and cattlo, even thoxigh the i-'etiirns per 
acre v;ere very small. Dm'»ing the past $0 years, timber-
land has been burned over at one time or another. The 
brushy and savanna typo growths fcimd in cojiie localities 
probably resulted froin these burning and ^rajjing ac­
tivities . 
The upland v/ooded areas^-aro nov/ typicall^r white oak-
shagbarlr. hickory (Quercus alba-Garya ovata), associations 
v;ith other ti'eeG such as blacl: oak {[I. velutina) j red oak 
"'•"ubri.'a), pignut hickory (Car7/a f^labra), rod elin (Ulinus 
fulva), r-roon ash (Praxinus pennsylvanica), walnut, black 
ch.erry (Frutius serotina), honoy locust (G-leditsia tri-
acar.thos ), linden, and Ohio bucke^^'o (Aesculus glabra), 
which either represent consocies, remnants of otlier types 
of coimnunities, or r-elics from earlier stages of succes­
sion. The representative shade tolerant species are serv­
ice berry (Araelanchler canadensis ), iron wood (Carpinus 
caroliniana), Smooth stunac (Rhus {^labra), coi'al berry 
(Symphoricarpos orbiculattis ), blackberry (Rubus allef^honl-
ensis ), black raspbei'ry (Rxibus occidental!s ), cat brier 
(Smilax sp,), gooseberry (Ribes oxyacanthoides), prickle 
ash (Zanthoxylian amoricanum), dewberry (Rubus villosus), 
slauilcbrush (Rluis canadensis), and hawthorn (Crataegus spp.) 
are typical slirubs associated with the woodland. They are 
^Sf^ientific names of troes based on Little (19liJ|.) and 
shrubs and lierbs on G-ray (I908), 
meat evident 'ahevo tlio canojjy ia open such as occui>s 
along roi'dwayCj timbGr odgerj, clearings, and erased vvood-
land. A v/ldo varlet;/ of herbaceous plants are found; 
the specie a indicate the degi'ee of shading, moisture, 
and toil fertility. 
The large acroago of idle land reveals various rtciges 
of plo.nt GUCcef.',sion froia baroe, sevoroly eroded Eoil:;-. to 
early v.'oodland. The iieavily gx^ 'azed x>-'':'turo lands shov; 
i-^iiailax' ntujjoa of plant cucce^v.-rlon. Po-f-'turos crazed hj 
sheep lack nost weedy t;v';i)& plants and slirubs but are nearly 
pui-a atand'^ of poverty ^^ras:; (Aristlda sx)p.), oi' redtop 
(-:x'OstiG alba), which c.ve not readily eaten. The areas 
iiioderatoly gi^aaed by cattle have fair- to good stands of 
bluc^rass (Poa prat ens is ), and tiauothj'' {Phlemi pratenae), 
btit are heavily Infcjsted v/ith several slirubs, par-ticularly 
coi*al berry, \jhich is rapidly S'pi'eadlng. Cx-oplands tu'e 
heavily infested with riany species of v/eedy plants, vmich 
in some instances suppress the crops. Those cultivated 
areas are sr.iall and irregular with wide edges restilting 
fror.i bordering timber or erosion. 
The bottomlands are heavily cultivated except foi'' 
several acres of idle land. These uncultivated areas 
represent v/et sites that can not bo suitably drained for 
I^rofitable farming, wide field edges bordering stream 
beds, inactive stream beds resulting fx*oxa straightening 
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Soap Creek, and small acreages that ai"'e too small or 
inacoessihlc. Fields are generally sjiiall, irregular, 
and heavily ini'ested with various species of v/eedy 
plants. Repeated floods have decreased the crop yields, 
increased the infestation of undesirable v/eods, and 
daraaged the cover and soils. The resultinr^ environirient 
is the most favorable for quail that occurs on the 
Research Area. 
Roprosentative trees of these lov;lands are cotton-
wood, elm, soft maple (Acer rubrum), river birch (Betula 
ndj^ra), sv/amp v/h.ite oak (cj.uercus bicolor), v/illov/ (Salix 
nl^i'a), and walnut. Typical slirubs are elder (Sajfiibucus 
sp.), coral berry, blackberry, and f^rape (Vitis sp.). 
Gocklebur (Xanthiuin comnune ), svAartv/eod (Polyf-;onum app. ), 
greater ragweed (AEibrosia trifida), night shade (Solanuni 
nipixnart), partridge pea (Cassia Ghajdocrista), foxtail 
(Setaria spp,), morning glory (Ipomoea sp.), bind weed 
(Convolvu.lu3 arvensis ), and crabgrass (Pi git aria sanp.uinalls ), 
are the pi'Dminent herbs found in cultivated fields. Idle 
areas have stands of brome grass (Bromus tectoruin), blue 
grass, red top, panic grass (Panicum spp.), wild straw­
berry (Pr a A'aria virF;iniana), cinque foil (Potentilla 
canadensis), dewberry, greater ragweed, hemp (Cannabis 
satlva), beard-tongue (Pentstemon sp.), wild rye (Elyinus 
sp,), and rush (Junous macer), with several of the i)rovi-
ously mentioned shrubs and trees being represented. 
2i!. 
Some maimna].3°' coimuon to the Area l-.;og red fox (Vulpes 
rop'ialis), f^ray fox, gi'ay sqixirrG]., fox squirrel (Sciurus 
nif^er), opossum (Didelphis virKlnxana), sti-»ipod sloink 
(Mephl11 s mephltis ), spotted alcunk ( Spllogale intorrupta), 
mink, weasel (Mustela sp.), muskrat, boaver, cottontail 
( Sylvllan^is f loridanus ), Franlrlin's grouiid squirrel 
(Gitc 1 luB franlvlini ), tjiirteen-striried ground squii'rel 
(Gitellus trIdeceinlinoatus ), poclcot gopher (Goomys bur-
sariua ), Southern v/oodchuck (I.iarmota monax raonax), mole 
(ocalopus aquaticu£!), rat (Rattua nor'vef^icus ), white-
footed mouse (PGroinyscua leucopus), prairie harvest mouse 
(I/llcrotu3 ochro?-';astor ), slirew (Blarina brevicauda), domes­
tic dog (Canis famlliai»is), and domestic cat (Palis 
catus ). Occasional visitors include the white-tailed 
deer (Odocoileus virfr,inianus), badger (Taxi do a taxua ), 
and coyote (Gania latrans). 
The avifauna^ is quite diversified, particularly 
during the migratory periods. Those relatively charac­
teristic and known to nest on the Area are crov/ (Gorvus 
l>^a-chyrhynchos), red-tailed hav;k (Buteo b. borealls), 
Cooper's liav/k (Acciptor coopori ), sparrow hawk (Falco 
sparverius), screech owl (Otua asio naevius), barred 
^Scientific names based on Scott (1937). 
b 
Scientific names based on DuMont (1933) except as other-
v;ise noted. 
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owl (Strlx V. varla)» horned owl (Bubo v. vlrRlnianus), 
turkey vultures (Oathartes aura septentrlonalle), blue 
Jay (Oyanooitta o. orlstata), red-bellied woodpecker 
(Centurus oarollnue), downy woodpecker (Dryobates v. 
vlllosus)I cardinal (Rlohmondena £. cardlnalls), gold­
finch (Splnus t, trlstls), black-capped chickadee 
(Penthestee a. atrlcaplllus), white-breasted nuthatch 
(Sltta c. carollnensls), horned-lark (Otocorls alpeatrls), 
ruby-throated hummingbird (Archllochus colubrls), Inter­
ior bob-white quail (Collnus vlrRlnlanus mexlcanus)^ , 
ring-necked pheasant (Phaslanus colchlcus torquatus), 
English sparrow (Paaser d. domestlous), Eastern robin 
(Turdus m. mlgratorlua)« red-eyed tovrhee (Plplo e. ery-
throphthalmus), Eastern whip-poor will (Antrastoinus v. 
voclferoua), nlghthawk (Ohordelles minor)i Eastern belted 
kingfisher (Megacerle a alcyon), flicker (Golaptea 
auratus), horned lark (Otocorls alpeatrls), house wren 
(Troylodytes aeden), brown thraaher (Toxostoma rufum), 
Eastern bluebird (Slalla s. alalia), starling (Sturnus 
Z* vulgaris), meadowlark (Sturnella magna), red-wing 
(Agelalua phoenlceua), cowblrd (Molothrua ater), Indigo 
bunting (Paaaerlna cyanea), Junco (Junco hyemalla), field 
sparrow (Splzella puallla), Eaatern mourning dove (Zenaldura 
^After Aldrlch (1946). 
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inacroui'a cai'olinienals ) j pled-billed f^robo (Podllyiribus 
podicopn}) great blue heron (/irdoa herodias), mallard 
(/.nas £. plat:frhynchos ), blue-wlnf^ed teal (Anas diccors) 
cxvA \;ood duck (Alx sponsa). 
Stato-owned area 
The State-owned portion (Pig. 1) was purchased by 
the Iowa State Coneorvation Com ission frora tlie /anerican 
liutual Life Insurance Company in the fall of 19l-r3« It 
v;a3 acquired for develop:niont as a \7ildlifo area and to 
serve as a rmblic s'aooting ground for quail and squir­
rels. VAiile the v;;:r v/as in prof^ress, developmental prac­
tices were discouraged. However, some small upland ponds 
constructed (Pigs. I4. and 5). These are now prac­
tically worthless because nothing was done to protect 
the denuded areas resulting from constrxjction. Livestock 
were also periaitted in the pond areas. The land was al­
lowed to be fariiied b7/- a tenant who had little apprecia­
tion of conservation of soils or wildlife. Grazing was 
far in excess of the carrying capacity and, becat;se fsnccs 
wore nearly non-existent, all sections, except for a few 
small ax'eas, were subjected to livestock activities at 
sotn.e time during the year. 
As shown in Pig, 1, the outline of the 620-acre tract 
is somewhat uniform except for t\7o extensions. The large 
extension lies in tho bottom land to tho v/est along Soap 
Pig. il-. Upland farm pond conatrueted 
in the pasture of tho State 
area in 19^ -1-3 • 
1 
Pig. 1?. Farm pond constructed in the 
bai'»n lot of the State area in 
191^3. 
do 
Greek; the ajriallox' one is to the oast i .1 the upland, Tlie 
ent:l:':'o area "lk bordered on the north by Soap Creek and 
el^'OY/hero by I'oads and privately • o'v7ncd fai-'in land. 
Slightly over one-fifth of the total acreage, a strip 
up to 60 rode in width, lieB in the bottom land along the 
south side of Soap Crook. This creek, before being 
straightened, cut tlirough this strij) in throe places. 
Tirese sections of old creek bed re:!iain, and a heavy stand 
of moisture-tolerant trees and shr-ubs grov/ along the 
margins. As a result, the fields here arc Siaall and ir­
regular. The upland has a genex'al slope to the north, 
teriainating in a steep bluff above the lov/lands and com­
ing in contact v;ith Soap Creek only In the nortlieast 
corner of the area. Characterirtic of the upland are 
rather broad-topped hills, v/itix short, steep sides and 
deeplvf cut, wooded gullies. Tv/o-thirds of it are covered 
vrith tirabex' most of which is third growth oak-hickory. 
One central stream cuts through rauch of this tract from 
south to north; its many small brandies coming tlirough 
deeply cut gullies to fox'm a small narrov; valley v;ith 
steep sides. Here are found :everal small level pockets 
of land of a quarter to half acre In siae, some of which 
are covered by walnuts, birches, elms, hav/thornes, alders, 
and blackbei^ries J others are open having a heavy blue-
gr'ass sod. T}iis valloy becomes progressively wider until 
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it einergos on the Soap Creole bottoras. Onlj tho lov;oi» 
portion of this valley is typically first 1x)ttom, most 
of it beinf^ second bottom as indicated by the typo of 
vegetation present. Tho westward extension of the bot­
tom land is bisected by S;::,lt Greek which drains all tho 
remaining portion of the area thi.t does not drain di­
rectly into ooap Greek. 
Agriculturally the ot, . te-owned lands are in an 
extremely unprodxictive state. A large portion of the 
.Area does not constitute good habitat foi' nost forms of 
wildlife, espocial3.y tho bob-v;}iite quail. This is partic­
ularly true of tlte upland, v/hlch contains the large 
acreage of timber and severely eroded and overgrazed 
pasture. ornall acreages still In cultivation are limited 
to the near level hilltojos, leaving a wide band of b;:dly 
eroded and brush~covored land around tho field edges. 
Little or no topsoil remains in much of those farmed 
and pastured ciroas as indicated by the crop yields and 
stage of plant succession represented. A considerable 
portion of the bottomlands is idle v/ith onl.y about 7^? of 
tho 115> acres in actvial cultivation. The general cover 
pattez'^n is quite favorable for garao, in contrast to the 
upland because of tho extensive "edge" around the bottom­
land fields. Correspondingly, the better gar.ie popula­
tions also occur in this lowland during most seasons of 
the yeai"* (Kllmstra, 19I1.8). 
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Border sti'iT) 
Tho 60-rod border strip (Fig. 1) iJ"' compoEed of about 
IlO pnr cent bottom and 60 per cent upland. The lov.'lanus 
C'.re Icvrr^cly intonelvely cultivated, bi;.i the farmers employ 
a favorable crop rotation plan. As a result, crop prodixc-
tion is rpod except v;hon da:7i£!.n;ed by drouth or flooding. 
Idle land (10 per cent) is limited to a fev; riarshy areas, 
strip iriine areas and active or inactive crool: bods and 
t}ioir bordering cover. Corn, wheat, oats, soybeans, raid 
meadow are tlie jjrincipal crops v;ith sweet clover eriiployod 
as a greon munxire. Tho upland has a largo acroago of 
timber (30 cont), T)ar-I:icularly to tho oast of the 
State land, v/hi^;h is tjrpically dense stands of oak-hickory 
that are sub.jectod to graaing. Ten .per cent classed as 
idlo land is rapidly reverting back to woodland. About 
30 per cont is farmed to intei'-tllled crops (corn, oats 
and soybeans), and ,2!? per cent is in perjiianent pasture 
and meadow (timothy). I.lost pastures a.re not severe ly 
overgx''azcd but do have some of the iindesirable grasses, 
weeds and shrubs. 
All or jioi'tions of ton farms are Included in tho 
border strip and nine of these are occupied by tenants. 
Nearly all of these farms have been signed up with the 
AAA during the past five years. The main practices sub­
scribed to included liming, fertilizing, grass seeding, 
and pond construction. All but tv/o upland farms contain 
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from one to three j:)onds at the iioi-.d of large jyallios. 
iuost of thesG are not fencod and llvestocl: ht-ve ctiUvTod 
coiTsiderablc damage. As a result, they do not furnish 
additional cover for fjaivio. 
Better quail populations occurred on the boi'der 
strix) than on the State land during ovei'y Koac-on of the 
year prior to the developmental work (Klimstra, 19i!-8). 
i.lore favorable land luanagernent ]:):{?acticeK tuid the dis­
tribution of the various tjrpea of permanent cover were 
pz-'obably responsible for this (r.reater utilization by 
quail (Fif'^s, 6 and 7). 
Check Area 
The chock area (Fig. 6) is located in sections l[|. 
and 15 of Salt Creek Township three railes southeast of 
the Bldon Research Area. It if-: largely upland vrith sraall 
areas of bottomland occxirring along the major streams. 
The original stands of timber have been removed except 
along the streams and large gullies and in 35 acres of 
pasture land. During the past 50 years the cleai'ed areas 
have been subjected to cultivation. Many of these fields 
are nov/ severely ex-oded and are being returned to perrna-
nont pastures and meadows but are as yet unproductive. 
Grazing (largely by sheep) in moat cases f::'j? exceeds the 
forage production and the fields are hfio.vily iiifested 
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Pig. 6. Heavy stand of blue gvuss pro-
tGCting waterways fro.n! erosion 
on the 80-rod border strip. 
Pig. J, Moderately n:razed upland pas­
ture on the 80-rod border 
strip furnished excellent 
cover for bob-white nests. 
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Pig. 0. Aerial photograph, of the 
check area, (Furnished 
by AM) 
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Avlth weedy plfints and such xindeKirable grnr.sos as poverty 
and redtop. Tiraothy coinpoaes the larger part of the liay-
land. Cultivated fields make up about 3^ per cent of 
t}ie area and arc limited to the largoi' hilltops and stream 
bottoma. Oats, corn and soybeans are the main crops. 
Fifteen per cent of the area is permitted to remain idle 
because of low fertility and erosion. These scattored 
plots show sign of rovertinp; back to the original oak-
hickory cover, Korean lespedeza occurs in most of the 
waste areas. 
Five fari:is are included in the check area with only 
one being occupied by a tenant farraer. All the farms have 
been cooperatino; with the Ai'Ji using much tixo same prsctices 
as those employed by land owners located on tlie 80-rcd 
border strip of the Eldon Hesearch Area. 
The distribution of cover is much raoj.''e desirable for 
game than that of the hill land on the Research Area, 
liov/over, the large areas of meadow and open pastures 
tend to make much of the check area ixninhabitable for gaine 
in winter, especially quail. During v;inter there is a 
very definite shortage of food and cover in these areas. 
As a I'esult, imder present conditions only about tliroe 
localities are suited for winter coveys. Nesting and 
brood rearing cover is good and an inflvix of breeding 
pairs can be expected to occur in the spring and siUTiraer. 
Such an area is of value in that respect, but iinless a 
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largo percentage of tho fall bir'ds are roinovod by hunt­
ing, wintering coveyn will be reduced for the cover and 
food a?.^e limited during that Boason. 
wuall management practices on such an area would be 
much leas costly than on the Research Area and higher 
Tiopulations could be expectcd. Large acreages of timbei' 
are expensive to manage for quail and it is often ques­
tionable whether one should attempt to develop them for 
that purpose. 
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FIELD TECIIHI^UlilS 
I>ux»lng the tlireo yearc covered by this investiga­
tion, over lO months v/ere .spent in residence on the 
Research Area. The studies included the following peri­
ods : 
191^ -6: March 26 - December 1^  
194.7: Karch 2? - September q. 
19li8: I,larch 28 - September 3 
As time permitted, visits were made to the Aroa v/hen not 
in residence. 
'i'he efforts in 19l.i-6 were centered on a tliorough study 
of the existing quail population and its i^elationship to 
the available food, cover, and water as found on the Eldon 
Research Area; this phase v;as completed by January 1, 
19il-7' basis of the data obtained during the initial 
survey a detailed management plan was prepared. This 
plan was submitted to the Iowa State Conservation. Com­
mission In February, 19^7. During 19)1-7 and 19i{-Gj detailed 
observations wei^'e continued on the development of the 
management practices affccted and their relationship to 
quail. In the course of this prograin of reaoarch, it was 
also the responsibility of the writer to supervise the 
developmental work and to maintain an accurate cost-
accounting I'ecord of all operations concerned in the 
Installation of the management plan. The cost records 
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YJ-GPO to be furnished by the ConDervatioJi Corrtraisalon. 
Fxirther, a close cooperation v/as maintained with the 
II. S. Soil Conservation Service, State Conservation Con-
r.ilssion, and Anriculturel Adjustment Administration (AAA) 
when preparing and installing the management plan. 
In order to obtain the data as outlined above, very 
careful obsorvations were conducted on tho life-history 
of the quail. Tlais required an intensive study of coveys, 
pairs, singles, broods, nests, predation, and s^ asonal 
cover and food utilization. Also, land riianap;eraent pr-ac-
ticos, cover and food conditions, and soils v/ere criti­
cally analyzed with respect to their suitability for sup­
porting .:-ood v;ildlife population;;. The results of these 
findings were all correlated and used as the basis for 
the raanageraent plan. 
Specific techniques employed foi> each phase of the 
study are discussed under the appropriate headings. 
o 
INITIAL SUHV 'iY OF STATE AREA 
In making thlD sux've7/ the ontlre State-owned ax'oa 
was thoroughly studied. Iilvery effoi't v/as raado to obtain 
data on the plant ecology, land management, v.-ildlife 
management, and quail index. These facts wore considered 
as prerequisites for the preparation of a sound develop­
mental and management program. 
Plant Ecology 
An intensive reconnaissance of the State land was 
conducted in oi^'der to study and map the prevailing voge-
tational covor. As a result of this reconnaissance, the 
land was divided into eight stratifications (Pig. 9)j on 
the btisis of land usaf^^e and plant grov/ths ropz''esontcd. 
The units and approveimato acreages wore dense grazed up­
land timber, iBo acres; dense un--ra2ed upland timber, 
20 aci'es; open grazed upland timber (savanna type), 12^ 
acres; open upland pasture, 75 acres; shrubby upland 
pasture, 2^ acres; idle land (upland and bottomland), 
1^.0 acres; bottom.land timber, Ij.? acres; and cropland 
(upland and bottomland), 11^ acres. Some of the areas 
v;ero further broken down on the basis of plant coirununities 
r»opresented or crops raised. C^uadrats v/ero established 
in each unit and list-counts made of the nlants rer^ro;; ented. 
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Fig. 9. Stratifications of the State-ovmed area based on plant types and land usage. 
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One quudr'at w; s nctablished for each ten uci'os unless 
ropro£:cnl'.i:tiVG data could be obtained v;ith fov.or. One-
tonth acrn quadrc-ts were used in v.'oodlimd, one-fortieth 
acre in kIirub grov.-tl'i.o and one-tcn-ti;oasondthE acre in 
liev'baceouE [growths. Tlio results of the various quadrats 
ai'e r.'reGented in Table." 3 through 9« 
Three objoctivos were in nind v.'hen tliose ecological 
atudiea were xindortaken: (1) a quantitative detorrnina-
tion of the plant covru.iunities, (2) a coi'rolatlon of these 
data with the population and behavior of the quail, and 
(3) a basis for planning procedures to improve land 
nianap.ei'.ient practices. 
Donoo j;:razed upland timber 
Table 3 shows that the dense f;razed upland tiraber 
coiTmiunity woody plants per acre) v;r,s tyr-dcally a 
third-grov/th white oak-shajjbark hickory association with 
thcj latter being slip;btly dominant (Pig. 10a). The ave-
f sl 
rage sizes ranged from sapling to 3-o inch class . Those 
recorded in the 6-9 and 9-1? inch class were second 
gi'owth trees found along gullies and were not typical of 
this corruiiunity. Ironwood, as indicated by the nvuiibor of 
seedlings, saplings, and 1-3 inch class represented, was 
the dominant shade tolerant species. The slirubs were 
not charactnristic of the dense canopy (about Tf? per cent). 
oiaes of trees represent diameter at breast height. 
lil 
Table 3. Count-List Quadrat Readings From Quadrats in Grazed Dense Upland Timber on the 
Number of Plants in Each '•< 
Species isjuadrat 1 ~ 
Seed- Sap- Can- Exp- Seed- Sap-
ling ling 1-3" 3-6" 6-9" 9-15" opy osure ling ling 1-3" 
TREES 
Carya ovata 
Comus asperifolia 
Crateagus sp, 
Fraxinus americana 
Ostrya virginiana 
Quercus alba 
Quereus imbricaria 
Quercus rubra 
Ulmus fulva 
SHRUBS 
Corylus americana 
Psdera vitacea 
Rhus canadensis 
Rubus flagellaris 
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Coral berry, hazel nut (Oorylus ainerloana)i blaokberry, 
and sumac are primarily sun-loving plants, and, therefore, 
the few poorly developed plants represented were probably 
remnants of a period when the canopy vms quite open. 
Virginia creeper (Paedera vitaoea), was a representative 
of the shade tolerant shrubs. The forest floor plants®, 
mayflower (Podophyllum peltntum), violets (Viola spp.), 
blue grass, sedge (Oarex sp.), and bedstrav.' (Galium sp.), 
occupying about 15 per cent of the total area, showed the 
lack of sufficient sunlight, being poorly developed and 
pale in color. A mat of leaf mulch covered the forest 
soil to a depth of 1-2 inches. 
Game species resident in this area were limited to 
fox and gray squirrels. They were primarily along the 
gullies and streams, where the few large trees were found. 
Dense ungrazed upland timbe'r 
The dense ungrazed upland timber (Table 4) was pri­
marily a second and thti'd-growth stand located on a 
moist, steep, northerly slope (1,661 woody plants per acre). 
The dominant speciea, linden, possibly represented a remnant 
of a former linden-maple community. The appearance of 
flood plain types, walnut, ash, hackberry (Celtis 
occidentalis), and elm probably were indicators of 
^Quadrats were not established for the herbaceous plants 
in woodland areas. 
Ii3 
Table U. Count-List Quadrat Readings From Quadrats in Ungraaed Dense Upland Timber on the i 
Species ^adrat I 
Seed- Sap- Can- Exp- Seed- Sap-
ling ling 1-3" 3-6" 6-9" 9-15" opy osure ling ling 1-3" 3-
TREES 
Aesculus glabra 
Carya ovata 2 
Celtis occidentalis 6 
CercisCcanadensis U 
Cornus asperifolia 6 
Fraxinus americana 3 
Juglans nigra 
Morus rubra U 
Ostrya virginiana li 
Prunus serotina 
'.juercus alba 
Quercus rubra 
Tillia americana 7 
Ulmua fulva '3 
SHRUBS 
Psedera vitacea 
Rhus occidentalis 
Rhus canadensis 
Smilajc sp. 
Synphoricarpos orbiculatus 
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Ijjl. 
a siibcliniax. Shagbai*!!: hickory anO. white oak occurred 
near tlio top of tho slope, indicating; a drier habitat, 
i^od bud (Cercig canadensis ), irail.berry (l.iorus rubra ), 
blacK cherry, ironv.'ood, doj;^ivood, and Ohio buckoyo ro-
protentad the shade tolerant epocioiJ. Cat brier, r;oos;o-
borry, and Virginia creeper, the doi;-inant slirubs, re­
vealed fall' to good gx>o\vth beneath a canopy of about 
60 per cent. The. for-crt floor was vastly different 
fx'Oia that of the donKe grazed tiiaber. There was a rich 
p;rov;th. of spring I'lov/ering plants a-nd. large ruats of 
ferns which covered 35 per- cent of the [.'iround. 
This area, being a relatively small narrow unit, was 
xised b7;- several species of gaine. Pox squir*rel3 v/ore 
quite niuiiei'ous througho^it the area with cottontails 
ranging in around the edge. Quail occasionally employed 
the area as escape cover becaur.e it v.'t s located in one 
of tlio tv.'o U]-)land localities that suTjror'ted bob-white 
coveys. The steep slope contained many burrows which 
v/ere used primarily by v/oodchxicks. Raccoons and opos­
sums were attracted by the den trees. 
Open p,razed timber 
The open grazed timber lands located on level to 
gently sloping sites average about ll|.6 trees (sapling to 
6-9 ;l-nch class) per acre (Table 5)« V,1ilte oak and shag-
bark hickory occurred in the largest nu2Tibers but mostly 
Table 5. Goimt-list Quadrat Readln/^s Prom tiuadrats in 
Open Gx'azed Upland Timber Areas on the otato 
Lands, 19ijj6 
jpccio3 
Number Plants in Each 
Ciuadrat 
TZEZi: T 
THESS 
Garya ovata 
Cai''7;-a cor^formis 
WajHBus ar.ioricana 
G1 edi t s i a"""i:r 1 acantho s 
Juglahs nigra 
liiorua rul^ a 
PFuhus serotina 
Q.ucf'cus aTBa 
Qucrcus rubra 
"Ouercus veluntia 
"TOiius amoricana 
Ulinus fulva 
1 6 il- 9 2 
1 1 3 
1 1 1 1 
1 2 1 1 1 
1 1 
2 1 1 
1 2 
2 5 3 7 3 
2 1 1 1 
1 1 1 
1 3 3 
2 1 
SHRUBS 
a^ 'fiericanuiu $ 1 1 
RIius glabra 2 3 1 
Rhus canadensis 3 2 
rHx's toxicodendron 2 2 
Ribes oxyacanthoide s 1 
Rubus allogK^lenaia 12 6 
Hubiis 'fTapieTlaris 1 10 1 
v'iymphoricarpo s orblculatua 6 3 
KERBS 
Achillea milgfollum 
A^rostis alba 
Monarda punctata 
canadensis 
pratensis 
'i'oliiun pratense 
Vornonia interior 
2 
1 
2 
12 
3 
zznz 
0^0 
2 
10000 
10 
3 
1 
300 
1 
1^000 
3 
3000 
7 
9000 
6ooo 
21 
2 12 
as sprouts from old stumps, ovidences of previous cutting 
Honoy locust, elm,and ash, tho less d esii'able species, 
made up the largest trees. The shrubs, coral bera;*y, aiiiTic?. 
blackber:cy, raspbervy, and hazel nut, showing excellent 
growth, occurred primarily in clmips and were typical of 
the open canopy. Canada and Kentuclcy bluegrass appeared 
to doiiiinato the hei-baceous plants as well as the repro­
duction of v/oody plants. Only a fev,- species of weed^/ 
plants v/ore prorsent and no seedlings of trees and shrubs. 
The fr.razing; in this open vvoodland was generally not heavy 
The presence of p;arae species was limited primarily 
to tho fjumnier and early fall months when food was avail­
able. An occasional cottontail or quail were found but 
no intensive use was made of these areas. Poxes, raccoon 
and 0i")03su)iis made frequent visits v/hen trio various fruits 
ripened. In winter jaoderatel:/ grassed areas were in­
tensively hunted for small rodents by red foxes. 
)3ottomland timber 
As ahovm in Pig. 9 the bottomland timber formed a 
narrow but continuous band along the ma;joi' streains and 
inactive creek beds. Because of this distribution no 
quadrats v/ere established. 
On the Soap Creeli: flood plain tho principal trees 
were cottonwood, rod elm, soft maple, black v/illovv, box 
elder (Acer nepiundo), black walnut, green ash, and river 
ll-T 
birch (BetAila nifyra). Cottonv/ood and soft xnaple were 
generally trio dominant species. The slmab species con-
alstnd of elder (Sambucus canadensis), blackberry, grape 
(Vitla sp.), and b\ittonbush (Cephalanthus occldental!s ). 
lierbaceouK plants were largely .ry^eater I'agvieed, brorae, 
siiiartweod, wild rye, pokev/eed (Fhytolaca decandra}, and 
blue ['rass. These hei^bs and shrubs v/ere along the edges 
of the timber or in localities wliere the canop"y was 
relativ(?ly open. The priitu-i''y plant growing beneath the 
heavy canopy on the less pcndy soils was jewelv/eed 
(Imxjatiens pallida). 
Pound in the bottomland along streai.is extending 
into the ux^land were red elm, black wtilnut, rivex' birch, 
black cherry, service berry, alder (Alnua incana), black­
berry, and grape. Small, level, open pockets occurred 
along these streajiis that had a heavy stand of blue r-rass 
with isolated large trees and cltunps of coral berry t.nd 
blackberry. 
I'lost of the trees in the bottorrdand tirabor v/ere 
large (two to four feet in diaiiieter) except those grow­
ing at the edp-e of the strearris and these were largely of 
the sapling to 3~6 inch class. 
Game species utilized this type of cover, especi­
ally whoi-'e it was brushy. The many den trees favored 
high populations of fox squirrels and raccoons and their 
l!.8 
feeding activities resulted in conKlderable damar-e to 
bordering cornfields. 
Open upland pasture 
The open pasture, loco.ted in the upland, was limited 
prir.'iarll7,r to the larger, broader hilltops and gentle 
slopes. Erosion, which had resulted from previous cul­
tivation, heavy {'^r'azing and cattle trails, was severe 
on all but the small areas of level hilltop (Pin;s, lOd and 
e). The prevailing vefr,etetion (Table 6) indicated that 
the productivity of the pastures was low. The hillsides 
\7ere dominated by tick-legrass (Aprrostls hloinalls), three-
awn gras3 (AriatIda dichotoma) and bracted plantain 
(?lantaj?;o arlotida). According to V.'ainier (191-1.^) the 
presences of this type of coimuunity usually indicated 
a compact, exposed B horizon where active sheet erosion 
v/as proceeding. In those sites Infilti'ation was slow, 
and the amount of water absorption was very low. These 
representative plants indicated a soil with low cax'bon 
content having poor aeration. Daisy fleabane, red 
sorrel (Humex obtuslfollus), and cinquefoil wore also 
Indicators of these soil conditions. Rush and red top 
found at the lower end of slopes also Indicated soils 
of high carbon content and. In addition, readily avail­
able moisture. The Kentucky bluegrass cover, v/hlch 
dominated the level hilltops, indicated the pr»esence 
U9 
Table 6, Count-List Quadrat Headincs From ^Ajadrats in Open Inland 
Pasture on the State Lands, I9I16 
Species Number 
Plants In jiach Quadrat 
1 2 3 ll 5 6 7 8 
HERDS 
Achillea railofolium 8 39 56 1 5 
Agrostis alba 16 
Agrostis hiemalis ho 390 33 19 
Ainbrosia elatior 36 U6 
Aristida dichotoma hOli 65 
Erigeron rarwsus 3 11 3 
Jiincua macer 31 16 15 h 
Lespedeza stipulacea 316 25 205 325 18 
Piileum pratense 9 
Plantago aristida 3hO 69 5 269 15 262 
Poa pratensis 25 65 s;i2 62U 8ia8 50 715 
Rumex obtusifolius 7 13 1 
SolidaRO canadensis 2 10 
Strophostyles pauciflora 3 8 
Taraxacum officinale 7 k h 1 
Trifolium hybridun 1$ m 10 
Trifoliiim repons 5 1008 
Verbena striata 6 19 28 3 13 2 
Vernonia interior 8 5 13 
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of fit least ptirt of trie A horizon, a niodorato carbon con-
tovrb, and available Kioicture during inucli of tlie fjrov/ing 
ooatscn (Warxier, 19i|.3'). 'Wig occurronce of yarrow (/ichlllea 
lailefolium), ironwood (Vornonia Interiot>) and vervain 
(Voi'bena sti*!ci;a) in tlie bluegraa.". ai'eas (Pig. 10b) v/as 
characto-'.^latic of a pronounced degree of overgrazing (Vvoavor 
and ClejiieritfSj 193^). Korean lespcdeza, which occvirred 
throughout rauch of the r,)asture area, vas seeded five or 
six years previoiisly. The clovery (T:eifoliujii spp. ) and 
tiiuoth-y v/oT'e reranants of earlier practices v/iion sma.ll 
ac:.'; a.r'/i.'r' used as meadows. 
The shrubfj occurring in tlris area, smooth sitinac, coral 
berry and hazel nut, v/ere indicators of rather :ceric soils 
v/ith. at least a little A horizon and v/ere forerunners of 
the forerst v;h.ich would probably be of the oak-hiclcory t;!,rpe. 
Those open pasture areas were of little value to f;time 
except v/her'e they bordered the timber ;.:'nd hei'e only a few 
quail and cottontails v;ere found during the late suKi-uer 
raonths. In their* hunting, other ffaane jr.aramals occasionally 
ranged across the pastures bxit sir-?n indicated that they met 
v/ith little success. The cover was not sufficient to sup­
port the s}i-iall rodents but did favor the activities of raoles 
and ground squirrels, the iiiore undesirable species. 
Shruljby upland pasture 
The shrubby pa-stiiros repreconted sjiiall areas in the 
upland that wore clearod of native timber and never brouGht 
into cultivation as vjore the oT)on pastures. Of the lOitij. 
shrubc per acre (Table 7) coral berry, dewberry, black-
berr;/" and hawthorn v/ei'e the "more nui.ieroun (Fig. 10c). A 
wide variety of herbaceous plants vjore represented v/ith 
bi-'acted plantain, Canada bluef^rass, ticklegrass, and daisy 
fleabane, occitrrinr^ in the larger nx-uubers. Tliose v/ore 
indicators of .relativol;/ infertile soils with a low 
moistui'e content, Overfa'»azing v/as not evident bocaiase of 
triese unpalatable plants. Signs of previous erosion, 
which probably occurred after the removal of t}:ie tixiber, 
were healed. 
Garao species v.'ore seldom noted in these a.rcas. The 
is.-'lated locality of the shrubby/ jjastures and lack of 
substantial foods pi'obably accoimted for the lov; popula­
tion of quail or cottontails. 
Idle land 
The idle lands, as referred to here, wore areas per­
mitted to remain idle following unsuccessful attempts at 
farming or because of being inaccessible as a result of 
erosion or stream channels. These areas were located 
both in the upland and bottomland. The former will bo 
discussed first, A im.lor portion of .these idle areas 
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Table ?• Count-list Ouadrat Readings fvoi.i iilirubby Pas-
tuPG Areas on tlie State Lands, 19l.t.6 
Tlurabor i-lan'ts in iiach i.aiadrcit 
1 2 3 i\. -'•Decios 
Acldllea liiilefoliwti 
A/:;ro7i't"i s Blemal'ls " 
Ajrmrosia "^ "a^ or 
Antormari a ""ner^ .le'cta 
/iri a ti3a""H'i'o'lio tonia 
Sx'l'geron raaiiosus 
Fr-agaria 'v:li'V';'inxana 
Panicuin huachucae 
P!l.antaf:;o £a'i,stij:^  
Poa oanade'iisia 
Poa pfaUons'Is " 
FoTentilla canadensis 
l-iumex cicetosella 
Sdlidap;6' altisaima 
ITErToHios-^les t)alicifloi-a 
7er'1bas"cujia "rhap'sua" 
Vernonia interior 
65 
12 
8 
5 
3? 
to 
10 
1 
2 
11 
3 
26 
20 
2 
9 
2 
39 
12 
6l 
18 
19 
10 
12 
11 
1 
16 
1 
39 
10 
li-
2 
Il-O 
103 
lb 
7 
2 
1 
6 
8 
1 
2 
30 
5 
702 
3 
9 
iniKUBS and TTiJiilS 
Gary a cordiforinis 
Grataecus 
ISiu 
.. sp, 
toxTcodendx'on 
u^15us a 11 ogheni ens i s 
rubus' na;i;ellari3 
cyiii^oricai'pos' orbiculatus 
1 
3 
5 
3 
12 
8 
10 
6 
7 
14-
2 
5 
9 
1 
1 
A 
occurred as broad bands around furiii fields. Tiiey resulted 
frora the erosion which forced the fanning activities to 
be withdrawn to the level hilltops. An extreiaoly v.ide 
variety of plants \iqvo represented (Table 8) and thoy v/ore 
largely iiidicatoi-'s of infertile soils, erosion, and recent 
soil disturbances. In a few yea'"K this land v/ill probably 
Pig, 10, Cover typos occ\irrin/5 tlie ctate lands in 
19i!.6. 
a. Dense stand of oak-hickory tj-plcal of 
that found on tlie State land. 
b. Overgrazed blue grass pasture infested 
v/ith v,'eedy plants. 
c. Shrubby upland pastvu'e. 
d. Series of gullies in overgrazed pastures. 
e. Vory large gully v/ith man^f brancliss in 
tbo Tiasture area. 
f. Bottoialand cornfield heavily infested 
with sr.iartweeds as a result of s-oring 
floods. 
g. Soybean field infoeted v/ith. "rv-llov; and 
green fo;ctail. 
h. Upland oats field. '.Voeds su"p]?ro£5scd 
the crop. 
wmi nmk 
Table 8, Count-list Quadrat Readings from (Quadrats in Idle Land Areas on the State Lands, I9U6. 
Number Plants in Each Number Plants in Each 
Quadrat Quadrat 
Upland Area Species 1 2 3 h Lowland iixea Species 1 2 3 U 
HERBS HERBS 
Ambrosia elatior 5 6 8 7 Ambrosia elatior 19 12 
Aiabrosia trifida 16 6 Ambrosia trifida 51 110 
Agrostis hiemalis 16 2 Carex spd. 
Aristida dichotoina h Desmodium grandiflora ,1 3 
Asclepias syriaca h 2 Fragaria virginiana 12 
Aster ericoides 9 k Lespedeza virginica 21 
Desmodium grandiflora 11 2 5 ih Lobelia sp. $ 
Erigeron ramosus 9 11 6 Ludwigia altemifolia 2 
Lactuca canadensis 10 2 Poa pratensis 8000 2000 
Lespedeza virginica 31 Polygonum spp. 5 85 
Lespedeza stipulacea k 62 13 Potentilla canadensis 12 
Oenothera sp. 9 8 5 Rudbeckia hirta 10 26 
Oxalis stricta 6 2 1 Rumex acetosella 2S 1 21 
Phleum pratense U 1 2 Ruiaex crispus 1 2 
Plantago aristata 8 SHRUBS AND TREES 
Poa pratensis 160 Fraxinus pennsylvanica 1 2 
Polygonum hydropiper 1 Gledistia triacanthos 1 1 
Potentilla canadensis 6 3 20 Juglans nigra 1 1 
Rudbeckia hirta h 2 Prunus serotina 1 
-
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Poa pratensis 160 
Polygonum hydropiper 1 
Potentilla canadensis 6 3 20 
Rudbeckia hirta i; 2 
Rudbeckia triloba 8 5 
Rumex obtusifolius 9 8 2 
Setaria viridis 8 2 
Setaria lutescens 76 5 3 
Solidago canadensis 3 7 2 6 
Strophostyles helvola h 
Strophostyles pauciflora 
2 h 
Trifolium pratense 6 
Vemona interior 6 5 h .3 
SHRUBS AND TREES 
Crateagus sp. 1 2 1 
FraxLnus americana 3 
Prunus serotina 1 3 2 
Rhus glabra 6 18 • 3  9 
Rhus toxicodendron 6 3 
Rubus allegheniensis 13 15 18 8 
Rubus flagellaris 3 6 5 
Ulmus fulva 2 /• O 16 
Fraxinus penn^lvani ca 
Gledistia triacanthos 
Juglans nigra 
Prurnis serotina 
Quercus bicolor 
UlTmis fulva 
1 
1 
1 
1 
5 6 
1 3 
2 
1 
1 
18 9 
3 
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revex't to woodland as indicated by the largo niiinbor of 
px>e-forest type L^lunxb". and trees in the soedlin^^ and 
sapling sta('':i;e. several of tho liorbaceous plants Guch as 
ticl-r trefoil (Dc^smodium prandiflora), Koroa.n lospedoza, 
lesBor I'agv/eod and yellov; I'ojctail xiore favoi^ablo quail 
fcods. Th(5::e and. tlie other plantr; furniched good cover 
for roosting. 
The bottor.iland idle areas wore limited primarily 
to 12 acroD of second bottoi.i which was loft idle because 
of many stur.ips. Ton y ^ ors pr'vicusly it v;as crooped to 
corn arid then loft idle. The crop success v;as dependent 
on the cui'^'^ont rainfall because of tho poor intor'nal 
drainage rcsiiltinp; from an iiupoi'vious clay pan. h larp^ 'i 
part w:j.s clothed in a iieavy atnnd of blue .:";ri^ss (Table Ti). 
The \.'ettor sites contained strawberry, cinquefoil, sedges, 
and lobelia (I.obelia spp.) /iroas where blxio :rass was 
sparse conti.ined heavy stands of ragweed, sraartvrood, and 
blaclceyed ousan (Rudbeckia hlrta), indicating recent cul­
tivation. The occasional siirub and tree sprouts wore 
present at tree stviiJips or where blue f.;ra3K had not becorae 
dominant. Swainp white oak was tho principal troe. 
C'iuail used there areas quite intensivol:; for fo-^ding 
and .'ocsiirig in fall and winter, but the lioavy cover dis-
co\3.raged their prosonce during other seasons. The strategic 
location of these areas (around farraod lands) undoubtedly 
5? 
favoped their utilization by quail when other covox-* v.ac 
depleted :.;g tho result of liarvesting .'ind clir.aatic condi­
tions. Other ri;ajue noted in these areas v/ere cottontails, 
rod fo:c8G, raccoons, and oposcwas. 
Croijland 
The cropland, located in the bottoinle.nd oxcept for 
ll;- acres in the upland, v/as flooded on tv/o occasions the 
same year (IQl',/;) of this siirvey, but before it was iiic'do. 
Thorofoee, tho high number of \-'eedy plants (Table 9) i"*®-
prosentcd were not entirely typical, althourj;h it mu:-:t be 
recogni,^ed that these soils v/ere ho;;vily infested with 
weed seeds as the rr;sult of tho periodic inuaidations. 
Heavy weed infestations in tho upland resulted fr'om im­
proper seedbed preparation (Pig. lOf, g and h). 
Table 9- Count-list Quadrat Headings from Quadrats in 
Cropland Areas on the State Lands, 19I1.6 
Species 
Number Plants in Each ^ .uadrat 
1 2 3 " k 
CORl'IPIELD 
Folypirinuin sp. 
Setaria lutescans 
•Setaria vir'idis 
Solanum carolinense 
Xanthlum coiimmne 
Zea. mays 
18 
1 
I 
20 
3 
26 
3 
3 
1 
1|.6 
(Continued) 
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Table 9* (Continued) 
dumber Plants in Each Quadrat 
Specios 1_ 2 3 ' ^4- ' ^ 
SOTOEAK FIELD 
Glycine Mspida 
Poly.ri;onTAHi spp. 
.Seto.ria lutescens 
Setarxa vlridls" 
Xanthluiii comiiTune 
WHEAT FIELD 
Ambrosia elatlor 
Asclep^s STyriaca 
'F'li'leuit{""p"r' g"^ n 3 e 
Polyj^onum sp. 
Rumex^cFr s pu s 
aetaria lutescens 
Trll'oliwa pratense 
Xanti'iiujn conu.iune 
OAT FIELD 
Axibrosia elatlor 
Arnbrosia trli'ida 
iTs'cTepias syriaca 
/ivena staiva 
Gapsella fji^usa-Tpastoris 
Erifiieron nimosus 
Lactuca canadeitisla 
Lesped^za stlpuiacea 
Oenothera spp. 
Phleum pratense 
Pol^Z-.r^idnvun hydropiper 
Rtunex crxspus 
'Setaria lutescens 
's'ol'idago canadensis 
Spe cellar la sp, 
Trifolium pratense 
Verhonia interroi' 
10 20 17 7 
ii-5 ?.Q 2 
13 '^5- 6o 
306 
l6 
2 12 
1 12 k 
2 1 1 
1 .^6 12 66 13 
3 10 i4-9 
1 2 
10 l6 7 19 
36 la 
8 12 6 27 
19 71 9 
19 21 
1 
27 
22 9 7 
2 12 
2 5 3 
1 2 
28 60 
1 5 
5 10 1 
1 2 28 
3 1 1 
5 61i. 
2 1 
1 5 
2 5 
2 1 
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I'leedlGss to say, t'ne largest populationci of f^ airfO v.ore 
associated v;itli those agricultural landa bocauae of the 
avallabilit;/ of favor/.-ble food and cover. The woody, 
brushy cover bordering these fields as the result of ci'-eok 
beds or idle land furtl.'or ii^iproved the habitat for most 
desirable game species. However, theiio nujabei'^s of gajne, 
particulai'ly quail, were greatl^r reduced irj sT.uiimor bocuiuse 
of a lack of suitable) nesting covei'. 
Land L'ianagejiient 
The raanagement pi'o.ctices 0:jr.orcised on the 3tate 3.ands 
v-'ore generally not favorable. There was little evidence 
of efforts being directed tov/ard acceptablo farming methods. 
Pastures v/oro heavily overgrazed the entire year; mxich of 
the timber v/;-s subjected to grassing; fences v/ore nearly 
non-existent and livestock frequently Invaded the cropland, 
causing considerable damage to neighboring farmers as well; 
soil Iraprovlng crops, fex'tilizers or lime were not em­
ployed; bottomlan.ds were heavily ci'opped v/ltli little regard 
for a suitable rotation; crop residues were either re­
moved by the tenant or devoured by stock so that little 
If- any organic matter was returned to tlie soil; cropped 
upland areas w ere not tilled on tlio contour and erosion 
was sevei'e: and, overgrazed pastures wore permitted to 
grow-up in undesirable v/eods and shrubs. Ko efforts v;oro 
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boin;3 made to aeverer,7 et-oded areas or oHioi' idle 
lt:-nd,s wliicli v/oro boinr;; encrouchod upon by tho bordcrinf;; 
timber. The forostod sroas showed no evidence of being 
mnnafjed. 
In tho cprinc of 19i;-6 the tenant v/as insitructcd by 
tlie State Consocvation Gorninission to seed dov,';;i all cul­
tivated upland areas for une as pasture or ineadov/. Fur-
thernore, tlio n^ nnbei-' of livestock pervirxtted to r.razo v.';-.s 
to be liiAited to (not inclusive of hogc). Tv/o snail 
plots of hegari v/cre to be loft standinr;; to soi've as food 
patches for ga:-n©. Ho requireraents were given conc..rnins 
tr;.o crop to be x'aised in the bottom lands. Sufficient 
fencing v/as furniahod the tenant to construct 8o rods of 
boundary fence. 
By axid large tho upland aoedln:i;a and the nurne crops 
{'•1$ acres) viova iinsuccessful, lorgoly duo to iraproper 
seeding methods. The soils were too wet when the seed­
bed was prepared and tho heavily weed infer.tod fields did 
not respond to repeated discings. As a result tiio 3>lanted 
fields developed heavy stands of v;eedy plants. Tho nurse 
crops wore mown for ha^/ but this forage was of a very low 
quality and much of it was left In the field. 
Despito tl'io f.'Ct that only a siviall niainbor of stock 
wex^e permitted to graze on tho ax'ea, tho forage produced 
v/as Insufficient and severe overgrazing resulted. Un­
palatable plants and shrubs v/oi'e abundant, Tho Korean 
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lospedoza V.'RE r:,razod i'o clore TH,MT tx\ex»o v;c o Ixt.tle ii' any 
seod production. 
Bottomland crops connlstod of corn (^0 acveeOj v;}"ieat 
(6 acrec), oato (5 gc??03), and r.o^fnetinfr. {11 acres). The 
lov/ crop yields v/oro duo to the two floods that occurrcd 
in June and July. Tlio oo.tn and wheat wore a compl^'^te failijre, 
ti'ie riO'ybeana wor'e rer.iovod for hay^  and tlio corn v.'as of in 
ferior quality. Weedy growths, ospocially cocklGburn and 
sr.iai'tweeds, wern heav:;^ i'- localities v;''.:o:.'a or'ops were 
coraplGtely ruinod. Followinr'; the liarvesting, livestock 
Y;ere permitted in the fields, and this resulted in the 
destruction of much of the covox^ bordering tiie fields 
and in the idle areas. I.iost of th.e crop residues and 
VJaste grain were eaten. 
The profits x-'ealized from farraing the State lands 
were indicative of the nianagenient exercised as well as 
the growing conditions that x^revailed diiring 19i!i'>. The 
share of the crop;-, and casl:; rent 7/iGlded a return of about 
•';;;767 to the Conservatioii Comraission (Kliinstra, 191-1-0). 
Groptland on the bottom v.as leased on a share-rent basis 
(corn and soybeans one-half and small r^rainc three-fifths 
to the tenant) and the upland was rented for $150, about 
30 cents per aci'e. The vinusually hr'o.vj rains, which i»e-
sulted in floods, were undoubtedly reflected in the 
income fron thej;e lands. ' The floods not only reduced 
the crop yields but caused -nxtensive daiaafve to the soils. 
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Bocause of the stronf^ v/ater cui.'rents several inches of 
soil wore washed frojii r.ioKi'. of tho fields and in some 
localities sterile sands v;ere deposited to a depth of 
tlireo feet. 
\711dlife I/IanaEorrtGnt 
Efforts dix'cctod tov;c.rd irapx-'oving conditions fox> 
gai'ae v/ere at tho hare minimixiii, /is previously raontionedj 
two small plots wore planted to hogari, for the purj^ose 
of inpi'ovinf'-, tho winter food supply, Ilov/ever, these fields 
v/ore'harvested and fed to the stocl:. As it might be as­
sumed, the upland was !;;enerally imfavorable for gmae dui'-
in.f^ all seasons because of the largo acreage of timber 
and overgraaed pastures, both, of v/hich locked stable 
foods and suitable cover. 
Other practices were likev/ire detrimental to game. 
Poiirtoen don trees v/orc cut either for the removal of tho 
products of wild bees or raccoons. Dens and nests of 
other vvildlife were disturbed whenever' the opi ortunity 
presented it self. There was evidence that trappiiig for 
minlc and muslcrats vriis conducted primarily before the 
season had opened and that satiirrels, raccoons, and cot­
tontails were also talcon out of season. 
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Quail Index 
Visits, made before residence v;aa established, in 
March of lyll-o, indicated that four coveys (C, E, G and H) 
v/ero using the State land (Pip^. 11). None of the coveys 
were strictly residents of these lands but ranged onto it 
from the 80-rod bolder strip. The spi'^inrj censxis (Liarch 27-
April 1) of tl;e entire Hesearch Area yield a total of '(?. 
birds (0 coveys). coveys v/e.i'*e locatod in the bottom­
land and tv/o in the uplands; all v-'ere associatod with 
cropland. They v/ere i-ising i;he idle ax^oas for roosting 
cover and the brtishy field borders foi"' travel lanes and 
loafing. The over^^razed pastures and timbered areas tlaat 
•iiiado up the majoi* portion of the State land rovealed no 
sign of their being utilised by the quail. 
During the spring inventory, every section of the 
State-ovmed area v;as intensively searched for quail or 
their sign. It became apparent that only selected sites, 
prii-iaril:/ at the edges of the State area, were suited 
for quail. There was an obvious laclc of roosting cover 
and food, particularly the latter. The four sites that 
supported coveys during late winter were all vacated ex­
cept one (E) and this one remained because there probably 
was not a. better place within its normal r'ange. The other 
three coveys moved off the State area 100-200 yo.rds to 
more open tev-ritory and better food supplies. 
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LEGEND 
A-H T 
I-VI 1946-47 coveys 
1945-46 coveys 
I 
bounda: 
ELDON RESEARCH AREA 
SCALE OF MILES 
0 .25 .5 
1 1 I 
iPig. 11« Distribution of covey headquarters during the 
winters of 1945-46 and 1945-47. 
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As tjio sprins breal'-np pror.;;i-»er3aedj a defl-nlto inove-
Krait of quail to oi^en areas, such as ;;j;rassy roadsides, 
streara beailcs, and lightly grazed i)a;:tur'os, v;as detected. 
This shiftinfT ii'osulted. in a riovejiiont of all but three 
pairs froJii the State area. The surrounding lands appeared 
to offer much better netsting sites i'n early sprinp-, which 
undoubtedl^y"- recTilted frova better land inanagonent prac­
tices. Klimstra (191.1-0, p. l[-9) states that, 
'i'he locations of axiitable -ranges for 
nesting birds at the time of the rprinf^ dis­
persal and thx-^oughout the eni-iree season in­
fluenced the dispersal of pairs. Per oxejiiple, 
t?ae lar/T© acreage of donse timber over much of 
the southern half of the State land not only 
failed to provide nestin;.', cover but seeraed to 
effect the dispersal of birds tbroufj^h it to 
other areas. 
Shown in Fig. 12 are the locations of paii's as the 
nesting season progressed. The ax)poarance. of birds in 
the locations indicated during middle to late summer on 
the Sttite land v;as believed to have been a result of 
cover development. It v/as of interest to note that pairs 
made little or no ur-e of the Trottoinlands durinp; the entire 
period. 
The extent to v;hich bob-v/hites utilized the avall;.ble 
enviromacnt v/as further reflected in the distribution of 
the nests. Pig. 13 shows the location of these nests on 
the Research Area. Of the l6 nests fo\md only S v.ore on 
the State land. Factors influencing this general distribu­
tion would necessarily be luuch the saivie as those that 
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LEGEND 
At completion of spring break-up May 16 
Late spring to mid summer ^ 
Mid to late summer 
ELDON RESEARCH AREA 
SCALE OF MILES 
0 .25 .5 1 1 I 
Fig, 12. Location of bob-'white pairs during the 1946 
nesting season. 
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LEGEND 
o 1946 nests 
"S'E^ e "lan^ 'b^ n'Sl 
ELDON RESEARCH AREA 
SCALE OF MILES 
0 .25 .5 1 —1 I 
Fig. Iti, Location of bob-white nests in 1946 
A-I. I9H6 coveys 
Cta^ land bcwnd^y 
ELDON RESEARCH AREA 
SCALE OF MILES 
0 .25 .5 1 1 1 
Fig. Ik. Location of the 19^0 prehunting season bob-white coveys. 
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affectod the d3.Kpor>; s.l of pairs. 
No broodfi vjci'o found to have been reared on the otate 
area. The brood froju the single tmccessful nost on the 
area (KliHstra, 19)-1-B) moved to the bordering land sliortly 
afte?.'* iTiitcJiing, IIov;evo:.', v/.".'.th the advent of the fall 
aeason broods ap'p^ax'od in tlie bottomlanes, particxilarly 
along Soap Creek. Most of these birds could be linked 
Yfith bi'oods observed earlier on the border strirj. 
Tho fall census yielded a total of l[|.9 birds (9 covoys) 
on tlio RcBcarch Area. Tliree covoyc (D, P and I), ~n;ilizing 
the State ?.and, wore not considei'ed as renidontn for thoy 
x-avif-iod L;0.str.v" on tl'.o border land (Pif;. lL|.). Only one (I) 
of tlie nine covoys wan found in ti;e uplanrl of the iionoai'ch 
Av'-a. This ;'::roup of birds included priinaril;,'" the idle 
land t:;pe in their :':'a'nge but wore frequently found feeding 
in a snail corn fiold located on the 80-rod border strip. 
As v/ould be expected, all the bottoi'iland quail were as­
sociated Y.'ith cropland (corn and soybean), using idle 
land and fiold edges for their covei'' needs. 
During the 19l.!-6-l|7 winter', only one (D) of the bottom­
land coveys roosted on the State land, using jin idle field. 
Those cove7/s found along Soap Ci^oelt; were occasionally foiind 
on the south side of the creek but their main activities 
were on the north side. The restricted use of the State 
lane, was beliovod duo to the h 'av^^ livestock avctivities 
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v/hich 3.-'oraovod nuch of the foo',.' cove'^. 1'he upl^^nd 
covor conditions suitings frova detrimontal managciKent 
ppactlces ipi'^oviouGly dircussed, doubtlorssly discoxiragGd 
its i^r,e b;/- the bob-v/hJ,tos in fall and v.'inter. 
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DEVELOPMENT AND MlJAGEI.aiiNT PLAN 
As a result of tli© initial survey the developmont ;.ind 
manageiaont plans for the State-ovraod land \70re formulated, 
being based on wise land usages, The best Icnown land 
managoinent pi*actlces were Included, and effort v;as made 
to coordinate acceptable farm management v/ith good wild­
life management. In some minor' instances priority was 
shown to v/lldlife, specifically quail, for they were the 
primary object of the study. It should be understood that 
the practices recoKKiended are subject to change depending 
on the availability of now and better findings as a r'osult 
of fui'ther study. 
Literature Review 
The ideas incorporated in the plan resulted primarily 
from the information available in the literature on land, 
quail, and wildlife management practices which were be­
lieved applicable to the State-owned lands, A review of 
all the applicable references in this thesis would leave 
little space for presentation of the more pertinent mate­
rial. Therefore, only a few will be discussed. In order 
to give cr'. dit to all atithoz^s whose v.'rltings were con-
svilted but not specifically mentioned, tiiey are presented 
as follows: Browning (191-1-6 and 191^.8), Errington (193^ and 
1939) J I'itus {19i].6)) Kor3clA£?on (19^1-0), Johnson (I9I1-8), 
i.icAtee (19i!-l), Coi-npbell and Grau (191^1-0), Fponch (l9ii.O), 
iia[j,ol and Glark (193^Uj Plrld-ns {19il-2), iiacDonuld (19ii6), 
Smith and others (19i4-7)> Cheney and others (1914!!-), Duck 
(19lj,-?')> Anderson , l.'ilale (19l-l5)> Nelson and others 
(1914-6), Hughes and others {19I4I1.), Pierre and Browning 
(191|.EP), Jolmson and others {194^), Ramsey (1939)J Zeasman 
(19il-l), Peterson and Hughes (igllii-, 19Vf 0.^^ 19il-8)j Robin­
son and Hughes (19il.5)j Monthey and Cheney (19il-7)) Engel-
horn and Bower (19iill-), Scarseth (19l|0),, Clark and Lascher 
(1939) J Hamilton (1938), Jopson (1939), Scott and llendrlck-
son (1936), and Bennett (1939). 
Grahoin (191.1-7, p. vii) has probably presented the idea 
of wildlife and land raanaBeinent as concisely as any of the 
recent writers. He states, 
The most prc.ctical wildlife manageifient is 
accomplished tlirough good land use .... The 
abundance of wildlife does not result from juris­
diction, sportsmens' ineotlngs, or bureaucratic 
dictates; it results from TiVhat we do \*;ith the 
land. And what is done with the land must fit 
the land, and contribute to the needs of those 
v/ho live upon it. 
Albrecht (1911-6, p. 8) gave further emphasis to tb.e 
idea that soil management v/as a definite pai'^t of sound 
v/ildlifo management when he stated, 
V/ildlife management must become a party in 
the great cause of better soil management and 
conservation of soil since only by tlijit means 
can YJlldlife be on a secure basis for conserving 
and rebuilding the object of the hunters desire. 
Soil fertility is the raw material by which we 
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run a wildlife factory, and the product put out 
b^f it is no inoro ntmicirouo and no better in qual­
ity than ie allowed by the stock of raw inatorial 
ill the soil for grov/ing it. 
These saine ideas were aptly stated by Vvestveld and Bennitt 
(I9).lij.) and the Missouri Conservation Gorrmiission (I9li.^). 
In thoij? opinion wildlife populations are largely depend­
ent on the restoration of soil fei>tilit7f and on v/ise farm­
ing and forestry practices which provide more and bettor 
food and cover. Speaking specifically of quail management 
Stoddard (1931) said that any area v/here the fertility 
of the soil has boon exhausted to the poiiit where it can 
not produce a vigorous growth of weeds and leguminoiis 
plants will not support quail in abundance even if good 
cover is available. Pur'ther, quail will disappear ;)ust 
as surely frora the pressure of adverse agricultural prac­
tices as froxa illegal and unregulated hunting. 
Over a period of years many investigators have cora-
pilnd research data on the essentials of good quail habi­
tat. yoiiK; of the available inforj.iation is limited to 
specific localities v/hereas much of it can be applied to 
the United States in general. With continued research inany 
of those factors are either beinp- more firmly established 
or are proven inadequate. 
The investigatox-'s found that three things, namelyy, 
food, cover, and watex-*, were of priiaary Importance in 
habitats that supported good quail populations. Emlen and 
7I^ 
Glftdinf.; (I9l]-r5, p. 6 ), concerning; the vnlley quail (Loph-
ortyx californica), stated, ''T}.i.c esnonco of habitat wanaf;f»-
ment for quail is the croation of the best mlnf^linf, of 
feeding areas, protective cover, and watering aites. ' 
Ii'ianaf^emeiit experlinents b7/ Glfidin^ revealed that by instal­
ling v/aterlng dovlces, by breaking; up large areas of one 
t;7pe covoi' into sraall units, and by planting food patches, 
the populations of valley quail were increased consider­
ably. 
For the iinprovement of bob-wliite quail habitats in 
coutheaatern United Stcites, Stoddai'd (1931) recormnended 
that large fields be subdivided, crops be tur.'aced and con-
totired, timber stands be thinned, fire lanos be established 
In v/ooded areas, wide edges be left around cropped fields, 
and natural foods be supplemented by food patches and 
fruit bot.ring trees and slirubs. These practices equally 
tied in closely v;ith acoe^jtable land rnanageirjent techniques. 
Wilson and Vaughn (19'l-l^.) found that In tv;o years they 
had increased the bob-v/hlte quail population In a Maryland 
forest area (primarily coniferous) 3^2 per cent by clear­
ing strips and planting strip food patches of three types -
annuals, perennials, and green foods. Cov/peas were taken 
in the largest per cent by quail but coveys were sustained 
best by soybeans. Corn, sorghum, millet were good but 
they required good soils. The use of fallow lands in­
creased the supi'l^/ of panic grass and ragweed which were 
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reiidily by qxiail. Koricoa losriedeza v'aK nofc re3.-
;i,shod ac- t. food by quail but was of value as a. soil-
buildor, a chock on tJ^o invasion of unde.oirable vorretr..-
tion, soxxyce of I'oostinn; and encape cover, and a suitable 
plant for tlie less fertile soils. 
Davicon (19li.8) reported on the use of bicolor les-
pedeza, which is adapt'-d to snutheaGtcrn United States. 
Ko found that it was an excellent source of fooi-' and 
cover for quail especially when sown in strips ii.00 feet 
long and 1$ feet v/ide adjacent to wood^;- cover. He sug­
gested one such strip for ovei'y 20-25 acres in woodland 
areas, but believed such food strips should be Increased 
until they exceed the total number of covejs using them. 
Concerning quail inanagenient In the woodland areas 
of Toxus, Lay (191-1-0, p. 35?) reported. 
Favorable environmental change can be 
induced by land owners under a rotational sys-
teift of harvesting timber'. The:/ could favor the 
interspersion of various timber ago-claspes 
that is essential to continuous quail produc­
tion .... The density of quail in cutover 
a r e a s  r o a c h e s  a  p e a k  a b o u t - t h e  e i g h t h  y e a r  . . . .  
For intensive game management, careful regula­
tion of grazing is essential. 
With regard to restocking of managed areas Lay (I9I1.O) 
stated that if quail were absent from p;ood habitat some 
stocking might bo necessary but as a rule good natural 
areas were occupiod and those not in use were usually 
so unfavorable that introduced birds hud vox'y little 
chance of succeeding. He reported further that restocking 
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was plsky and oxpenKive, and should be mnvcesGary for 
thore v/as gonerally a sufficient Beodstock to take over 
newly formed habitats. 
LehKiann (19i!-l) found, concerninp; habitat improve-
luents for quail in Texas, that, because bob-white covoyn 
oi'dlnarlly confined their activities to a ratljor sjnall, 
well-defined arna, tho problem of increasiing quail waa 
frequently that of incrnasing the ntu-abor of suitable 
covoy territories and that during critical periods there 
could be only as inany coveys on an area as there were 
suitable places for coveys to stay. He found that in 
the open r:r'asslond areas of Texas that artificial shel­
ters, fonced food patches, and fenced idle areas greatly 
increased the number of coveys with very little cost or 
effo 't. 
I.Ianageinont areas in l.iir^souri showed a 106 per cent 
Increase in quail x'iopulations over that of urananaged lands 
(I.'Urray, 19I4-B). This increase v/as associated v;ith liming, 
conservative grazing, fence row planting, and the use of 
corn in fallow fields and Korean lespedeza in pastures. 
With regard to bob-Vvhite foods Sri^ington (1931) stated 
tliat in Wisconsin seeds of ragweed, smartv/eed, corn, tick 
trefoil, .-jewelwoed and other domesticated grains were of 
primai'y importo.nce in tho winter diet. It was his opinion 
that tho availabilitTv of corn usually detorrnined the v/in-
tering success of bob-wVrites if the v/oather was severe. 
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Favo,:.-'ite -.vlnt plant fooO.ri of tbe Texas 'bc'b-vhltss (Leh-
r'.anr-, end V'ard, I9I-I-I) v/a.rc panic grass, sorghuin, dDve\veed, 
oak and gi'oen matorlalE. Stoddard (1931) found on 
a yoarly baolr. that quail unod arrproxirnately 85 per cent 
ve,ci;otable materia?_s. Allen and Pearson (IQli-^) supported 
Stoddard^ a findings v/ith their data froja a nine year study 
in Alo-bama. Prom Vii-'ginia it v.'aa reported (Baldwin and 
Handley, 19^-1-6) that native and cultivated legiir:ies iriade up 
over I1.O Tiei* cent of the total winter diet, 1,'iore than 2^ 
per cent of the diet v;as dro.v;n from cultivated crops and 
a large additional percentage resulted fi^ 'oin ap,riculti.u'>al 
px'actices. 
According to Leopold (1933)» ideal cover for bob-
v/hites provided concealment frora above, freedoni of raove-
ip.t nt bcneatlij and f^ood v:t fibllity. Woody cover furnished' 
by brush, vines, and lov; growing trees provided protec­
tion as well as food. Stoddard (1931) found this t: pe 
used mainly for loafing during the day and that herbaceous 
cover, mainly woods, f^rasr.es, and fai-'Jii croi>s were used for 
roosting and nesting. In southeastern Iowa, Baker's (1940) 
studies revealed that in v/inter woody coverts over Slj. to 
26 years in age had a definito greater use for quail than 
less mature stands oven if other factors were favorable. 
, His data showed also that covey siaes wore larger in the 
older coverts. Nesting cover as found by Moorraan (I9).i2) 
in southern Iowa, was 90 per cent grasses and sedges. 
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(191-1-S) reported similar data. 
The-) position of x;c.tev in the daily diot of quail ho,s 
been a controversial subject. Grinnell (1927) disciissed 
the dlifilnishiaent of Californin qixail on ccrtaln croas of 
aouthei'n California and concluded tliat v/rter war. the 
critical factor. IIo belio\'Gu that tliis factor v/ar raost 
vital in a ver7/ short sogmont of the quail life cycle. 
A brood of newly hatchod qtiail murit be within walking dis­
tance of water for they reqtiire it soon after hatching;. 
The old quail thus located hor nest in tl^e proximity of 
available v.'ator', V/itiiout water tlir; young wore dooinod to 
die ahouJ.d tjio tiiiie of hatchiln;;'; fall wit'iin a rainless ox* 
dewless period. iicilon and Glading (19l|-5) reported aiiailar 
data. Vorhies (I928), having rtudiod In the arid regions 
of the Southwest for ten years, concluded that water was 
-not a critical factor in the life cycle of Gojiibel's quail 
(Lophortyx /7;aiTibeli). He found no excessive nesting around 
the water holes and observed large nujabers of covejrs two 
and tliree miles fror.i any available water. There v/ere 210 
flights to watorholes or congestions around thern during 
anytime of the year regardless whether ther-e ho.d been rain 
or dew for a long period. The Southeastcu'n bob-white 
quail, as reported by Stoddard (1931)> obtain tlielr water 
requix'eraents from dov/, sv\cculent vegetation, and berries. 
In his opinion sxirface waters wer:- not an essential factor 
ill good quail habitats. (Author's note: S-ve're drouth 
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poi'J.cc,':-. that V. ve occuxTod quite froqiientl;/ in so^ ithern 
Io"/£. iiir.y occi\Eionally be critical, depending on the time 
of r.oc.r.on that they occui'. ) 
Ou the baoin of the above litr^pati^.re several h'.sic 
idec..s \.o:£'c forinulr-.ted concerning the needs for improvement 
of v;ild3.1j."o habitats on the State a?.''ea. They are liPtod 
af?. fol/'ov/s: 
1, Control the erocion. 
P., Devise a farm plan that would be aimed at increased 
tjoil fertility and crop prodiintion. 
3. Breo.3i-up the cover pattern of 1;]5e area oo as to 
liavc leer.: acreagc of solid cover types. 
l-l-. I.laintain food p-r^ .tcherj in arean not closely as­
sociated v;il:h intertillod crops. 
$. Install timber practices aimed tov/ard rotation 
cuttinr.;;, removal of defecLod tre-^s and thinned stands. 
6. Control grazing' afi-,or pf^ntaire renovation. 
7. Constr^ict fences, "livinr" and v/ire^ to ref-trict 
livostoc]f e,ctivitieR to pasture areas. 
8. Establish v;ood7/- plantinr^s fox* wildlife cover and 
food in miprotocted localities. 
9. Improve o.nd develop roadv^ays. 
10. Control liuntlng and trapping. 
These practices were v/orlced into the plans for the area. 
8o 
The Deto.lled Flans 
For tho rairpose of convenience In planning and devel­
oping, tjie State lands wei'e divided into nine Tinits (Pig, 15) 
xisxn(5 natural land marks as division linos. Each unit, 
nuinber I thpovigh IX, has an individual plan which was de­
vised to develop it as a single tmd complete unit in tiiat 
all basic year round requiro:ments of v/ildlife, specifically 
quail, v/ere included. Pigs. l6, ItS, 20, 22, Sij-, 26, 28, 
30 and 32 chow the Units as they v/ere before tl-e nianagement 
plans Vvex'o prepared. Reference should be jaade to Pig. 9 
for the original cover t;vpos and their distribution on 
the State area. 
Unit 1 (Pig. 17 - in pocket) 
(1) Ponds and l/atersheds (meadow) 
I9ij.6 
-"•1, Construct ponds and necessary water' di-
vei'sions. 
-"-2. Liiue, fertilize, seed red top, timotliy 
and rye, and mulch the disturbed areas 
resulting from pond construction. 
-"-3. Establish reed canary grass in v/ateinvays. 
Construct temporary fence aroxmd impound­
ment 3. 
"Practices accomplished during this investigation. 
Fig. 15» State lands on the Eldon Research Area divided 
into nine units and ahoFjing fielde included in 
the farm plan. 
Fig. 16» Unit I of the State lands. 
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I9i{.7 
oeed "red clove::', alslke and Korean los-
podeua ovor entire area, 
2. Sodded aroas are to be limed and rJisced 
heavily prior to yeedinp,. 
3. Establish plantings a, d, f and d. 
Stock ponds with fishos recoimnended by 
Iowa State College Piaheries personnel. 
iql4.6-5i 
1. ilovv' rrieadovi" portions (hilltops only) for 
hay. 
2. Conatrcut perraanent fence along road 
borderine^ unit on the west. 
( 2 )  I . l e a d o v v  
19)4-7 
1. Kepair ssialler gullies v/ith plow and 
larger gullies by plantings a, d and p. 
2. Construct necessary v/ater divor sions , 
3 .  Liiac, disc heavily/ entire area in fall 
and sow wheat and orchard grass. 
19kQ 
1, Spring seed Kox>ean lespodeza, red clover 
and alsike, 
2. Liow early fall and remove from area. 
""'Practices accomplished during this investigation. 
8li. 
19li9-gl 
1. I.iov/ for hay. 
(3) Perenriial. .'Seeding 
32Mi 
•"•1. Rei)air gullies with bulldozer, seed 
sericoa lespedeza and switch grass and 
ITiUlch, 
12itl 
1, Lime, disc heavily entire area in fall 
and seed, orchard grass, Korean lespedeza 
and rye, 
19il.8-3'l 
1. Idle - (This soil requirojs a period of 
soil building before use is made of it 
as meadow), 
(Ij.) Timber^  
A, Pood Patch (.25 acre) 
-::-l. #1 planting (corn and soybeans) 
19a-9 
1. Spring seed v/heat and birdsfoot trefoil. 
2. Do not remove v;heat. 
^:-PracticGS accomplished during this investigation. 
^Management of timber areas will be discus^sed separately 
under headinn; "Woodland managexnont. " 
1. Bii''dsfooi". trefoil. 
B, Pood Patch (.Si? acre) 
win 
1. #l|. planting ("bicolor lespedeza), establish 
five rov/s on contotir between diversions. 
Hoot stocl? are to be used. 
19l4.8-gl 
1, #1.1. iib.nting 
G. V.ater Diversions 
19).|-6-51 
•"-1. To receive same treatment as v'atorsheds of 
ponds. 
D, Uultifora Rose 
I9I1-7 
-:;-l. Establish. 
E. Perennial Border Seeding 
i2kl 
1. Pall lalow atrip If? feet vride. 
iSM 
1, Prepare seed bed and spring seed wheat 
and serioea lespedeza. To serve as bar­
rier against, encroachment of timber. 
Practices accomplished during this investigjition. 
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it* •i-'VS. msm' 
X^\f. .-f' 
Fig. 18, Unit II of the State lands. 
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Unit II (Pig. 19 - in pocket) 
(1) Timber 
(2) Wildlife Area (5 acres) 
I9J4-6 
-"•1. Remove troeci and stumps and prepare for 
cultivation. 
-"'•2. Pile brush and stumps in edge of tjjnber to 
serve as v/xldlife cover. 
3. Lime. 
A. Pire Guai-'d Strips 
I9I4-6 
•::-l. Remove trees and br^ ush from strip 30 foet 
v/ide connf3ctlng Unit II witl. I and III. 
19ij-7-5l 
1. Keep brush cleared from middle 12 feet. 
2. Seed oi'chard gi''asH and Koroan lespedoza 
on remainder of strip. (Strips to guard 
agaiiist spread of forest fires as v/ell as 
furnish travel lanes and nesting cover 
for game.) 
B. Perennial Heeding (.25 acres) 
Mil 
1. Prepare seedbed and fall seed wheat and 
orchard i];rass. 
""•'Practices accomplished during this investigation. 
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Mi 
1. Spring Eoed red clover and Kox*ean les-
pedoza. 
19lt.9-5l 
1. Idle. 
C. Idle Strip acres) 
D. Pood Patch (3.3' acres) 
19i{-7 
1. opring seed wheat, Koreon lespedeza and 
sweet clover. 
•"•2. Suiniiier fallow. 
-"•3. !}2. planting (liiillet, G07/bc.'ns and dv;arf 
ruilo ). 
l[.. SiUTiiner fallow. 
19ij-8 
1. Korean lespedeza and sweet clover. 
#2 planting. 
-"•3« S-Lffiuaer fallow. 
J4.. Spring seed wheat, Korean lespedeza and 
Gweet clover. 
1914.9 
1, #2 planting. 
2. Suinxn er fal lov/. 
Practices accomplished during this investigation. 
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3. Kor-ean lespodeza and sweet clover. 
Z p lant ing. 
19^ 0 
1, Surmner fallow, 
2, Spririj:; seed wheat, Korean lespedeza and 
sv/eet clover. 
3 ,  Korean lespedeza and sweet clover. 
il-. if?, planting. 
19i^ l 
1. Spring Reod v.heat, Korean lespedeza and 
sweet clover. 
2. Korean lespedeao. and sweet clover. 
3. #2 planting. 
l-l-. S-uniiiier fallov/. 
E. Idle (10 acres) 
P. Perennial Border Seeding (50 acres) 
MZ 
1, Spring seed wheat and sericea lespedeza. 
To serve rs b8.rrier ar?,ainGt encroachment 
of timber. 
G. Perennial seeding 
191^ .7. 
1. Same as A. 
'Practices accomplished dixring this investigation. 
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H. Roadv/ay 
19l|.6 
•ifl. Reuove trees and prepares roadway. 
(I) - Install bride;© on ford. 
Tree and slirub plantings. 
(a) wild plvmi 
(c) mulberry 
(d) red bud 
(p) serviceberry 
Unit III (Pig. 21 - in pocket) 
(1) Cropland''-
(2) Timber 
( 3 )  Cropland and Wildlife Ave&a (2f? acx'es) 
19ll.6 
•"•1. Remove ti-ees, sttunps and brush and pre­
pare foi' cultivation. 
•"•2. Pile stumps and brush in edge of timber 
for v/ildlife cover, 
A. Pood Patch (2 acres) 
Mi 
1, Lime in s-pring. 
(1) #3 planting (soybeans and cov/poas) 
Q 
Management of rotation cropland will bo presented under 
heading "Farm Plan." 
'"'Practices accomplished during this investigation. 
20.Unit ;[II ol' the St:,te land; 
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•"•{ 2.) SiJinrier i'al ovJ. 
(3) Spr'lnc seed v/heat and sweet clover. 
19lj.Q 
1. Suirj-a er fa 1 iLow. 
2. S p r i n ; ' ;  Ee<^d v/lieo.t and s w o e t  c3.ovei'. 
3. Sv/eet clovex*. 
19)1-9 
1. Sprinr^ seed wheat and swe- t clovor. 
2. SwG t clovor. 
3 .  ;f3 plant3.ng. 
19^ 0 
1. Sweet clover. 
2. #3 planting. 
3. Siaram er f a 11 ov;. 
i2£i 
1. 7'/3 ploJiting. 
2. Suraraer fallov<, 
3 .  Spring seed vrtieat and sweot clover. 
B. Pood Patch (.}|.0 acre) 
lalfcl 
•"•1. SvuTiiiier fallow and l l i i i o .  
12M 
1. Spring seed wheat and vetch. 
Practices accomplished during this investigation. 
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Mia 
1. Vetch. 
1950 
1. plantlnrr; (hogarl, iirillet and. sudan 
graf;n ) 
1951 
1. Surnrier' ff.llow. 
C. Perennial Seedings 
i2kt 
1. Disc heavily and fall seed wheat- and 
orchard .r';rass, 
191-1.8 
1, Spring seed sericea and Korean lospedeza. 
19li-9-gl 
1. Idlo 
D, Idle Grassland 
191^ 7-51 
1. Ivlov/ in late svuiuner to control weeds and 
brush. 
2. 19^ -T - seed Korean 3.espQdoza on "bare arete 
Tree and slirub plantings 
(b) dogwood 
(c) serviceberry 
(d ) x'ed liiulberi'y 
(m) blackberry 
'rJg? 
Fi^ . 22. Unit IV of the State lands. 
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Unit IV (Pig. ?3 - in pocket) 
(1) Fastiire^ 
(2) Tijiibor 
(3) Cropland 
19l|-7 
-"•1. Gciiatruct v/ater diversions at head of major 
gulliss. 
2 ,  riepair gullies with plantingr; a, b, tmd c. 
-"•3. Hemove isolated trees, leaving clujiips of 
sl'jrubs. 
19M 
Disc heavily and fall r.iood wheat, soricoa 
loEpedeaa and sv/itch grass. 
I9I1-9-51 
1. Idle. 
A. Fenced Ponds 
19l;.7 
-"-1. Establish in.ultiflora rose fence. 
2. Sinooth eroded bare areas and lime, fall 
seed Korean lespedeza, orchard grass, 
timothy, rye, and mulch. 
1, Put pipe through dam to tank for water­
ing livestock. 
^Management of pastixres will be prcsontod under heading 
"Parin Plan," 
'"'Practices accomijlished dxaring this investigation. 
B. Fenced Pood Patclios 
19li-7 
-"-1. Establich mult if 1 era rose fcnce. 
Hepaii' tsriall gullies b:/ plowing in, fall 
ceodlng rye, Korean Inspedes:^. and o3.i;iothy, 
e.nd mulch. Establir-h jilantings a, b, c, 
and d In largo gulliea. 
3. Pood Vatcli I (1 acre) 
(1) #1 planting (coi'n and soybeans) 
(2) Ibid. 
I;., Pood Patch II (.5 acre) 
(1) Fall plow. 
19lt-8 
1. Pood Patch I 
(1) #1 plant ing. 
(2) Spring seed wheat and sweet clover. 
2. Food Patch II 
(1) Idle. 
19li-9 
1, Pood Patch I. 
(1) Stuiimer fallov;. 
(2) Sv;eot Clover. 
2. Pood Patch II. 
(1) ,fl planting. 
'Practices accomplished during this investigation. 
12^  
1. Pood Patch I. 
(l) Spring ac'id v;heat and sweet clover. 
{:•!) p 1 cult i ng, 
2. Pood Patch II. 
(1) .SuiTffiier fallow. 
1. Pood Pntch I, 
(1) !fl. plantinp;. 
(2) ouiiDiier fallov/. 
2. Pood Patch II. 
(1) Kpriiif; seed Vvhcat and s\;eet clover*. 
G. Ponced Gxxllies 
1. Rrpair g\illi^--R with plantin.^p a, b, p, o.nd 
Establish, niultiflora rose fence^ 
3. Seed Korean lespedeza and orchtrrcl grar.s on 
bare areas. 
D. Lino Pence 
iaki 
1, Construct, 
E. Pood Patch (1 acre) 
i9i]-7 
1. Idle. 
Suranor fallo^v. 
Practices accomplitshed during this investigation. 
9^ 
•"'3. i-^ lantinc (laillot, hcgaria and &udan 
S£J ). 
19i!-8 
planting. 
2. .'.'ijr.irifj; aeod v/iiBat, aweot clovcr and Kofoan 
1 ode sa. 
-"-3. fallov.'. 
Ma 
1. ovurmier fallow. 
2. ;"v/Got clovei' and Korean lesT)©dGaa. 
3 .  Spring aov^^i. vhoat, sv/ect clovcr and Korean 
Icapodeaa, 
19SI0 
1. Spring seed v/heat, sv/eot clovcr and Ko?-'ean 
lespedoza. 
2 .  planting. 
3 .  Sv'eet clovei' and Koraan laspedeza. 
19gl 
1. Sweet clover and Koreon. lespodeiia, 
2. Surmner fallow. 
3 .  planting. 
P. Rail fence. 
19)4.7 
1. Conatruct rail fonce and establish niulti-
PractlceR accomplished during this investigation. 
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flora rose, 
G. Pood Patch (.60 acre) 
iSkl 
1. .:;^1 planting. (Corn and soybeans) 
P., .''rririr; seed vmcai; and 3v;ef:t clovcz*. 
19M 
1. r.pr'.r)(_'; soed who at and vetch. 
?. planting. 
1. Votch. 
2. ,'"1 plfxnt^ nf;. 
19gO 
1. #1 planting. 
2. Spriiip seed whoat end votch. 
12^  
1, H-l planting. 
2, Vctch. 
H. Old Coxmt:/ Road. 
i2te-
1. Soed Korean lespodeza on bare areas. 
Tre-; and. Shrub Plantings 
(a) vrild plura 
(b) dogv/ood 
(c) serviceberry 
(d) mulberry 
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(f) rod pine 
(m) blac]: bci'ry 
(p) rod l)ud 
{v) Dln.u'ik buch 
(k) si3j(iac 
(n) gooseberry 
Unit V (Pig. 25 - in pocket) 
(1) Pasture 
(2) Tirabei* 
( 3 )  Meadow (permanent) 
19l4-7 
1. Construct water diversions, repair gullios 
and mulch. 
2. Linio and fall aeed wheat and orcjiard grass. 
19li-0 
1. Spring seed Korean Ifspedeza, birdsfoot 
trefoil, and red clover, 
2. Establish reed canary grass in v/aterways. 
1. IJow for hay. 
(I4.) Cropland 
A, Pood Patch (.75 acre) 
•:M. Remove trees, stujaps and prepare for plovi?xng. 
"Practices accomplished during this investigation. 
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'ir-
Fif^ . 2/t.. Unit V of the State lands. 
102 
19)1-7 
1. Poll plow and lime. 
I'M 
•"•1. #6 plantInf- (mJJ letj soybeans and begari). 
19l!-9 
1. ';-b planting. 
19^0 
1. .Snjimier fallow, 
laa 
1, Sprinn-, noed v-'heat, f.;v;oet olovc/r and vetch. 
B. Pood Patcri {*1^ acre) 
13M 
•!:-l. Reraove troos, stumps and prepare .•Cor plow­
ing. 
Mil 
-::-l. Pall plov;. 
19ij-8 
1, #)<. plantin,-; (hicolor iRKpedoaa). 
1. frl\. planting. 
C. Ponced Gullies 
19l!-7 
1, Hopair sulli'is with plantings a, b, c and p. 
2. Seed Korean Innpedeaa, noricoa lospedoaa 
"Fx'actices accoiaplinbod durinr^ thia invoctigatiori. 
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and orchard p;ras3 on buro areas. 
l'jR;:ablish multiflora rose fences. 
D. Fenced Fond 
noil 7 
1. ilonovute xioA.ei'ifaed, seeding rod clov^a'-, 
luor-ouri ly£;.wede:;a, o.].f'iIcc and red top. 
2. Establish plantinr^s c and g. 
•"-3- i:;sto.bli:::h r.mltiflo:';'a rono fei^c:-.. 
Ij,. iHit pipe tl~a-'our>i dsj", to tsnl: foi* v/ator-
i nr; live £•• t o ck. 
E. O'Jd County I\oad 
1. Seed swoct clovor' on bare areas. 
P. Pantuv'G Line Pence 
1. Constri'Ct. 
G. Fenced Pond 
19) 
1, Fall ::-eed v.heat cmd orcha-^d rrass. 
19 kQ 
1. Ponce area. 
2. Establish planting for a v/indbroak. 
3. Spring seed Korean and sericea lespedeza. 
acticos accomplisjied during this inves-'tigation. 
lOl^. 
n. Buildin,!^ oxid Lot 
19l4.8-Il-9 
Construct machine tjhod, sttible and corn 
crib from old bxiildings, 
I. Gorden 
J, Roadway 
i2Mi 
Gonsti'tict and install. 2 fords or bridges. 
IVee and siiTub plantings 
(a) wild plum 
(b) dogwood 
(c ) sorvicebei'ry 
(g) willovj 
(p) rod bud 
(f) red pine 
Unit VI (Pipj. 27 - in pocket) 
(1) i.'ieadow 
laki 
1, L3.i;ie, disc heavily and spring seed wheat, 
Korean lespedeza, red clover and orchard 
gras s. Harve s t wheat. 
19lt-8 
1. How for hay. 
•51" Practices accomplished during this inve; tigation. 
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' • M," -''if I 
Figf 26. Unit VI of the State lands. 
io6 
Tiiabci" 
Poi'ennial .Seodini; 
19kl 
1. Lime, disc heavily and sprinp; seed Korean 
Inspodeza and red top. 
19l|.8>-gl 
1, Leave idle. 
Perennial Seeding. 
Mil 
1. Lime, disc, spring; seed wheat se-ricea 
lospedeza and switch grass. 
lakBda 
1, Leave idle. 
Meadow 
Mil 
1. Construct water div rsion and plug old 
road. 
2. Lime and fall seed wheat sjid red top. 
3. Repair gully along road. 
1914.8 
1. Spring seed Korean lespedeza. 
19l|.8-^ l 
1. Idle. 
IvIeadovJ 
Mi 
1. Lime, disc heavily, spring seed oats, red 
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clover, alfalfa, and bromopjrass. 
2.. Iviow for hay. 
19li.8-gl 
1. I',low for hay. 
A. Pood Patches (.5? acres) 
19l-i-7 
•"•1. ;rl plantlni"? (corn and soybeans). 
2. Idle. 
1914-8 
1, Spring seed wheat and sv/eet clover 
-"f 2. 7/1 p 1 an t i nn:. 
i2lia 
1, #1 planting. 
2, Spring seed v/hoat and oweot clover 
19^0 
1. Spring seed wheat and sv/eot clover 
2. //I planting. 
i2Si 
1, #1 planting. 
2, Sj)ring seed v;hoat and sv/eet clover 
B. Kultiflora Rose Pence 
laiti 
---1. .Establish fence. 
Practices accomplished dux'ing this investigation. 
loO 
C. Pood Patch (.Ij.O aero) 
19i}-7"gl 
1. irij. plantinr^ (bicolor locpedeza) 
D. House and Yard 
1. 5 room bunjjalo'.v and building for holding 
moetings and to serve as laboratory. 
E. Fond and Watershed 
19i|.6 
-;>1. Construct pond, lime and fertilize water­
shed and dain, fall seed rye, red top toid 
timothy and mulch disturbed areas. 
19k7 
•"•1. Spring seed Korean lespedeza, red clover 
and alsike. 
P. Establish reed canary grass in waterways, 
P. Wo.ter Diversions 
I2lt6 
-"-1. Construct and treat stune was v/atorslied. 
Tree and shrub plantings 
(a) wild pl\im 
(b) dogwood 
(c) serviceberry 
(d) white sprueG 
(k) sumac 
"Practices accomplished during this invoj-;tigation. 
Mi' 
Fig, 2B. Unit VII of the State land; 
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Unit VII (PlfH. 29 - in ]pockot) 
(1) Beod Canary Grass Nursery 
191.1.6 
-"•1, (a) Prepare seedbed and seed. 
ialu 
1. (b) Prepax'e seedbed and seed. 
(2) Tiiiiber 
( 3 )  Perennial Seeding 
I9ll.7 
1. Pall plov/ on the contour and llDie. 
2. Pall seed wheat and switch grass. 
19ii-8 
1, Spring seed sericea lespedeza. 
2. Do not harvest grain. 
19ij.9-gl 
1. Idle. 
(I4.) Cropland. 
(5) Meadow 
19li.7 
1. Remove Isolated trees; leaving clujnps of 
trees and briars. 
2. Lime, disc heavily and fall seed v;heat and 
orchard grass. 
3 .  Establish planting at bead of deep cut 
'•'Practices accomplished during this investigation. 
Ill 
gully and bare creek banlc, 
iaiiS 
1. Spring seed Korean lespedeza. 
2. Harvest v/heat. 
1, Iiow for hay. 
(6) Idlo Graeslo.nd 
19I1-7 
1, Roiaove iso3.at0d treos, leavin^^ cluiaps of 
aljrubc and treoG. 
2. Lime, dicjc heavily and fall soed wheat on 
bare spots. Seed red top over entire area. 
1. Spring sood clover, Korean lespedeza and 
alsike. 
1. Idle - control brush and weeds b;/ mov/ing. 
A. Pocd Patch (1 acre) 
19l!-7 
•"•1, Idirio 
2. -"-(a) #1 planting (corn and soybeans). 
3. (b) Disc heavily and spring seed v/heat 
and Kor'-an lespedeza. 
Practices accomplished during this investigation. 
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12M 
1. (a) Spi-'ing seed v,'heat and sweot clover 
(b) #1 planting. 
19l.l9-^l 
1. Continue i^otatlon. 
B. Pood Patcli ( . 5  acres) 
19)-l7 
3 . Pall plow and lirae, 
19)!-B-^1 
1. planting; (bicolor lespedeza). 
C. Old County Road 
I9I1-8 
3„. Soed swent clover on bare areas, 
D. Koadv/ay 
I2lt6 
•"•1. Repair and install fordf? or bridges (I) 
Tree and shrxib plantings 
(a) v/ild plim 
(b) mulberry 
(c) serviceberry 
(i) black locust 
(k) sujiiac 
(p) red bud 
'"'Practices accomplished during this investigation. 
Fig, 30. Unit Vill of the State lands 
Unit VIII (Pig. 31 - in pocket) 
(1) Cropland 
( 2 )  Cropland 
( 3 )  Cropland 
A. Oaage Oraaige Pence 
19l.'-7 
•::-l. Sstablish, 
B. Pood Patch ( .30 aci'e) 
Ml 
. Lir,ie. 
w2. )/•? planting {corn, iiiillot and soybeans), 
1, Spring seed v/hoat, Korean lespedeza, 
sweet clover. 
Mia 
1. Koi'ean lespedeza and sweet clover. 
IQgO 
1. #7 planting. 
19b^l 
1. fiirmraer fallov/. 
C. Wooded Creek Bank 
19l|-74i.8 
1. Remove large trees to permit brushy cover 
to becoiue established. 
''•'Practices accomplished during this investigation. 
D. Old Creole Bod 
1. Clear of trees. 
2. Establish cat-tail, river bulrush., and 
pJiragmites in and around standing water. 
3 .  Er-tabllsh a, g, i, o.nd j. 
1. Control tmckerrj in cutovor aroa, 
E. Rail Pence 
19).!7-l!-6 
1, Construct and establish raultiflora rose. 
P. Govjxt-j Road 
19)17 
1, Open and propare for tine. 
G, Pood Patch (1 acre) 
I9I1.7 
-"-1, Li->ao 
(a) #7 planti3ig (corn, millet and soybeans). 
3 .  (b) Fall seed wheat, vntch and sv/eet clover. 
i2!i§. 
1. (a) Suraiiier fallo^v. 
2, (b) Vetch ajid sv/eot clover". 
19t4.9 
1. (a) Spi-'ing seed wheat, sv/eet clover and vetch. 
•"Practices accomplished during this investigation. 
llo 
2. (b) ,;-7 planting, 
1220 
(a) ;'\70ct clov'r and vetch. 
2. (b) Siiimaer fallov;. 
19.^ 1 
1. (a) plantli-ig. 
P.. (b) Spx'inc seed v/heat, sweet clover and 
vetch. 
Tree and sliriib plantings 
(a) Y/ild plmii 
(b) do!^vood 
(i) blt.ck loctist 
(g) v/lllow 
(1) elder 
(j) red oaier 
Unit ix (Pig. 33 - in pocket) 
(1) Cropland 
(2) Cropland 
(3) Crop loud 
(i|.) Cropland 
(5) Cropland 
(6) Cropland 
(7) Nursery 
laiii 
-::-l. Pall plow and lirna 
-Jc-Practices accomplished during this investigation. 
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1. Per-blliKC and establish various plantings 
to serve as replacGinents or for futAire use 
on the area. 
A. rirennial Se-iidlnp; (.5 acre) 
Ml 
-"-1, Spring seed wheat, serioea lespedeza and 
switch ^yra.GS, 
JSMril 
1. Idle. 
B. Pood Patch (.5 acre) 
iaJii 
#5 planting {h?gorl, millet o.nd sudan 
gx'ass). 
1, oiunraerc' fallow. 
i9!£ 
1. planting (bicolor lespedeza), 
19^0-51 
1, 7;% planting. 
2, Establish plantings a and b. 
C. Inactive Croelc Bed 
19l|.7~Il.8 
1. Clear of trees. 
Practices accomplished di:ring this investigation. 
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2. ."cstab'lirij.:. r-ood canary ,':r,ra33. 
3. Ejstabllsh 1, Jii, q and a. 
1. Control fiuckorn, 
D. Wooded Crook Bank 
S. Pood Patch acre) 
Hli-i 
1. T'prinr sood v/heat, rod clov-^r, alsike and 
Koreaii lonpodeza. 
iM 
1. I;i}ne. 
2. #8 planting (hogD,ri). 
iSjl-li 
1. Spring f^eed v/3ieat and sweet clover. 
1. Sweet clover. 
19^1 
1, #8 planting. 
P. Idle Land 
1, yuima^r fallow and llmo, 
191-1-8 
1. Pall seed wheat and fjv/eot clover. 
19l.i.9'-^ l 
— !!• il • li •• 11 f 
1. Idle. 
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G. Cr»ael- Banlc 
iql4.7-!i.O 
1, (a) Establish ntrip of wlllov/s on each 
nide of ctr'eani, 
P., ..eud sweet clover and I'voroan leEpedeza on 
creek bo.nk and field edge. 
n. Hail Pence 
1. Construct fence on 6-8 foot grassy strip. 
P., .'voed rod top, Kentticl:^' blue and 
red clover in this strip. 
I, iHiictive Creek Bed 
1. Cle^-J.r of trees. 
Sstablish cat-tail, pliragmiton and river 
biilriish in {^.nd aroixnd standing water. 
3. Establish 1, o imd b. 
J, Pood Patch (.2^ acre) 
19117-tj.B 
lol'.T 
1. BixtiivAor fallow. 
19)48 
fl plaTiting (corn j?nd soybeans) 
1. V.hoat and vetch. 
I'.'l 
1. ,fl planting. 
K. Cs;,!r;e Cvanrro Pence 
I2!i2 
•;M, LGtablisli. 
L. Tiraber 
Tree aiid shi'ub plantingG 
(a) v/ild ;,)lpjii 
(b) dop^wood 
(1) eldor 
(m) blo.c?d')eri'77 
(q) g^cape 
Farm plan^ 
At the suggestion of the Conservation Coiimixsision ar­
rangements were made to lease the cropland to a nelghbor-
inr^ fanner. In vlev/ of this, tlie plan for the cropland, 
as presented in Table 10, was designed to include more 
intex'tllled crops than would normally be recoimuendcd for 
depleted soils such as were found on the State land. For 
economical reasons no farmer would be Interested in a large 
percentage of the lands in small grains and meadows. The 
ultimate alms of soil building will be attained with the 
"Praotloos accomplished during this investigation. 
^See Table 10 for plan and Pig. l5 for key to field n\Arabors. 
Table 10. Five-Year Farm Plan for the State Lands 
Legend; "B" - Soybeans "C" - Corn "G" - Grain 
^ * Seed 
Fxeld Pert- Pas- Diver-
Ko. Acres tour Lime ilizer ture sion 19h7 
17 XX B 
'h7 'h9 
2 ^ XX G - Oats 
'li7 '51 
3 7.5 X X Remove 
'li9 '50 stuigjs ajid 
h 7.5 X X 
'h9 'h8 
5 10 XX 
'h9 'h9 
6 12 X  X  
'h7 '51 
sprouts 
7 9 X B 
'147 
8 8 X G - Oats 
'U7 R. clover 
Alsike 
Timothy 
9 11 X C 
"M" - Headow "P" - Pasture 
19h8 12^ 1951 
C C G - Oats C 
S. clover 
G - Wheat C B G - Oats 
S. clover R. clover 
Alsike 
Timothy 
C C G - Oats M Cut for 
S. clover seed 
G - Oats M 
R. clover 2d cutting 
Alsike for seed 
Timothy 
B 
B G - Oats M 
R. clover 2d cutting 
Alsike for seed 
Timothy 
G - Oats C 
S. clover 
B G - Oats 
R, clover 
Alsike 
Timothy 
G - Oats C 
S. Clover 
M B G - Oats 
G - Oats G - lyheat C 
S. ciirer 
B 

h 7.5 
5 10 
6 12 
X 
>h9 
X  
'li9 
X  
'It? 
X  
'1;8 
X  
'li9 
X  
'51 
sprouts 
C G - Oats M C 
R. clover 2d cutting 
Alsike for seed 
TimotiQr 
B G - Oats M 
R. clover 2d cutting 
Alsike for seed 
Timothj 
G - Oats C 
S. clover 
B 
B 
G - Oats 
R. clover 
Alsike 
Timothy 
M 
ro 
ro 
7 9 
8 8 
10 
11 
11a 6 
lib 2h 
X  
'ii7 
X  
'U7 
X  
X  X  
•U8 'ii? 
X  
'h9 
'Js 'J? 'h9 'li9 'hi 
'h7 'h9 'h9 'h7 
B 
G - Oats M 
R. clover 
Alsike 
Timothy 
P - Remove 
bnish and 
sprouts 
G - Oats 
S.Clover 
B 
G - Oats G - Wheat C 
S. elver 
C G - Cats M 
R. clover 
Alsike 
Alfalfa 
Bromegrass 
C P - Oats P 
Orchard grass 
R. clover 
Birdsfoot-
trefoil 
Timotl^r 
Idle P - Oats P 
Disc heav- K, lespedeza 
ily in fall Alsike 
Orchard grass 
Birdsfoot-
trefoil 
G - Oats 
B 
11c ii5 X  X X  
> ccn I c:n I 
Remove brush 
and snrouts 
Ibid Disc heav- P - K. les-
ily in fall pedeza 
i®r~ "" 
JLU O XXX 
«U8 'h7 ^h9 
Ua 6 X X X X X P 
'li8 'h7 *h9 'h9 'h7 
lib 2h X X X X P - Remove 
'li7 'hp 'h9 'h? brush and 
sprouts 
11c li5 XXX Remove brush 
'50 '50 '50 and sprouts 
12 3.5 XX G - Oats 
' h 7 ' h 7  R. clover 
Bromegrass 
Alsike 
Alfalfa 
13 llO X X • X X Remove brush 
'lt7 'h9 ^h7 and sprouts 
lU 
15 
9 
7 
X 
'h7 
X 
'ii8 
G - Oats 
Idle 
^ee Fig. l5 for location of fields. 
R. clover 
Alsike 
Alfalfa 
Bromegrass 
C P - Oats P P 
Orchard grass 
R, clover 
Birdsfoot-
trefoil 
Timothy 
Idle P - Oats P P 
Disc heav- K, lespedeza 
ily in fall Alsike 
Orchard grass 
Birdsfoot-
trefoil 
Ibid Disc heav- P - K. les- P 
ily in fall pedeza 
Alsike 
Orchard grass 
M H C C 
P - Clip P - Oats P P 
late summer Alsike 
t removeJ Timothy 
disc heavily Orchard grass 
in fall Birdsfoottrefoil 
K.lespedeza 
G - Oats M K - 2d cut- M - Ibid 
Ranger alfalfa ting for seed 
C C G - Oatsj R. M 
cloverjalsikeJ 
timothy 

l.?3 
present plan but a longer> time requii'-ed. 
The use o;C' intox'tillod crops Iyi the ixj)li:,nds inuy bo 
qucistlono.ble ;ln o.f ofosion dang(;rf;;. Hov/cver, tliose 
fieldo are located o:^ n.-;a • level hill toprj o,nd are to be 
contoiii'-cropped. AIKO. it i? believed advisable to l.^op 
as much hllll3.nd r..o poanible in rotation in viev; of the 
utilizat.ion tlmt quail rae.ke of intertilled crops. 
The general c'irr-ction::- for the farm plan are as fol­
lows : 
1, Liiuejitono applications are to be r:>;-.de at the rate 
of 3 tons per F.G?e (based on te:-ts jiade from the 
fields) six months before seeding. 
P., Supor-phocpliate fertiliKers (0-20-0) are to be 
applied at the rate of 30Qt por acre o.t the time 
seedings are made for meadows and two iTundred 
pounds on needinr;s for green manure crops. 
3. P'ertilix era, nitx'ogen-phosphate-potash (6-12-6), 
O-i'O to be apyliod at the i''ate of 15'0 lbs. per 
acre with a planter attacliment on coi'n fields. 
i}.. Reed canary graci? is to be e;?toblif;i-ed in all 
watein'.'ayr. renultin£" froin v/ater divrrsions. 
Inooarlato all iGCXane ceed v?ith the correct inoctilate. 
6. Seedi.nf_- rates i^or acre for soodingr recoirmiended 
are as follows: 
(a) sweet clover 1E># 
(b) red clover 6#, alsike Ii.#, and timothy 2# 
(c) r'ed clovor alslke 3/fj alfalfa i|.# and 
bx-oiae a 3 s . 
(d) rod clover' ij.;!-, orchard grass 8/f, timothy 3# 
and blrdcfoot trefoil 5#. 
(eJ Korean lor.;pedeza Vyif, alaike 6#, and orchard 
f^rasn 8//. 
(f) Korean lospodeza I'Sf, alsike Ij.#, timothy 2#, 
orcK.-'ird 6#, and birdEfoot trefoil 1#. 
The special variety of seeds to be i.ir;' d arc as 
folloY;s: 
(a) Madrid CT/ent clover 
(b) Siisrson rod clover 
(d) ¥• i r che r l-.r or.io gr a s s 
(e) lorood canary p-rssa 
(f) Broadloaf bii-'dsfoot trefoil 
((3) No3?thern ooxtaion alfalfa in short rotation and 
Ranger in field llj. 
(h) Lincoln r?ojbean3 
(i) Clinton oato for rrain crop and Marion for 
nurr.e crop 
(j ) Ptiv/ncc winter wheat 
(k) Hybrid corn aiiited to tho general locality 
UEO only certified seeds 
Henovato perr.ianent pasture as follows: 
(a) Plow shallov; in fall on contour after lime lias 
been ap]:)lled 
(b) G.pnly foptiliKer, prepare 'bla.ck" seedbed, 
and need oats at r;. te of thi'ee butvhels per 
acre in spring 
(c) firm noedberl with cultipacker or liarrov;, seed 
panturo mlx-inipo atic] cov-x' v/ith ciAltipackor 
or j'.ar»ro\'; on contour 
(d) praze or mov/ oats, and control tho fp^aKinr; on 
t;ie nm S0edinfi;£! 
10. Monafo pafitxu'e ar. fo3.1ov.'s: 
(a"' r.tart ftrczinp, in sprinn^ when the vegetation 
reac'tics a height of six inchcn arr3 continue 
.nraBing 
(b) regulate head of livestock to nvoid over­
grazing 
(c) mow in Juno and Imgiist if v/eodn appear 
11, Spray proper ins^ecticidos on Inrruitiea \ifiod foi' 
seed production 
Yvoodland manapiement plan 
The present condition of the upland timber is not con­
sidered suitable for good tree grov/th and luiaber produc­
tion. A large number of tron,? are deforraed beoaixse of the 
dense stand and contain defects resulting primarily from 
past fires and stump rot (Genaux and Kuenzel, 1939)• Many 
of the tr.;:es sprouted from stumpis of previous cuttings and 
as a result throe to five tre 'S aro gx'ov/ing in close clumps. 
In view of thoro condition:' it is rocoviuaended that the 
clef'-ctive tree.': ; 'nd ".mdesirD.blo species bo removed, lio 
den trees however are to be inclxadod in the tlii3;ning. 
It is believed tlirt ar:.-'ci.n:-;ca,ient£- can be :r!a.d(j \7lth local 
residents to carr-y out thir.; wor.; if tliey are given the 
wood made avr.ilable in rntnrn. The trijinain;'f. are to be 
snitabljr pil'>d by the ciittni's. 
T?ae renoval of bottori?.;.nd troos can ]:'Or:-:.l],0..o hj ar­
ranged for by contactinr-, locK.l pu.lpv.'ood user^. ii ci"ncern 
located at Keosauqua, lov/a, indicated ir}tei*c;,t in the?.e 
trees. 
Vvood aalvoged frorri the clef^r'in'^'s i^ rycairrrnenued to 
be used for fonce T>ontE, fo.nco rails and firo v;ood in 
otato parlcij. Althon.fih rao.'?t of tl'O fonce post;.- available 
are not of a sise suitable, for Rplittinr;, thoy can be 
debarked and treated. Pent.'ohlorophonrl i.'.' ux-ijd v/ith ex­
cellent succeso 8.P a prosorvatlvo, giving considerably 
longer UKe of v/ood pos'tH (Fitagorald, 19l|-9) • 
Food patch plan 
The general plan of the food patciiea is to furnish 
wildlife foods in areas where there is a sVioi'taRe, par­
ticularly during the v/intei». A rotation system is employed 
not onJ.y to ilKiprove and to maintain soil fertility but 
to provide diversified foods and cover. In many areas 
there is a lack of het'baceoiis cover; therefore, portions 
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of the food JIATCH aroar, O-CG plamod GO that SEODLNFJE and 
surnmep fallov; will furnish this nocesaary cover. 
The food patcbo£? in the bottomland rre not a neces­
sity but bec;iu!3e tliove 'n.-'c scvnrol small areas not suited 
for incorpoT-ation iv; the p,-:'3ulaz' fs.rrji plan it ic believed 
advifjablo to i.;"e thori foi' wildlife feedinf?, areas. 
It ic rocof^nis'^d thnt bicolor lespodcza is iiot en­
tirely hardy in thin rection. The plantinr.'S to be ^nade 
are, thoreforo, pri'.ns.rily oxp'^rinental. They v<il3. be 
located in ?v.ch l;abitats as v/ill furnish data on the vaMe 
of protection furniohod by the v.'oodland. Th--::'/? is reason 
to believe that sojiie of the plantin.r^s mip-ht bn ruccessfixl, 
for a plantinrr located on the Hillci^ltrrfo Par.-i, oi;c miles 
to the aouth\veJ5t, h5.s sliov/n very good crov/th and seed 
prodviction. 
Pood patches aro to b-^ planted in ptrir>s v.ihor'© the 
sits ia suitable. In this manner more v/ildlifo can luake 
use of the areas for more "edge" will be prcvldod. 
Concerning the planting; of the food patches, the fol­
lowing rocoriHiiondationa are made : 
1. Fertilise (super-phosphate) befcra nnodin^'S are 
made. 
2. Prepare proper seedbeds before planting. 
3. Llake all plantings in rov/s at least 1? Inches 
apart but not over i|2 inches. 
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!{.. Cultivate T lantinp;n to control the v/eeds in oarly 
Kuraiiiox'. 
Pond rQconiraendations 
Because the x^cinds are planned for v/ildlife and farm 
pond Jstudies, certain specificGtlons are reconuiiended. They 
should be at least one-half acre in sine if the site lends 
itself to tliat o.creage. One-fourth of the bottom area 
should be foiir feet or less in depth, one-half lov'ss t3:ian 
nine foot, and the maximum depth not less tlmn 12 foot, 
iio aquatic vegetation is to be planted. Siltation must 
be kept under control. 
Tree o.nd shrub plantinr^s 
Trees and Klirubp planted are to be of the fruit-boaring 
t^/i^e to supplement othor t:ipos of food. These should be 
planted in clumps of 12 to l5 plants. Coniferous wind­
breaks are to be planted in two rows I'd fent apart with 
each plant in the respective rows 12 feet apart. The plants 
should be alternated so that a staggered effect is obtained. 
Developments Accomplished^ 
During the covirse of the initial survey, it was seen 
that certain phases of the work would ho.ve to be postponed 
by one year unless the ground was prepared in advance. 
This v.'0.s true because heavy equipment could not operate 
^•Indicated by asterisks on detailed plans (Pigs, 17, 19» 21, 
23, 2$, 27, *29, 31, and 33 in pocket). 
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v;j\llo tliG groitnd xitis wot isi the spring exid by tlio time the 
oqulprnont could be used. It would bo too late for planting. 
After a discuaslon with the Conservation CoiiB.ilssion Direc­
tor it was decided that recor.unendation for this work should 
be submitted for iriiniediatG considei'ation by the Coim&iGsion. 
The practices recoimaended are those listed in the detailed 
plan as 19l!.6 develoxments. 
19l!-6 
When advisod of the approval by the Conservation Com­
mission, immediate e.teps were taken to outline and plan 
in detail the work to be accomplished. Kepresontatives 
of the Soil Conservation Service (SCS) were contacted and 
arrangements made for inspection of potential pond sites. 
The sites approved were surveyed and staked out for con­
struction. 
On July 10, 19il-6, heav:/ equipment, consisting of two 
scoops and two bulldozers, began construction of the two 
ponds located in Unit I. It was iiroaediately obvious that 
two of the fou'r-man crewvere Inexperienced In the use of 
the machinery and in pond constx''uction. In addition, no 
experienced engineer v/as assigned to supervise the work. 
The SCS stakes were knocked over and exact location of 
fills and diversions was lost. The result was that the 
work was yiighly unsatisfactory and expensive. Pond #1 in 
Unit I was made entirely too large for the drainage area 
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(one-lmlf ficro pond and tin'ee-foiirtha acre drainage). 
The inside elope v/as lestJ than 1 to ?. when it should have 
been 1 to 3 outside slope v/an irrGgulta"', drop;^ inp; 
off aharjjly near tho bottoin. In the second pond (Fig. 3i-l'S-) 
thoi'e v/as one-third more dirt in the fill than required, 
thus inc.'ijasinr-; the cost by the noiao amount. Further, as 
much as 300 feet of the watershed above the v/ater" line was 
distvirbed, leaving a large area of exposed soil. 
One of t;;e most serious errors occuri^ed in the con­
struction of the water diversions that drained into the 
ponds and the pond outlets. The grade of those stiuicturcG 
at the point v/here they emptied into the ponds was entirely 
too steep. This I'esulted in severe erosion and siltation. 
Efforts to r';;pair' them by sodding, seeding, rocking, and 
establishing reed canary grass were futile (Figs, 3^1° and d). 
Near tho completion of these two ponds the Commission 
ordered all future work stopped on the State area, and the 
hoavi'' quipment v/as directed to leave as soon as the pones 
were finished. This decision arose as the result of the 
moimting expenses and because of a misunderstanding among 
CoirGnission members, employees, and the cooperating agencies 
concerning the ultimate purpose of tlie State-owned lands. 
After reconsidering the progi'aia, the Conservation 
CoiOTiiission approved the expenditure of approximately 
'S?3»IP00.00 for further developmental work which required 
the use of heavy equipment and a construction crew. Early 
Pig. 3)-!-. Pond construction and repair work to 
diversions in Unit I of the State lands, 
19il.6. 
a. The site before anc) after construction 
of pond 7r2. 
b. The site before and after construction 
of pond yfl, 
c. Erosion in diversion resulting from too 
steep of a grade and its repair with 
bands of sod, 
d. Erosion at diversion-mouth and its 
repair with sodding, iiiulching, and v;irin£; 
dovm. 
m^ i^M S^S S^SH 
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in October, tlio conrrtruction cvovi arvived. on the 
aroa !.vnd bG{;an tlraboz' clearinfi; operations fov th.e nev; pond 
in Unit VI and for futiix'e food patches and crotjland. On 
October 21, the heavy oqulpmont bf;gan work on the pond. 
By I'lovonber 9> the available^ money had been exliausted and 
the; construction activitioa v.'ox-'o haltod. At this time 
ohout 30 acrea of land had been cleai'ed of treefs (Unit II, 
III, and V), one pond constructed (Unit VI), four large 
gullies leveled (Unit I), and 80 rodn of roadway conntruc-
ted (Unit III and IV). 
In addition to the v;ork accomplished in 19i-!-^5 by the 
construction crews sud heavy equipment, several develop-
raontc were carried out by tl:ie State developmental crev/ and 
locall7y hired men. One acre v/as seeded to rood canary 
grass (Unit VII); 200 z'ails and ^00 posts v/ere cut (Unit II) 
tio'ee pond v/atorsheds v.-ere limed, fertilized, mulched, and 
seeded (Unit I and VI); ifO rods of tenipoiTiry fence con­
structed (Unit I); 15 acres plovied (Unit IX); spillv/ays 
and diversions repaired (Unit I); stumps and vj-ood removed 
from cleared areas (Unit II, III and V); and trirmnings 
piled (Unit II and III). 
Shov/n in Pigs, 35aj b, c, d, e and f are some of the 
developments accomplished in I9I1.6, 
Ejccept foi> the watershed devolopment, reed canary 
grass seedinfis and plowing which was done by the State 
development crew, locally hir'ed help did all the work. 
Pig. 35. Some developmonts accomplished on the State 
lands in 19m-6. 
a. A portion of the aroa cleared in the 
dense upland timber in Unit II. 
b. An eip:ht acre clearing in open Tipland 
ti37iber in Unit III. 
c. One of two pocket cloarings in Unit V. 
d. The pllod ti'limdngs from cleared areaa 
placed in the edge of the tiinbei-'. 
e. A Y/ater diversion constructed v/ith tractor 
and plow in the pasture of Unit V. 
f. A large gull;/ shaped with a bulldozer, 
seeded, o.nd mulched. 
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The local holx) had only a team and dilapidated equipTneiit. 
to v/orl: with v.'hioh was lrnpr*actical a"nd costly. 
i2iH 
The developraonts In 191^1-7 v;ero carried out largely by 
tiio hired help and a toain bofoi''e July 1. .At tliat time 
instructiona were received that future accomplishments 
woxild be done only with tl'ie Sto.te development crew. Before 
this the hired help had cut and removed the brush from 73' 
acroB of pasture (Unit IV and V); constructed three pole 
bridges (Unit V and VII); planted 11,^00 multiflora rose 
(Unit I, IV, V and VI) and 1,^00 osage orange seedlings 
(Unit VIII and I.X)j plowed thi'ee food patches in. the cleared 
areas (Unit III and IV); cut 8o rods of fire lanes (Unit II 
and III); seeded 1,1^00 feet of bicolor lespedeza (Unit IX); 
cut brush from tv.elvo acres of idle lend (Unit IX); seeded 
and mulched repaired gullies (Unit I); repaired spillways 
and diversions (Unit I); and carried out several miscel­
laneous tasks too numerous to mention. The development 
crew during 19il-7 prepared and planted 10 food patches 
(Unit II, IV, VI, VII, VIII and IX); constructed and seeded 
2,000 feot of diversions and shaped and seeded 1,300 feet 
of gxillies (Unit IV, V and VI); repaired the buildings; 
and made miscellaneous seodings (Unit III and IX). The 
farm land was also leased 19i-1.7 according to the farm 
plan and 300 tons of lime were spread (Unit IV-LX). 
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The progrLun iii 19J-[-S v/as lliiiltGd to planting 10 food 
patches (Unit I-IX) by the State crev/. 
Diacuaslon 
The follOY/inr; diacuasion v/ill deal with Kome of tho 
above practices that were carried out after the fixTjt ter­
mination of activities v/hich occurred in late July, 191.1-6. 
Due to factors beyond control, many of the develop­
mental and rcanageinent practices v/ere not jxandled ori­
ginally plarmed. Floods, droa0ht, tii-ao, and a Khortage 
of equipment and funds v;ere largely responsible. 
Food patches. The food patch ]plantingE consisted pri-
liiarily of corn and soybeans in 19ll-7 except for tv/o areas 
located in Unit VIII and IX v/hero a mixture of hegari, 
millet, dv.'o.rf mile, and sudan f.';;rass vvox'e sov/n. Because 
of the very wot spring and aevei-'o siuraner drought, these 
feeding areas made very little gi'owth and were of little 
valvie for wildlife. In 1911-8 ttoec patches v»ere sovm v;ith 
a inixtm>© of soybeans, millet, hegari and dwarf milo and 
seven v;ore planted to corn and soybeans. These plantinr^s 
matured, furnishing excellent food and oovei'» (Pig. 36a, b, 
c, d, e, and f,) 
In general the planting of the food patches was not 
suitably done, iioedbeds \7ero not carefully prepared, nor 
v/as fertilizer used. All of the plantings, except for 
Plr?,. 36. Pood patciies planted on the State lands in 
I9I1.8. 
a. Corn o.nd hogari in Unit VIII. 
b. Dwarf milo, millet, hegari, and ciidan 
grass in Unit V. This is the cleared 
area shown in Pig. 35c. 
c. Same plantings as b, in Unit III. 
d. Same plaiitings as b, in Toclcet clecsi^ing 
of Unit V. 
a. Saiiie plantings as b, in Unit IV. 
r. Saine plantings as b, on contour in 
Unit VII. 
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cofn, vvero broadcasted instead of plo.nted in rows as speci­
fied, The rotation yjstei/i that Imd boon planned was not 
followed, llo seeding or fallov/ing was done; only annual 
crops v/ere sown. 
Bicolor lespedeza. The bicolor lespedeza plantin{>; 
(Unit IX) v.'as seedyd late in June 191-1-7. I'he seeds used 
v/ere collected from a plo.ntinf!; on the Ilillculture 
Ploris, Io\7a. They xiex'Q sown in rov;s tlu?ee foet apart in 
a well-prepared seedbed i,;hich ho.d been limed (3 T. per 
acre) and fertilised \7ith sviperphosphate (350 lbs. per 
acre). Thei'e was noar'ly 100 per cent geiMUination. How­
ever, the severe drought during Julv and AUjr^ist rcsxilted 
in an por cent los.'r^. The few remaining plants made 
excellent growth during 19l|-f^. Three plants ineasurod luid 
an average height of !i.6 inchesj tv/o plants bloomed and set 
a few seeds. 
E'rosion control. Efforts to conti'ol erosion r-esulting 
from improTJor constructions at ponds #1 and #2 (Unit I), 
as reported, were futile. The srjillv.'a7ys were shaped and 
sodded with bluegrass. These sods neve pef.ged, mulched, 
and wired down. Reed canary grass roots wore also placed 
between the sods. Bands of bluegrass sods were planted 
at four-foot intervals in the diversions that had a steep 
grade. The run-off, however, kept wasliing under the sodded 
spillv/ays and silted-in behind the sod bands. This silting 
lii-l 
resulted in an ovoi'flov/ which cut tlirou^h the divc'rsion 
because it had not boon constructed high enough. An at­
tempt was made to rock the spillwa^rs but the water Icept 
workinf?; under the rocks continuing the erosion. The out­
lets of those ponds prenented a sirp.ila.r probleia becouse 
of the steop i^rode. 
In 19i|-6 and 19^ 1-7> feet of \/atei^ divcraions were 
constructed (Unit I, IV, V and VI) and 2,300 feet cf gul­
lies v/ore fjlia.ped (Unit I, IV and VI); the sites v.-ere also 
seeded and mulched. Slightly less than half of thif.; work 
was done by the State developmental crev; with Ferguson 
tractor eqviipinent. The remainder v.'as coiiipleted by bull­
dozers and scoops. 
In general the results of this v/ork v/ere Good. 
Woodland clearinp'.s. In clearin;^ the timber areas, 
t)\e irecs \7ere first cut four feet above the ;rround, 
triEuned and the wood piled at the edr^e of the clearing by 
the construction crew. The stumps were then pushed out 
by a bulldoaer; it v/as necessary to use dynamite on some. 
The stuiripa were removed v.ith a tearn, piled in the edge of 
tho timber and the trimmings v;ere placed in an upright 
position on the stmps. Posts and rails were salvaged 
from these cuttings. In Unit II the cleared e.i»ea was 
leveled with the bulldoaei' after the stujnps had been re­
moved. 
Farm profiroin. In 19^1-7» the tenant j-aovod from the 
State-owned land:';, o.nd the crop land was loo-sed to l/iP.Carl 
Bchrrddt, a nelr-hborlng farmer, on a share-crop basis. 
Because tbo lands v/ere In an nnproductive state and the 
farm plan did not favor lurpo cash retvirns, tlie I'onter 
was given a largei' slmi-'o (t'lreo-f if ths) of tlie crox)3 than 
noriiially is arranf^ed in :.uch a lease. Except for a small 
area (20 acres) no f^razin,^ was permitted. I'his practice 
W( G followed because fericos wore not suitable to retain 
the livestock and not "necc.usc it v;cs believed advisable 
for gome. All crops, except for acres of oats, were 
restricted to the bottoralands. In 19^1-7* as in 19^-1-'^'> the 
lowlands were twice flooded in early simirner as a resxilt 
of baclvwctors from the Des Lloines Hiver. Due to these 
flooos, the farm prof;rain could not be carried oiit as plamied 
and several clianf^es v/ere necessaz'v. The flooding and heavy 
rains gx'f atly daiiiaj 'ed the corn and ainall iji'ain and 7/lolds 
wev'O low. Soybeans planted after tiie waters receded pro­
duced reiuurltably well considei'lng tliat they were planted 
in early July. Two fields (Pig. 37) remained idle because 
the planting hud past wlien they became tillable. The 
heavy deposits of silt (Pig. 3^^) that covercd most of the 
flooded areas probably increased soil fei'tility when plowed 
but h-indered cultivation. A heo.vy stand of weedy vegeta­
tion resulter in the idle lands and flood damaged crops. 
The severe drought that followed the floods further decreased 
l'V3 
croTJ yielrlr.. The iipland oakc. cfop v;as heavily daiiiared by 
i -'f now oat« diseaco, I-ieljAlnbhosporlvun (Eurphy, I9I.1.6); 
illyease r-en^fbant variotioE wero not availohle. 
IJarin;;:; 19)]-Q cliiaatic conditions vir.ve generally favor 
able for good crop produtvbion. The drour;lit period diiriii'-r 
/.np;usij liov.'&vcr, cc.iipcd a b.nuv:/ lof:.;; of the sp'rinr; rncd-
inyt r.iade in tlie arnall rix'ainp on tlio nor© drov..';;ht7/ soils 
bu.t Ranger alfalfa and Madrid sv/eot clovor did make ex­
cellent growth. The entir'e whesat acreage (?.0 acre a) sown 
with tlie lowin vca'i^-ty was nearly a complete loss (3 bu. 
per eci'o) as a rt:ault of the Ilosr.ian fl;/, rhytOT)liaf:a d_e~ 
: true tor, and Enfj;li;jh ;>;:;'ain aphid, I.lacrositohutr. f^ranarjUun, 
(i'ietco.lf and Flint, 1939)* •.-iinall acreage seeded v/ith 
the Pawnee wheat variety, alth,ouo^h infected witli thoc.e 
two poHtr., g.'xve a n;ood yield (P6 bu. per acre). The oats 
yield v/as not hio'h (I8 bii. ve-' acre) but ae-.-dinr^a wore 
light (1-3.?|- bu. per acre) f;o as to better lnr:iu''o the sue-
cc.riD of tho t;*rr..BK and legmio seodlnrs (Hughes, 19.'.:-3). 
A moadov/ (red clovex", alsilfo, ond ti)not';y, seeded in 19li-7) 
gave a fair yield at b'ne first cutting (P T. per acre), 
but t'r:e second growth, as a result of a heavy p;rasshopT)er 
info station, was a completo lof5s. 3o7/boans, likewise in­
fested with gi'^asshoppers, had an avera-;'o yield of about 
20 busliels per r,cro. Corn production was good bu. per 
acre) b\?.t ti.'.e l.o.te ramrae'r drought, grv.oshopperc, and a 
dIiJ". 
i'iil.'Jiii .•.ii!";;,t'-
Flood v!atoy?v on the bottomland 
fields of the State lands, late-
June , 19^1-7 • 
'yy)fw 
Pig. 38. Heavy silt deposits on tho citato 
lands resulting frori flooding of 
the Des Lloinoa Hivor, 19l•^ 7 • 
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heavy wind storm oaused some damage In all the fields. 
Drouth and wind were estimated to have decreased the pro­
duction of one six acre field from an estimated average 
yield of 100 to 60 bushels per aore. The entire pasture 
land was permitted to remain Idle for the same reason 
stated for the 1947 season. Heavy growths resulted where 
the soils were suited for plant growths. The Korean les-
pedeza made unusually good growth and a good crop of seed 
was produced. 
ponds. Pond ,-^1 (Unit I) after two years, lacked 
eight feet from being filled with water. It is doubtful 
if this Irapoundraent will ever fill unless unusually heavy 
rainfall occurs. The other ponds (Unit I and VI) filled 
the season after constructed. As a result of the unsatis­
factory diversion construction, considerable slltation has 
occurred in Pond #2, Unit I, giving the water a muddy 
appearance. The remaining pond (Unit VI) has an excellent 
appearance with little or no slltation. In the construc­
tion of the latter the vegetation above the maximum water 
level was not disturbed and the spillway of the diversions 
emptying into the pond had a heavy bluegrass sod. The two 
filled impoundments were stocked with fish in the fall of 
1947. 
The cover development at these pond sites had favored 
their use by game, particularly in fall and winter# During 
the waterfowl migration periods, ten different species 
lli.6 
v;o'.:''o obrjGi'ved to hovo used them. 
IiXtltlfloro. r0!30. Becaiise of the cur :>ent interest in 
ir.ultiflora the plantinf^s made wore studied and the find-
ln[3S are pror^ented in detail. 
All tlie planting sites v;ere in the upland in Lindley 
loam and Clintoii silt loean. The soils encountered at the 
different jjlanting sites employed ranged from hif^hly 
fertile to extremel7/' Infertile. This was adjudged on the 
basis of topsoil depth (Warner, 19l!5) o-nd type of land 
management practices exercised. V.liere a mai''kod degree 
of slope was encountered or where recent developmental 
practices wore carried out (diversions, ponds, etc.) little 
to no topsoil was in evidence; only relatively level hill­
tops and uneroded slopes showed any o.ppreciable amount. 
The soil treatments, lime (three tons per acre) and fer­
tilizer (300 pounds per acre) were made not to improve 
the growth of the multiflora but had been applied to es­
tablish grass and legmie seedings on nev/l^;- constructed 
fills and diversions and in preparation for pasture renou) -
tion. 
The multiflora rose seedlings were received late in 
April, 19i|-7, from the SCS Nursery at Elsberry, Missouri. 
Due to adverse weather conditions, it v/as impossible to 
plant them Immediately. The bales were unpacked and the 
individual bundles placed in a deep furrow; the roots were 
mulched and moistened, A reverse furrovj was plowed cover-
11-1-7 
inr.- tho root portion and. heav:f r.iulch vmn then applied to 
tlio stems so that no portion of the bundles was visible. 
IvioKt of the seedlings remained in this state for two to 
three weeks; a few v;ore left for eight weolrs. Leas than 
one per cent of the seedlings were dead at the end of two 
weeks, and about two per cent, at the end of eight v/eeks. 
Thira loK.': probably did not rrjsxj.lt entirely from the storage 
niothod for u.ndoubtedly a few plants v/ere injured during 
pr e V i oil s hand 1 i ng. 
It was estimated that apr.iroxiitiately per cent of 
the multiflora rose plants v/ere two years old. and 1^ per 
cent one yeai' old. The tv.'o-year-old plants had lieavy 
roots and three- to four-branched tops. The roots ave­
raged ten inches in length and the tops, fifteen inches. 
The one--foar-olds had exf,ht inch, singlo ateimed tops and 
roots. The rosea were not prunod when planted. 
Heavy rains repeatodl7;- interrupted the work and as 
a restilt, soils wore not in the best condition for plant­
ing. Because of the interruptions, the rose planting 
covered a considerable period. T?ae first iilants were es­
tablished on May 9? a..nd the last, by June 1$ except for 
one planting v/hich was completed on July 3-
V/hen the priiiiary purpose of the plantings was for 
livestock fencing, only a single row was planted with each 
plant tv/elve inches apart (Pig. 39) • other plantings 
were sent in two rows l8 to inches apart, with each 
lli.8 
39• single row planting of niulti-
flora rose being established by 
hand in a prepared seedbed on 
the State lands, 19^ 1-7• 
plant in the respective rows 36 inches apart. They v/cre 
arranriod so that a staggex>xng effect v;as obtained. The 
latter wetiiod v/as thought to have jnore value for wildlife 
because of tho additional cover and i?ossiblc openings at 
tiie gi'ound level, which v;ould pernit movement tl-xroxigh or 
bctv/een the rov.'s. 
A spriiig seedbed v^as prepared for those plantings not 
located on diversions and fai-»ra pond wotersheds and fills. 
Six fiirrov/s were plowed and the dirt v/as tlxrovai in one di­
rection. A back-furrow was then prepared in the middle of 
the i>lowed strip. The site was thorouglily disced and 
ht.rrowed to insure a firm planting bed and t]ie roses planted 
on the back-furrow ridge. When plants were set on nov/ 
watoi* diversioriH or pond fillc, thcj wore placed on the back 
odge without any seedbed preparation. Plantings on sltes 
where permanent vei^etat.lon o.xisted v.-or'e set In the center 
of a ten-Inch squax»e area fror:- which the sod had been re­
moved. 
Bocauce only horsG-dro,\7n equipment was available oil 
plants v.'Qr.e pl-anted and rieeled in by }^and. The rov;a v/ere 
marked v/ith a coi'd and a heavy wrecking bar v/as used to 
prepare the holos foi' planting, Diu-'lng planting the trans­
plants v.'evQ transported in buckets of dilute mud to pro-
vent the I'ooty from drying out. Water was added before 
they v/ere lieoled in and a 12-inch stick one inch In dianeter 
v/ao used to pack the soil firmly aboixt the roots. The 
soedlinj^ :-. v/ere planted ao that at least one inch of ti-.e 
stera v/as covered b-.y dirt. At two .sites (A and P) v;here 
seedbeds v/ere prepax^od Korean lesxv^deza v/as seeded after 
planting the ruiltiflora. It was hoped that the lespedeza 
would ;:;ivo some protection to the loose soil frorc. rains, 
increase the water-holding capacity of the soil by the 
raulch furnished us a result of its growth, ado nitrofjen, 
and ojlve sonio corapetition to seedlings of less desiro.ble 
plants. Being a late starting, shallov;-rooted annual, 
its cjoinpetitlon with inultiflor'a rose probably would not be 
significant, 
At most sites v/hore seodbeds wore prepared th© contour 
coxild. not be followed. Because inulcMng materials wore 
i5o 
not available to control erosion at tJioi-o sites, a square 
sod Y.ar. cut and placed at 36~inch intervalf: in the open 
furx'-ovi) left by tlie plow. 
Ho efforts v/erc r.iade to control compotitive plant 
growths after planting the inultiflora except at site G 
•ivhere weedy growths v/ei'o controlled by hoeini3 and using 
a '7;ai'den cultivator. 
xlant competition was determined v/ith the use of list 
count quadratH (Ailauan, 19l|-3) dtiring late ouirnner of the 
second growing season. Ten one-ten. thousandths-acre qu.ad-
rats v/er-e raade in each plantinf^ Bite, selectinf; the ave­
rage conditions on the baaia of the general ar'^-pearance 
of tlie vegeiiation. Plants woro counted,their average 
height recorded, and tlie yei'^contage of bare ground ecti-
raated. Qiuidratt! were not liiade the year of plantinfr, but 
the type and condition of the plant /'jvowths were recorded. 
The stand percentage was obtained by counting every 
fifth rose plant at each crito. This was done in the fall 
of 19)l-7 19'!-S. At tlio same tiiue, the height of the 
rose plants were ineasured. A r.ieter ctiek wcs used to 
raeastipe from the ground to the ti^^ of the longest branches 
The figures given in Tohle 11 ere the iiiean heights for 
eacli site. Also at this time, the general appeai'ance of 
t-i • inultiflora rose was noted with reference to colox'', 
growth habit, and Insect infestations. 
NOTE TO USERS 
Oversize maps and charts are microfilmed in sections in the 
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Table 11, A Summaiy of the Multiflora Rose Data from Plantings on the State Lands, 19U7-
Site ^Planting Procedure 
At planting After 
Planting 
SoiDs 
Stand 
Per Cent 
When rose 
Type Treatment 19U7 19li8 planted 
A 
Watershed above 
new pond 
Seedbed 
Single row 
Seeded K. Clinton 
lesp, 6-8"®' 
Unattended 
Lime 99 99 None 
B 
Back base of new No seedbed Unattended Lindley Lime 
ponds Double row subsoils 3-12-3^ 
97 90 Rye 
Timothy 
R, top 
G 
Back shoulders No seedbed Unattended Lindley Lime 30 75 Rye 
of new pond fill D. rovT subsoils 3-12-3 Timothy 
D 
Wewly constructed No seedbed Unattended I,indley Lime 82 12 Rye 
diversions D. row subsoils 3-12-3 Timothy 
R. top 
E 
Across fill of Seedbed Unattended Lindley Lime 100 99 C. bl, grs 
five-year old S. row 0-2" K. lesp. 
pond L.ragweed 
D.fleabane 
F 
Watershed above No seedbed Seeded K. Clinton Lime 96 91 None 
old pond S. row lesp. 0-2" 
Unattended 
G 
Border between 
garden and bam 
lot 
Seedbed Cultivated Lindley None 
S. row 6-8" 
100 100 None 
H 
Pemanent vege­
tation above new 
•nond 
Cut out sod 
and set in 
S. row 
Unattended Lindley 
6-8" 
Lime 60 0.0 Timothy 
K. lesp. 
T.awn Kra 
ata from Plantings on the State Lands, 19U7-19U0. 
stand 
Soils Per Cent Plant Competition 
Treatment 19U7 19U8 
When rose 
planted 
List-count Quadrats 
Plants No, Height 
inton 
.8 "a 
Lime 99 99 None K. lesp. I61i Ik" 
L.ragweed 12 13 
K.bl.grass 
bare ground 
jidley Lime 
ibsoils 3-12-3^ 
97 90 Rye 
Timothy 
R. top 
Rye 8 U9" 
R. top h 12 
K. lesp. 8 12 
L, ragweed 8 18 
Smartweed 1; 2k 
Alsike 16 13 
R, clover 8 16 
Timothy 12 33 
2596 bare ground 
Lime 30 75 Rye 
3-12-3 Timothy 
Rye 8 26" 
K. lesp, 12 7 
L. ragweed 12 11 
bare ground 
Lime 82 12 Rye 
3-12-3 Timothy 
R. top 
Rye 60 li6" 
Timothy li8 16 
R. top Uo 33 
R. clover 21; 10 
Alsike 12 9 
L. ragweed 8 11 
3°;6 bare ground 
indley Lime 
)_2" 
100 99 C. bl, grass C.bl.grass 
K. lesp, 
L. ragweed 
D.fleabane 
K. lesp. 
L. ragvraed 
D.fleabane 
Aster 
269b bare 
2h 
28 
12 
u 
h 
16" 
9 
23 
33 
U2 
ground 
Lime 96 91 None K. lesp, 8ii 7" 
B.plantain 12 6 
T. avm grassUO 10 
16% bare ground 
None 100 100 None None 
Lime 60 0,0 Timothy 
K. lesD, 
Timothy 
K. lesp. 
180 
60 
37" 
11 
Lght Appearance of 
Rose plants Remarks 
Dark green color 
Considerable hopper damage 
to the leaves 
j^ark green color Soil moisture supplemented by seepages 
Little hopper damage 
Pale yellow color 
Leaves dropping 
Stunted growth 
Yellow green color 
Severe hopper damage to 
stems and leaves 
Stunted grovrth 
Excellent Shaded the major part of the day 
Soil moisture supplemented by pond 
6ctn COXojT 
Some hopper damage 
Excellent One-year old seedlings 
Planted July 3 
per 
loss 
E 
Across fill of Seedbed Unattended Lindley Lime 100 99 C. bl, grasi 
five-year old S. row 0-2" K. lesp. 
L.ragweed 
D.fleabane 
I 
Watershed above No seedbed Seeded K. Clinton Lime 96 9I Hone 
old pond S. rov.'- lesp. 0-2" 
Unattended 
G 
Border between 
garden and bam 
lot 
Seedbed Cultivated Lindley None 
3, row 6-B" 
100 100 None 
H 
Permanent vege­
tation above new 
pond 
Cut out sod 
and set in 
3, rov/ 
Unattended Lindley 
6-0" 
Lime 60 0,0 Timothy 
K. lesp, 
T.awn grass 
K.bl.grass 
I 
Neirly seeded No seedbed Unattended Lindley Lime 1^6 0,1 Oats 
and mulched D. row 2-U" R. clover 
watershed Alsike 
ILraothy 
R. top 
Y. foxtail 
In old fence rov; Seedbed 
along road S, row 
Unattended Lindley 
2-)4" 
None O9 52 None 
K 
Around gullies 
in pasture 
Seedbed Unattended Lindley 
S. row subsoils 
to 2-U" 
Lime 87 63 None 
Across fill of 
five-year old 
pond 
No seedbed 'Unattended Lindley None 
S. row subsoils 
99 96 B.plantain 
K. lesp, 
T.avm grass 
^Eepth of topsoils. 
^Nitrogen-phosphate-potash. 
Lime 100 99 C. bl, grass C.bl.grass 
K. lesp. 
L.ragweed 
D.fleabane 
K. lesp, 
L. ragrreed 
D.fleabane 
Aster 
2U 
28 
12 
k 
h 
16" 
9 
23 
33 
1;2 
269'o bare ground 
68" Excellent 
Lime 96 91 Hone K. lesp, 8ij 7" 
B.plantain 12 6 
T, awn grassUO 10 
l6% bare ground 
'\r\ 
colo 
Some hopper damag 
None 100 100 None None 61i" Excellent 
Lime 60 0.0 Timothy 
K. lesp-. 
T.awn grass 
K.bl,grass 
Timothy 180 37" 
K. lesp. 60 11 
T.awn grass 52 l6 
K.bl. grass it8 18 
Ifo bare ground 
100 per 
cent loss 
Lime J46 0.1 Oats 
R. clover 
Alsike 
ILmothy 
R. top 
Y. foxtail 
L. ragweed 
R. clover 
Alsike 
Timothy 
Y.foxtail 
R. top 
8 
6h 
28 
U8 
28 
ill; 
2% bare ground 
26" 
18 
18 
hi 
22 
18 
20" 
None 89 52 None T.awn grass 
K.bl,grass 
G. ragvyeed 
Smartweed 
K, lesp, 
Y, foxtail 
76 
16 
8 
k9 
kQ 
12 
l9'o bare ground 
9" 
12 
58 
26 
10 
22 
3O" Yellow green colo 
Severe hopper dam 
to leaves and ste 
Lime 8? 63 None C.bl.grass 20 11" 
K. lesp. 1|8 8. 
T.awn grass 68 lli 
L. ragweed li 12 
Y. foxtail U 13 
L0% bare sround 
25" Yellow green colo 
Some hopper damag 
None 99 96 B.plantain 
K. lesp, 
T.avm grass 
B.plantain 8 5" 
K. lesp. 20 6 
T. aivn gr. I6 8 
9OO/6 bare ground 
13" Yellow color 
St\mted growth 
68" Sxcellont Shaded the major part of the day-
Soil moisture supplemented by pond 
Some hopper damage 
6U" Excellent One-year old seedlings 
Planted July 3 
100 per 
cent loss 
20" Only two plants survived 
30" Yellow green color 
Severe hopper damage 
to leaves and stems 
2^" Yellow green color Erosion was a serious problem, washing 
Some hopper damage out several plants 
13" Yellow color 
Stunted growth 
One-year old seedlings 
T.il5le 11 stuffiUGj^ies the data, obtained frora IP planting 
sitof.1 crltlcall:/ studied. T?iese specific planting,s were 
oelectod because cf the various x>esponGes exMbitod b7y' theia 
an a ro.?.ult of the diversified oonditionr. under v/hich. thoy 
• On the bi:.His of tlio?e ob5:or'VP.ticnr'. at le&st five fnc-
toi'D, nojusl;/, soil fertility, ncil raoicture, y)lant compe­
tition, sljado tolorancc, i^loxiti-irr tecliiaiques, and insect 
irjfoctations, v;cre believed reflected in the renponse of 
the inultiflora rose. Pr-obab^.7/ no sin^^l.c one of the factors 
v;aa in itKclf totall:7 i^'ORponsible for the rr:Eultr obtained 
at the different sites. The infertile Roilr: v.'ould not 
only be low ir. availo.blo ];lant nutrients but lo\7 in f!oil 
i,ir)ij'.tur'-: hC V.ell, tualeirc it v:as increared as a renult of 
: ulcViing, o::co3r! rainf-.ll, neepapiep, or irnpoundvients. If 
plant competition wan the deci«'We factor, its effects 
!aight restilt in a decreased availobility of either Boil 
nutrients, coll nolstui''e, space for* growing, 'Or all of them 
conbined. Tlie ojxtrene of o.ny one of the above or a corabi--
nation cf all of ther would determine v/hether or not the 
multiflora x'cspoiided favorably to the rite. 
Cojiiparative effects of soil fertility/ v/ere believed 
reflected at sites A, P, and K, Plantin,s; A, located on 
quite fertile Clinton silt loam, reached an average height 
of 36 inohes and hiK?, a 99 pc'-^^ cent stand; P, located on 
the sarie typo of noil but lov; in fertility,, reached a 
1!'3 
hoxght of 30 inchos and had a 9^ cent Gtand; K, locc.ted 
on x'elatively Infertile Lindley loajn, re._cbod a hoigiit of 
inch-OB and hod 0x1177- a. 63 por cont otand. The soils of 
all throe sitos v/ere limod the fall before they were 
planted. The thickness of the tor^soil f-t t}ie tlirce sites 
probably accounted for the diffox^enco in f'/rtility and 
hence the difference in the heiglit and stand per cent 
that was attained (Table 11). 
Sits Cr should be laontionod in comparison although it 
was cultivated. Hovj'evr;r, plant corapetition was not be­
lieved instrtjmental in the growth I'esponees of the above 
thi'Qo sites. At sites A and F v/here competition was sig­
nificant (five and 16 per cent bare ground respectively), 
Korean lespedozo. occurred, in by far the largest moinborfj. 
Thir> legume v/as not considered competitive because of its 
groY/th habits. Also, it undoubtedly incx-'eased soil fertil­
ity because of the nitrof?;en it mode available. G-, located 
on Lindle^f loam of voi-^y high fex'tiTity because of heavy 
applications of manure, reached a height of nearly 611. 
inches compared to 3$j 30 and ?S inchos of A, P and G, 
respectively. This seemed to indicate that with Incrnased 
fertility,'- the rose made bettor gx'ov/th. 
The best comparative data on the effects of soil 
moisture '• ei'*e believed exhibited by reST,)onses of the rose 
at sites B and C, and E aiid L. Plant competition was not 
believed infliiential at those plantinf^s except x'ossibly 
l^ll-
at B (Table 11). AE proBentod. In the tiible, plantings .-t 
B and C wer^e established on subsoils v/lilch I'Gsulted from 
preiifoua confrbx''uction activities. Both sites received ap­
plications of fertiliser and lime. B v/as growing whore 
seepages persisted and C whei'e the only source of water 
v/as fi-'om rain, Tho former, after tv/o growing seasons, 
showed about ?1\. inches more growth, 1$ per cent better 
stand, aiid much l^ettor appearo.nce than tho lattex*. Plant­
ing E and L, as indicated in tho table, grew under very 
t'imilar conditions except that the former had a permanent 
sovirco of moisture because of its proximity to standing 
W;-.ter, it v='as shaded and on slightly less infertile soils 
as indicated by the t:'/pe and ejaount of competitive plant 
gi-owths, E r 'ached a height of nearly 68 inches and L, 
onl7,^ 13 Inches. The difference in stand per cent was of 
little significance. 
The observations indicated that the degree of plant 
competition vms probably/- one of the most significant fac­
tors v/hich determined the success or failure of multiflora 
rose plantings. Comparative data v/ere believed in evidence 
at sites D, G, H, I and J (Table 11). G and H established 
on sites of compax'able soil types and fertility, probably 
revealed the extreme conditions. At the former site the 
plants were set in a prepared seedbed and cultivated, 
whoreas the latter were set in spots v/here the sod had 
been removed, and heavy plant competition (1 per cent bare-
ground) ws.s not controlled. The rones attained a heijiht 
of 61 .1- inches and iiad a perfect atand at cite G, but at H, 
all the plants failed. Plantings at sites D, I, and J 
a]iov;ed not only the effects of competing vegetation but 
alao that raultiflora v/as less able to compote Y.'itii domos-
ticated biennial lojruiues and gz'aases than vrlth tyio less 
desirable v/eedy t7i''pe of plant growths, /it tlio end of tv/o 
growing seasons, D, growing on nev/ly constructed diversions 
in competition with timothy, rye, red top, alsilce, and 
red clover, ahov/ed a loss of 88 per cent and reached a 
height of 2^ inches; I, planted on a ne\v3.y t:eeded, mulched 
v/atersh' d in competition with oats, timothy, red top, red 
clover, and alsike shov.ed a loss of 99*9 cent and 
reached a height of 20 inches; J, planted in an old fence 
rov; in a prepared r-eedbed in competition with yellow 
fox-tail, lesser and g^es.ter ragv;oed, saartv/eod, three-awn 
grass and Kentuclcy blue grass, showed a loss of Ij/i per 
cent and reached a height of 30 inches. It should be 
noted that plantings D and I were established in soils that 
had been fertilized and limed whereas site J received no 
treatment. The fact that planting J had the better stand 
per cent seemed to indicate that the weedy growths were 
less influential than the seeded grasses and legumes on 
the number of plants surviving at the end of tv/o growing 
seasons. 
Of spocial inter: ot wore two spots at D wlioi'e the 
seodod Rro.sses and legiuiacs had been washod av;ay hj rain. 
Here there wore no compotitive grov.'thn and the rose had 
a height of 60 inches and 100 per cent stand as compered 
to the average of 25I inches and IP per cent stand for the 
entire planting. 
The fact that planting E grew so well in a shaded 
area v/as unusual and probabl;/ did not contradict the sug­
gestions of other writers (Burgess, 19il-8 and Steavenson, 
19!}.^). The planting v.'as not competing with the trees for 
soil moisture because of its location. The niultifloraj 
being located on the top of a pond fill near the water 
line, was at least 12 feet above the Q;ro'vmd level v;here 
the trees grew. This wotild seem to indicate that possibly 
the retarding effect of bordering "trees results from compe­
tition for moisture rather than for sunlight. To father 
subftantiate this, a planting located on the north side 
of a home in Eldon, lov/a, was observed to have made nearly 
i|.0 inches grov/th in one season though shaded the entii*e 
day, not only b;/ the home but hj trees as v/ell. These 
plants were kept well watered and v/ore located on relatively 
fertile soils. It v/as of interest to note that the lawn 
grasses at this same site (not watex'ed) wei'e sparse and 
showed little growth. 
A comparison of the results obtained at sites E and 
G (Table 11) Indico/bed that it v.'as not alv'a:;'^ neceBsa3?y to 
prepare a seedbed before pltinting ant; to cultivate or to 
select soils of high fertility provided that soil inoistui'e 
v/aa readily available. Thin v/as fui^ther substantiated by 
tlio rosults obtained at site B, whei'e the rose v;as growing 
on subsoil v/ithout seedbed preparation and boing ;mpplied 
with woistxiro by seepages. There is little doubt that the 
better growth \7oi.xld be obtained on fertile soils when the 
avail: ble moisture was not influenced by other factors than 
nomial rainiC'all oi^ plant competition. 
The seeding of Korean lespedeza after planting the 
multiflora was believed to have incroo-sed its grov/th at 
site P by five inches over that of K (yjreviously discuKsed ). 
The measures employed to control e 'osion were not ef­
fective particularly at site K, where t?ae slope was con-
sidoro-ble. The loss of 37 per cent of the plants b^/ the 
end of two seasons v;as largely due to gullyinR v/hich oc-
cui'red in the open fixrrovj" loft after pi'eparing the site 
for planting. Control measures in the form of sods placed 
in thin furrow were not sufficient to mtard the rapid 
flow of the rTAn-off, As a result, several plants were com­
pletely or par-tially washed out. Most of those v/ith ex­
posed roots died during the heat of the surainer. 
Inuring the suimner of 19}-!-^ several plantings were heavily 
infested v/ith grasshoppers,. The greatest dfiuiage occ^^rred 
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at the sltoc v.'hoi'o the coripetlng vej;?Gtation v/o.s the 
{."reatent. 'I'ho hop7:>Gr>3 seemed to prefer the rnultiflora 
than the other plants. '.Veedy plants indicated 
little doiuago. At mont sites only the leaves were eaten. 
Hov.'cvor, at one planting all the hark \vo.s eaten from 
entii'e rose plo.nts. How serious thio damage may have 
been cannot be determined until the 19^1-9 Grov;ing season. 
Osap;e oranf-;o. The osage orange plantings ivere es­
tablished in a single row, tv/elve inches apart in a pro-
pared seedbed. Plantlnf; tochniqiics v/ere mvich the sanie as 
those used for tho multiflora. At the end of tv.-o seasons 
of growth less tho.n 15 pei' cent of the plants v/ere lost. 
This was of intet'est because in 19^1-7 those planted in 
the bottomland v/. re under water for tkfee days on two 
occasions as tlie result of flooding by the I3es Moinet 
R i v e .  
Cost Accounting 
Data concerning specific detailed costs of managing 
lands for the increase of game populations v;ere found 
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lacking. Most writers did not report detailed or complete 
cost figures but gave only partial or very general data. 
Prom Illinois Spooner and Yeager (1942) reported that the 
cost foi* restoring refuges to virlldllfe productivity over a 
ten year period v/as ijfl.bO per acre not Including the 
original purchasing price of the land. Bump (1936) found 
that quail propagated by cover management cost :n;l,27 per 
bird in the scrub oak-pitch pine cover at Camp Upton, Long 
Island, New York, v/ith the use of CCO labor. In Michigan, 
Wight (1932), v/orking with the ring-necked pheasant, found 
the average coat of cover management to be ^.47 per bird. 
The average yearly management costs per acre of food patch 
and per bob-white for a three year period In Maryland were 
^2.12 and '^.22 respectively (Wilson and Vaughn, 1944). 
Sanders (1943), who reported on the costs of game manage­
ment practices in southern Iowa on privately-owned lands, 
found that in 1936 it ranged fi^om three to 13 cents per 
acre of land, depending on the amount of developmental work 
carried out by the farmers. Sanders figures were baaed on 
only the cost of the materials furnished the farm operators. 
.Total expenditures 
The total expenditures charged to the State lands for 
developmental and management practloea conducted during the 
tliree-year period are given in Table 12. The expenses 
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Table 12. Total Expenditures Charged to Development 
and Management on the State Lands for 1946-1948 
Items 1946 1947 1948 Total 
LABOR 
^ate develop­
ment crew®-
Local hired 
help & team" 
Construction 
crew® 
195.00 720.00 72.00 
2385.72 202.56 
1903.21 
987.00 
2588.28 
1903.21 
SUPPLIES 
For improve-
ment 
419.36 1439.05 1858.41 
Equipment 442.45 
MACHINERY (hired) 
Privately- 5201.25 
owned^ 
State-ownede 720.00 
90.54 532.99 
5201.25 
466.00 96.00 1282.00 
TOTAL 11266.99 2918.15 178.00 14363.14 
9'1946, ."55.00 per day; 1947-48, ^6.50 per day. 
^man, $.50 per hr.; team, $4.00 per day. 
®fe6.00 per day. 
^fl2.00 per hr. for heavy equipment (bulldozer and 
scoop). 
®$3.00 per hr. for Ferguson tractor and attachments. 
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encountered cannot be compared v/lth those previously-
mentioned for several reasons. Costs of operations, types 
of land and cover, and the ultimate objectives are not 
comparable. 
The supplies, salaries and rental fees are probably 
higher than ever recorded In the history of our country. 
For this reason the cost of the operations far surpasses 
any records of similar projects. Also, when dealing with 
hill lands low In fertility and badly eroded the cost of 
Improvement Is excessive. Further, management of cover 
types typical of this section of Iowa to Improve quail 
populations requires extensive effort, particularly when 
they have reached the stages found on the State lands. The 
economic returns from clearing mature stands of timber 
rather than 20-25 year age class xvould have offset much of 
the Initial developmental coats. The fact that the objec­
tive of the program was to establish a plan of land manage­
ment that would favor both farming and wildlife further 
added to the costs. Hov/ever, because Iowa Is an agricul­
tural State and public sentiment requires maximum agricul­
tural use of all lands, these objectives are believed 
Justified. Over a period of years the returns from agri­
cultural practices, not only In a monetary sense but also 
In an Increased quail population, will repay these initial 
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costs. The value of such an area as demonstration and 
experimental cannot be measured In financial returns. 
In attempting to accomplish the entire program In one 
or two years further Increased the initial costs. This 
plan was believed advisable in order that quick and com­
plete results could be obtained. Undoubtedly, if it had 
been carried out over a period of years, the expense would 
not have been so great. Much of the work could have been 
accomplished through the exchange of work for timber pro­
ducts and pasture or meadow privileges. 
Itemized expenditures 
An itemized account of expenses encountered in 
developing and managing the State area is presented in 
Table 13. Some of them will be discussed separately, 
attempting to point out ways in which the cost might have 
been decreased. 
A large portion of the woodland clearing cost could 
iiave been eliminated in two ways. (1) Local residents 
were interested in the available wood and probably could 
have been contacted to remove the trees and pile the brush 
In return for the wood. This would have eliminated most of 
the 5jil700 labor costs, leaving only the cost of removing 
the stumps and piling them. (2) The wood could have been 
salvaged after the bulldozer had pushed the trees from the 
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Table 13. Itemized Account of Expenditures on the 
State Lands for 1946-1948 
Item Amount Total 
Woodland clearings 30 acres 
Labor 
Machinery-
Materials 
Piling brush, wood 
and stumps 
Roadway oonetructlon 
and repair 
Ponds 
Construction 
Clearings 
Seeding & mulching 
Repairs 
Clean-up 
Erosion control 
Diversions 
Qully shaping 
Seeding & mulching 
Fencing 
Construction and 
repair 
Removing old fence 
Buildings (repairs) 
Pasture clearing 
(brush) 
Living fences 
Multiflora rose 
Osage orange 
barn and house 
70 acres 
700 rods 
3.00 rods 
1700.00 
420.00 
150.00 
500.00 
3 miles 425.00 
3 
4684.00 
143.00 
184.00 
100.00 
178.00 
4450 feet 
2300 feet 
500.00 
300.00 
165.00 
300 rods 222.00 
400 rods 175.00 
Soil treatment 
Lime 300 tons 
Fertilizer 1 ton 
518.00 
"277.00 
460.00 
.63.00 
855.00 
42.00 
2270.00 
500.00 
425.00 
5289.00 
965.00 
397.00 
518.00 
277.00 
523.00 
897.00 
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Table 13. (Oontinued) 
Item Amount Total 
Pood patches 
Labor 
Seeds 
Farm operations 
(supplies) 
Cutting posts and 
rails 
20 (16 acres) 
500 posts 
200 rails 
230.00 
25^00 
352.00 
leo.oo 
Gutting fire lanes 
Miscellaneous 
Seeding 
Plowings 
Unused and per­
petual supplies 
80 rods 
7 acres 
20 acres 
fertilizer 
tools 
& seeds 
400.00 
75.00 
200.00 
517.14 
400.00 
255.00 
325.00 
180.00 
400.00 
275.00 
917.14 
TOTAL 14363.14 
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area. This method, however, would have resulted In 
considerable waste of wood and required a great deal of 
work In the salvaging. Also, much of the topsoll would 
have been removed, possibly i^lOOO could have been saved 
with this technique. 
Had the wood been utilized to Its fullest when the 
clearing was handled as it was, the returns would have off­
set much of the original cost. Between 250 and 300 cords 
of oak and hickory wood resulted from these operations. 
This probably could have been sold for firewood at eight or 
ten dollars a cord. The 500 posts salvaged were valued at 
|.25 a piece. 
Through the use of any of the above methods it is 
believed that at least #1400 to !|1600 could have been saved 
on the clearing operations. 
Factors that contributed to the large expenditures on 
the ponds were the lack of a trained engineer to supervise 
their construction and Inexperienced machine operators. 
These factors resulted in Inexcusable errors in construction 
that greatly increased the expenses. After inspection of 
the work, an experienced engineer estimated that the cost 
was increased by at least one-third. He further stated 
that the hourly rate was at least two dollars above the OPA 
ceiling on the type of equipment used. If this work had 
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been aooompllshed on a oontraot basis by oompetent 
contractors, the expense would have been considerably less. 
The erosion control work aooompllshed In Unit I by 
scoops was highly impractical and far too costly. The 
State-owned equipment could have saved considerable and the 
work would have been more satisfactory. 
In establishing the "living fences" the tractor equip­
ment or tree planter owned by the State would have been 
much less costly. According to U. S. Soil Conservation 
Service (1948) estimates the cost of establishing multi-
flora rose and osage orange plantings would require about 
^150 compared to 1523 when It was done by hand. 
Many of the other practices that were carried out with 
a team and hand labor would have cost oonslderably less if 
mechanical equipment had been available. It is the opinion 
of the author that the entire program could have been 
accomplished with oonslderably less money had better plan­
ning and Judgment been employed. 
Farm income 
Presented in Table 14 Is the total farm Income from 
the area for 1946-1948. It is difficult and probably 
impossible to Justly compare the three years. The floods 
occurring during 1946 and 1947 greatly decreased crop 
yields during those years. Therefore, it cannot be 
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definitely stated that the inoreased 1948 Income was due to 
better crop management. It v/as obviousi however, that 
bettf^r teohniques \'iere used in farming the latter season. 
Table 14. Total Farm Income From the 
State Lands for 1946-1948 
Orop Amount Price 
per unit 
Total 
1946 
wheat 
Corn 
Pasture 
1947 
Oat a 
Corn 
Soybeans 
1948 
\flieat 
Oats 
Corn 
Soybeans 
Hays 
33.8 bu. 
510.0 bu. 
102.0 bu. 
120.0 bu. 
103.0 bu. 
32.2 bu. 
287.0 bu. 
616.0 bu, 
100.0 bu. 
130 ba.leB 
1.68 
1.10 
.82 
1.75 
3.48 
1.87 
.60 
1.00 
2.45 
.65 
56.78 
561.00 
150.00 
84.30 
210.00 
358.44 
60.40 
172.20 
616.00 
245.00 
34.50 
767.78 
67E.74 
1178.10 
TOTAL 2618.62 
Recommenda-tions 
The follov/lng recommendations for future consideration 
are believed applicable to the State Lands; 
1. Complete the recommended developments. 
2. Set the program up as a Pittman-Robertson project. 
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3. Hire a competent caretaker and furnish hlra with 
mechanical equipment to carry out the development 
and management. 
4. Use the area for demonstration. Encourage visits 
by Boy Scouts, school chlldi'en, farmers, sportemans 
clubs, conservation officers and other organized 
groups. Sell It to the public. 
5. Keep an accurate, detailed cost-accounting. 
6. Study in detail the I'esponse of wildlife, 
7. Test management pi'actlces for further use on other 
State-owned lands where applicable. 
8. Conduct controlled hunting and fishing. 
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BOB-VfHITE CiUAIL RESPONSE 
Quail reBponees to the developmental and management 
practloes xirere believed first evident In the fall of 1947. 
During the prehuntlng season census, two coveys were found 
In the upland of the State lands In localities unoccupied 
In 1946 (Fig. 43). The cover and food resulting from no 
grazing on the areas In units I and IV undoubtedly 
attracted these birds. The covey In Unit I utilized the 
rye growing on the diversions and the watershed of pond #2 
(Pig. 40e) for roosting cover and were repeatedly found 
feeding In the heavy stand of Korean lespedeza. Brushy 
cover offered by the woody growths along the road were 
used for loafing and sunning. In Unit IV the birds used 
the heavy weed and grass growths that developed In the Idle 
pasture for roosting and were also feeding on lespedeza 
(Fig. 40f). The timber edges furnished desirable woody 
cover. 
Both of the coveys remained in these localities 
throughout the winter. Unit I covey was on one occasion 
found In the cleared area In Unit II and sign (roosts) 
indicated that they were Including this area In their range 
(Figs. 40a, b, c, and d). Just prior to the spring break­
up, both coveys moved from the State land to the border 
lands where cover was less heavy and furnished more desir­
able nesting and brood rearing sites. 
Fig. 40. Cover development from various 
developmental and management practices 
on the State lands, 1947. 
a. Fire line in Unit II, 1946. 
b. Cover that developed in fire lane 
at the end of one season, 1947. 
Used by quail for protective cover 
It afforded. 
c. Cleared area In Unit III, 1946. 
d. Cover that developed in the clear­
ing at the end of one season, 
1947. Used by quail for feeding 
and roosting. 
e. Heavy rye cover developed on the 
v/atershed of pond #2, Unit I. 
Used intensively by quail for 
roosting, 1947. 
f. Dense growth of vegetation in the 
pasture area of Unit VI, 1947. 
Quail utilized it for roosting and 
feeding. 
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In late winter (early In 1948) Unit VI supported a 
covey that had moved from Unit VIII. These birds roosted 
In the heavy timothy and red top growths and fed along the 
timber on acorns cracked by squirrels and In the lesser 
ragweed resulting from summer fallowing In the foodpatch. 
The distribution of pairs during the 1946 nesting 
season gave evidence that the conditions for nesting and 
brood rearing on the State land were less attractive to the 
quail than in 1946 and 1947 (Fig. 41). In 1946 and 1947 
pairs tended to disperse into the interior of the State 
land from the general territory of the winter headquarters 
as the season progressed. This dispersion was believed 
favored by the Increase in growth of the vegetation as the 
summer season advanced. Prior to that time cover condi­
tions were Inadequate because of the late fall and early 
spring grazing. However, the lack of grazing in 1947 
resulted in large acreages of tall, dense growths by late 
summer which prevailed in the spring of 1948. The 
increased growth during 1948 made an even heavier stand of 
vegetation. Because of this heavy growth pairs were 
believed to have moved away from the State area with the 
progression of the summer. By late summer of 1948 only one 
pair remained and they were associated with a cultivated 
field. In 1946 and 1947 there was actually an increase in 
number of pairs in the upland by late summer over the 
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Fig. 41. Location of pairs during the 
1946, 1947, and 1948 nesting season. 
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number found there In the spring whereas, the numbers In 
1948 were the reverse. The faot that three ooveys wintered 
In the upland In 1948 and dispersed away from these lands 
as the nesting season prooeeded further Indicated that all 
was not suited to the quail. Normally pairs nest in the 
general vicinity of the wintering areas and spread in all 
directions from these sites provided the habitats are 
suited (Kllmstrai 1948 and Stoddard, 1931). 
Probably, because of the uncontrolled growth of the 
cover, with the exception of farmed lands, only very early 
nests (May and early June) were found on the State lands 
and these were all in the vicinity of winter ranges (Pig. 
42). Evidence of this relationship was in the faot that 
all nests but one occurring on the State area were among 
the first to have been initiated. Later nesting was in 
evidence on the bordering lands where more diversified 
farming activities were conducted, which tended to control 
moderately the growth of the cover. 
Previous nesting studies (Klimstra, 1948) indicated 
that quail did not utilize tall, dense vegetation except at 
the periphery. As a result of the heavy cover conditions 
found on the State area quail would be less likely to shift 
to these lands for nesting. Also those birds on these 
lands would probably move as the season progressed. It was 
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Pig. 42. Distribution of nesta during 
1946, 1947, and 1948. 
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believed that this was the situation that prevailed during 
1948. 
There was evidence in 1948 that quail responded favor­
ably in fall and winter to the few preliminary develop­
mental practices that were completed. The prehunting sea­
son census indicated that of the total coveys (three) on 
the Research Area two were on the State lands and these in 
the upland. As shown in Fig. 43» no birds were located in 
the upland of the State area prior to hunting in 1946 with 
the exception of one covey which ranged onto it in the 
northeast corner. The Research Area in 1946 had a total of 
seven bottomland and two upland coveys; in 1947, five and 
five; in 1948, zero and three, respectively. The fact that 
no bottomland coveys were found in 1948 supported the 
belief that conditions in the upland were the more attrac­
tive. In view of the much lower fall populations (1948-
37, 1947- 149, and 1946- 133) that prevailed in 1948, these 
data were even more striking. 
The 1948 State land prehunting coveys were associated 
v;lth food patches in Unit I and V. They used the idle, 
previously pastured areas, for roosting cover. The covey 
located Just off the northeast edge of the area was occa-
Bionally found to be feeding and roosting in the food patch 
in Unit VII. 
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Fig. 43. Distribution of -orehunting season 
coveys for 1946, 1947, and 1948. 
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Data on coveys near the end of the 1948 hunting season 
showed that the resident State land coveys had Increased to 
four In number. As a result of an excellent tracking snow, 
the author was able to definitely state that these birds 
were all making use of the food patches and the cornfields 
located In Units I, IV, and V (Fig. 44). The vegetation 
Fig. 44. Evidence of quail feeding on hegarl 
in a food patch on the State lands, 1948. 
of the ungrazed pasture areas were utilized for roosting. 
VJhen this check was made no birds were found in the lowland 
areas where in 1946 and 1947 they occurred in the largest 
numbers. 
A census late in the winter of 1948-49 (made on March 
1, 2 and 3» 1949, by Mr. Tom Trainer, Eldon, Iowa) revealed 
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that the bob-whites were still absent from the bottomlandB 
except for a small covey (5 birds) located in Unit IX 
(Pig. 45). The$e birds were using a hand-pioked cornfield 
for roosting. The upland coveys had increased to five, one 
having moved Into Unit III, The others were located in the 
same units stated in the preceding paragraph. Mr. Trainer 
reported that there was also abundant roosting sign in the 
cleared area in Unit II., 
The survey showed only one covey on the bordering 
land. This was of considerable interest for at approxi­
mately the same time in 1946 there were six and in 1947, 
five (Fig. 43). 
Despite the loss of birds through hunting the total 
population on the Eldon Research Area increased from the 
1948 prehunting number of 37 to 57 by late winter; the 
covey numbers increased from three to seven. The entire 
increase occurred on the State lands, and all of it except 
for 1 covey (5 birds) was in the upland. 
It should be pointed out that during 1947 and 1948 the 
only marked changes In cover and food conditions were in 
the upland on the State area. In many respects conditions 
were actually improved in the lowlands in 1947 and 1948 for 
they were not grazed during the fall and winter as in 1946. 
Probably the most significant factor was the provision of a 
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stable source of food In the hill land as furnished by the 
planting of food patches and the two cornfields In Unit V. 
A factor that made these data most striking vfas the 
steady decline In quail populations from 1946 to 1948. 
Increased populations v;ould have tended to force birds on 
the State uplands. However, here was a situation where 
quail actually concentrated on these lands during a period 
of low populations. The fact that no upland and several 
border land coveys were found In 1946 when the population 
was up, and only two bottomland and border land coveys were 
found In 1948 xvhen the population was down, was definite 
indication tha.t the more attractive habitats had shifted 
from the bottomlands and border strip to the State upland. 
A comparison of the data from the check area with the 
State lands further supported the evidence that the develop­
ments did favor Increased populations.' Prom 1946 to 1948 
the check area shovred a decline In not only the fall (76 to 
18) but also the spring populations (33 to 9). The decrease 
In number of birds oomparea with the data from the Research 
Area. This was further proof that the Increased number of 
birds on the State lands, specifically the upland, was not 
a result of an overall increase in the quail population in 
this general area. 
There was not a shift of quail from the stream bottoms 
to the hill lands on the check area during the three years 
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of study. The quail continued to occupy only the rather 
limited weedy and woody coverts along the major streams, 
which were the only sites occupied by the bob-v/hltes from 
late fall to early spring. This was believed due to a 
lack of substantial foods In other areas. 
There was evidence that the developmental and manage­
ment practices also favored other wildlife. Cottontails, 
squirrels, and raccoons vjere found to utilize the cleared 
areas and food patches. In fact, raccoons and squirrels 
caused such severe damage to food patches of corn In 1947 
that by fall little food remained In them. In vlevf of 
this, corn should probably not be the only planted food 
unless the plots are at least an acre In size. Oottontalls 
used the piled stumps, weed, and trimmings for cover. 
Various v/lnter-resldent song birds were found In large num­
bers in the food strips and cleared areas. 
The food patches containing millet and soybeans seemed 
to be favored by quail, particularly In fall and early 
winter. Observations on the utilization of cropland areas 
indicated that soybeans v/ere extremely popular. On many 
occasions quail were noted to range as much as 80 rods away 
from any protective cover while feeding in combined bean 
fields where no cover was afforded when cornfields and idle 
areas were more accessible and provided excellent cover and 
food. Korean lespedeza was readily taken and on several 
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oocaslona It made up most of the diet of entire coveys 
during the winter months. 
In vlevf of these quail responses it Is not to be 
assumed that permitting the hill land to remain idle is 
advocated as a favorable quail management practice. In a 
very few yee-rs these lands vrould revert to unfavorable 
conditions for most forms of desirable game. Controlled 
grazing as recommended in the management plan would actu­
ally improve the habitat for nesting and rearing of brood. 
The increased production of birds on the area would favor 
increased fall populations. With the use of the rotation, 
contour-cropping recommended for Units III, IV and VII, in 
addition to that carried out in Unit V, more diversified 
cover and food, would be provided, which should increase the 
carrying,capacity in fall and winter. Also, the type of 
food patch management and cover improvement designed in the 
plans would probably be reflected in increased populations. 
The author is of the opinion that the State area is 
capable of supporting 12-15 coveys under proper management 
provided overall quail populations are near normal. 
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NESTING 
During the three years covered by this investigation 
data were obtained on 46 bob-v;hite nests; 16 nests were 
found in 1946, 18 nests in 1947, and 12 nests in 1948. 
Commencement 
The earliest established nest in 1946 was found on 
April 20, in 1947 on May 1, and in 1948 on April 243-. It 
was believed that no earlier nesting occurred. The latest 
nest was found on July 15 in 1946, on August 1 in 1947, and 
on August 18 in 1948. 
Two peaks, a major and minor, in nest commencement were 
evident for the three seasons (Fig. 46). Tills supports 
Moorman's (1942) findings. The major peak in 1946 occurred 
during May 1 to 15 and the minor peak during June 16 to 30; 
in 1947 they vrere May 16 to 31, and June 16 to 30 respec­
tively (Klimstra, 1948); and in 1948 they were May 1 to 15 
and June 16 to 30 respectively. Because the initial nesting 
began in May, the first peak is normal. The peak occurring 
in June was believed indicative of the unsuccessful nest­
ings in late May and early June. Data in Table 15 support 
^^Neet establishment is dated from the date vrhen the 
first egg was laid. 
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Fig. 46. Cosmencement of bob-white nests on the 
Eldon Research Area, 1946-1948. 
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this concept in that for the three years nesting losses 
were highest during the early part of June. 
Table 15. Bob-white Nest Losses on the 
Eldon Research Area, 1946-1948 
Year May May June June July July Aug. 
1-15 16-31 1-15 16-30 1-15 16-31 1-15 
1946 2 1 4 1 1 1 1 
1947 0 2 7 1 1 1 2 
1948 0 1 4 1 1 1 
Total 2 4 15 3 2 3 4 
As shown in Fig. 46 the first nesting peak occurred 
two weeks earlier in 1946 and 1948 than in 1947. Consider­
ing the time of the commencement of the spring break-up for 
the three years (1946, March 2; 1947, April 16; and April 
3, 1948), the earliest nests and the nesting peak could 
well be expected to occur in 1946 and 1948. 
It was of interest to note that the 1948 nesting was 
rather evenly distributed throughout the season whereas in 
1946 and 1947 It was centered primarily during late spring 
and early summer. In vlevi of the abnormal climatic condi­
tions during 1946 and 1947 (see Fig. 2 and Table 1), the 
nesting in 1948 was probably the more normal. 
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Cover Utilization 
Summarized In Table 16 are the data on the cover 
utilized In nesting on the Eldon Research Area. Land 
usages and the resulting cover types were so obviously 
influential in determining the distribution and success of 
nests that the main headings In the table were formulated 
to show the various uses that were made of the land. Sub­
headings suggest .the type of cover afforded as a result of 
the land usages. 
Thirty-six or 78.3 percent of all the nests found 
were located on non-productive lands (those areas showing 
no profitable returns). These lands also contained 69.3 
percent of all successful-nests, but the rate of loss was 
quite high with only 28.3 percent being successful®-. In 
comparison the productive lands supported 21.7 percent of 
the total nests, 30.7 percent of the total successful 
nests and had a 40 percent rate of success. 
Grasses made up the nesting material in 44 (95,6 per­
cent) of the 46 nests studied. The remaining two were con­
structed of various plant materials deposited by floods in 
1946 and 1947. Generally speaking, only plant growths of 
previous years were used. Current growths were believed 
^Clutches in which at least one egg hatched. 
Table 16. Acreages, Nest Densities, and Nest Success 
1946-1948 on the Eldon Research Area 
Esti­ No. of Nests Total % of Acres Per Nest Ho.of % of 
Cover type mated 
Acreages 
1946 1947 1948 No. 
Nests 
All 
Nests 
1946 1947 194S Succ. 
Nests 
Succ. 
Nests 
Unproductive lands 240 13 12 11 36 78.3 18.5 20.0 21.9 9 25.0 
Roadsides 10 2 4 6 13.1 5.0 2.5 — 1 16.7 
Fence rows and 
field edges 55 6 5 5 16 34.8 9.1 11.0 11.0 3 18.8 
Idle land 145 5 3 6 14 30.4 29.0 48.3 24.1 5 35.7 
Productive lands 1360 3 6 1 10 21.7 451.1 226.6 1360.0 4 40.0 
Pasture 380 3 6 1 10 21.7 126.6 63.3 380.0 4 40.0 
Open 160 2 5 1 8 17.4 80.0 32.0 160.0 3 37.5 
Woodland 220 1 1 2 4.3 110.0 110.0 1 50.0 
Farm lot 30 
Cropland 570 
Timber 410 
Totals 1600 16 18 12 46 100.0 100.0 88.8 153.3 13 28.3 
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employed primarily for the protective cover they afforded. 
Fifty percent of all nests were constructed in stands of 
pure grass. Blue grass, red top, timothy and poverty grass 
were the principal grasses used. Eighty percent of the 
nests were in blue grass. Seventeen of the 46 nests were 
at the "base of other plants including American elm, coral 
berry, white ash, honey locust, mullein, wild lettuce and 
multiflora rose. 
Shown in Figs. 47a, b, c, d, e, and f are some of the 
1948 nesting sites. 
Clutches 
The numbei' of eggs in completed clutches varied from 
10 to 22 (Table 17). Of the 24 clutches observed, the mean 
number of eggs was slightly over 15 per clutch. There was 
indication that the larger clutches occurred among the 
early nests. But, a marked decline as the season pro­
gressed Was not so pronounced as that reported by Lehmann 
(1946) and Moorman (1942). 
During the three seasons 169 young were produced In 
the 13 successful nests from 184 eggs (Table 18). In 1946,-
59 of 62 eggs hatched, giving a 95.6 percent hatching suc­
cess; In 1947, 51 of 62 eggs hatched, giving an 82.3 per­
cent hatching success; and in 1948, 59 of 60 eggs hatched. 
Fig. 47. Some of the 1948 bob-white nesting sites 
on the Eldon Research Area. 
a. Nest located in heavy cover afforded 
by wooded fence row. 
b. Close-up of a. 
c. Nest located In grassy fence row along 
road. 
d. Close-up of c. 
e. Neat located in strip of Idle land, 
resulting from erosion. 
f. Olose-up of e. 
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Table 17. Bob-white Clutch Sizes on the Eldon Research Area, 1946-1948 
Month 1946 1947 1948 Mean for 
Clutches No.Clutches Mean No. No.Clutches Mean No. No.Clutches Mean No. 1946-
Began and Sizes of Eggs and Sizes of Eggs and Sizes of Eggs 1948 
2 1 
April (15,13) 14.0 - - (18) 18 15.3 
3 4 3 
May (19,12,10) 13.6 (22,14,16,17) 17.75 (16,16,17) 16.3 15.9 
 3 
June (16) 16.0 (16,16,13) 15.0 (16,13,14) 14.3 14.9 
1 1 
July (13) 13.0 (17) 17.0 (12) 12.0 14.0 
1 
August - _ - - (10) 10.0 10.0 
Season Mean 14.0 Season Mean 16.62 Season Mean 14.6 
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giving a 98.03 percent hatching success. The average of 
the three years was 91.8 percent which was higher than the 
86 percent reported by Stoddard (1931) from a study of 212 
nests. 
Table 18. Hatching Success of Bob-white Eggs 
on the Eldon Research Area 1946-1948 
Clutches Eggs Delayed or Infertile 
Hatched Hatched Imperfectly Eggs in 
Hatched Hatched Nests 
No. Total eggs No. % No. % No. % 
13 184 169 91.8 13 7.1 2 1.1 
The 1947 results were probably below the average 
because of the adverse climatic conditions during the 
entire nesting season (Fig. 2 and Table 1). The climatic 
adversities in 1946 were less pronounced except in early 
summer and in 1948 they were very near the normal for 
southern Iowa. 
Nest Losses 
In this study 28.3 percent of all nests found were 
successful. Lehmann (1946) reported 46.0 percent of the 
bob-white neste were suooessful in his studies in Texas; 
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Stoddard (1931) reported 36.0 percent in the southeastern 
states; and Moorman (1942) reported 28.9 percent in south 
central Iowa. 
Shown In Table 19 are the probable causes of nest 
losses occurring during this study. They were largely 
determined by "sign"; the exact causes were difficult to 
establish and at times Impossible. 
Slightly over 30 percent of the unsuccessful nests 
were lost because of abandonment as a result of disturb­
ance to the birds or their nest. Climatic factors which 
accounted for 21.3 percent of all this type of desertion, 
manifested their effects only in 1946 and 1947 when 10.63 
and 12.09 Inches of rain fell, respectively, in June. In 
1948 when the rainfall was near normal no nests were 
deserted. Predators accounted for 57.6 percent of the nest 
losses during the three years. Snakes, which were unus­
ually abundant, accounted for 12.2 percent of the losses. 
Next in Importance were feral cats and red foxes. Fifteen 
percent vj'ere lost due to unknown causes of predatlon. 
Broods 
Data were obtained on 18 broods during the three years 
of study; 13 of these were from nests that were known to 
have been successful. The earliest brood observed was 
believed to have been hatched about May 27 in 1946, about 
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Table 19, Causes of Bob-white Nest Liosses 
on the Eldon Research Area, 1946-1948 
Cause 1 of loss 1946 1947 1948 Totals % of all 
unsuccessful 
nests 
Abandoned Beoause Of; 
1. Observer 1 0 0 1 3.0 
2. Flood waters 0 2 0 2 6.1 
3. Heavy rain 1 4 0 5 15.2 
4. Grazing animals 0 1 0 1 3.0 
5. Brush cutting 0 1 0 1 3.0 
6. Unknown 0 0 0 0 0.0 
Totals 2 8 0 10 31.1 
Predatlon By: 
1. Feral cat 1 0 2 3 9.1 
(Fells catus) 
2. Red fox 0 1 2 3 9.1 
(Vulpes regalls) 
3. 13-striped ground 0 1 0 1 3.0 
squirrel 
(Oltellus trldecemllneatus) 
4. V/easel 0 1 0 1 3.0 
(Mustela sp.) 
5. Snake 2 1 1 2 12.2 
(species unknov/n) 
6. Crow 0 0 1 1 3.0 
(Corvua b. brachyrhynohos) 
7. Raccoon 0 0 1 1 3.0 
(Procyon lotor) 
8. Unknown 2 2 1 5 15.2 
Totals 5 6 8 19 57.6 
Unknown 0 0 12.1 
GRAND TOTALS 11 14 8 33 100.0 
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July 1 In 1947, and about June 1 in 1948. Observations on 
all broods showed that in 1946 six of seven broods were 
hatched during May and June, and in 1947 the heaviest 
hatching occurred during July and August. In comparison, 
during 1948 the hatching was evenly distributed throughout 
the season. The more normal climatic factors in 1948 were 
believed reflected in the results. 
Table 20, Decline in Average Bob-white Brood Sizes 
From Known Clutches on the Eldon Research Area, 
1946-1948 
Season No. of Average Brood Sizes % 
Broods A? ^Decrease 
hatching 2 wks. 4 wks. 6 wks. 8 wks. 
1946 5 11.8 10.0 9.8 9.8 9.2 22^ 
4.25 
1947 4 12.75 9.5 8.75 8.5 33.3 
4.54 
1948 4 14.75 12.75 11.25 10.75 10.25 30.5 
Totals 13 13.1 10.75 9.93 9.68 9.72 28.6 
The average number of young hatched was 11.8 from five 
nests in 1946, 12.75 from four nests in 1947, and 14.75 from 
four nests in 1948. When they reached eight weeks of age 
their numbers had decreased to 9.2, 8.5, and 10.25 birds, 
respectively. Table 20 presents the data on the decline in 
the average number of young from known clutches. Mortality 
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was the highest during the first two weeks after hatching 
and then it tapered off as the birds increased in age. For 
the entire study 28.6 percent of the young birds were lost 
by the time they had reached the age of eight weeks. 
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POPULATION AND PRODUCTION 
The available figures on the population densities of 
bob-whites on the Research Area at the prenestingi pre-
hunting, and posthunting seasons of 1946, 1947, and 1948 
are presented in Table 21. These data were obtained by-
direct enumeration of the birds and are presented in suoh 
a manner as to show the rates of gain and loss from one 
period to the next. 
The data revealed that following the hunting season 
in 1946 the number of birds on the Area had deoreased 57.0 
percent from the prehunting total of 149. Thus, the popu­
lation after hunting was 11.1 percent lower than the breed­
ing population of the previous spring. During the three 
months from the posthunting season in 1946 to the pre-
nesting season of 1947, there was a decrease of 25.0 per­
cent. As a result, the breeding stock of 1947 was 33.3 
percent less than in 1946. Therefore, despite the 70 per­
cent greater increase in 1947, the total number of birds 
prior to the hunting season actually was 16 less than in 
1946. For the same period of the following season the 
results were as follows; 1947, posthunting showed an 81.9 
percent decrease, the population being 54.2 percent less 
than the breeding population; 1948, prenesting showed a 
37.5 percent decrease from the 1947 posthunting, the 
Table 21. Bob-white Densities on the Eldon Research Area at Prenestlng, Prehunting, 
and Posthunting Seasons of 1946 to the Spring of 1949 
Populations 
Prenestlng Prehunting Posthunting 
I ear No. 
Birds 
% Decrease 
from 
Posthunting 
Den­
sity 
No. 
Birds 
% Increase 
from 
Prenestlng 
Den­
sity 
No. 
Birds 
$ Decrease 
from 
Prehunting 
Den­
sity 
1946 72 1 per 
22.2 
A. 
149 107 1 per 
10.7 
A. 
64 57.0 1 per 
25.0 
A. 
1947 48 25.0 1 per 
33.3 
A. 
133 177 1 per 
12.0 
A. 
22 81.9 1 per 
75.5 
A. 
1948 16 37.5 1 per 
100 
A. 
37 131 1 per 
43.1 
A. 
47 27.7® 1 per 
34.0 
A. 
1949 57 21.5^ 1 per 
28.1 
A. 
^Increase rather than decrease. 
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breeding population being 66.6 percent less than in 1947. 
During the same period in 1948-1949 the data indicated 
rather interesting results. Instead of there being a 
decrease from prehunting to posthunting as occurred in 1946 
and 1947, an increase of 27.7 percent occurred. Further, 
there was an increase of 21.3 percent from the 1948 post-
hunting to the 1949 prenesting. This meant that there was 
actually a 256.1 percent increase over the 1948 breeding 
population and a 54.1 percent increase over the 1949 post-
hunting season. 
The steady decline in the breeding populations from 
1946 to 1948, and the sudden increase in 1949 will be dis­
cussed separately. 
It was reported that during the 1945 hunting season 
only one party of hunters (2 men) hunted on these lands 
which resulted in little loss of quail from hunting. The 
relatively mild winter (Fletcher, 1945) and early spring 
favored a good 1946 breeding population (72 birds). At 
least six parties hunted on the Area In 1946. The Increase 
in hunting was believed due to the local interest that had 
developed as the result of the investigation and develop­
ments being conducted. The larger number of 1946 hunters 
would logically mean a larger take of quail which would 
account for much of the 57.0 percent decrease In the 
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population after hunting season. The 25.0 percent less 
during the following three months was the result of one 
covey (8 birds) moving from the Area in late winter and 
nonemergency losses. The small 1947 posthunting population 
(22 birds, 81.9 percent loss from prehunting) was believed 
a result of intensive localized hunting. Due to the fall 
road conditions during the 1947 quail season, hunting was 
limited primarily to those lands lying vrithin one to two 
miles of a gravel road. Such a road bordered the State 
land at its western edge. As a result, the entire Research 
Area was included in this range of hunting. Also, the 
facts that the Area was only four miles from a tovm (Eldon) 
and that interest had been developed because of outside 
activity (developmental practices) on the Area, probably 
account for some of the hunting trips made there, A total 
of 42 quail were known to have been taken by these hunters. 
At the end of the 1947 hunting period only one covey (9 
birds) remained in the bottomland where before the season 
there had been six (89 birds). It was at this time that 
there li/as an increase of one covey (7 birds) in the upland 
of the Research Area. This left a total of 22 birds on the 
Area (another covey of six were in the upland besideo the 
two mentioned). In the bottomland about one mile east of 
the Research Area (txiro and one-half miles from the gravel 
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road), four coveys (48 birds) were found. They were 
located In less than a mile section along Soap Greek where 
prehuntlng season census revealed only one oovey (16 birds). 
This distribution following hunting suggested that during 
the season quail moved In that direction to avoid the 
Intense gunning pressure. 
The 37.5 percent loss from the 1947 posthuntlng to the 
1948 prenestlng was thought to have been a result of non­
emergency factors. 
Because of these above factors and the unfavorable 
plant growth conditions on the State lands (discussed 
previously under quail responses to developmental prac­
tices), the 1948 prenestlng population (16 birds) showed an 
Increase of only 21 quail by the prehunting season. The 
increase of 27.7 percent after the 1948 hunting season was 
probably due to very little hunting and the Improved winter­
ing conditions on the State lands as the result of develop­
mental practices (previously discussed). In 1948 road con­
ditions were generally good, permitting a much vrider dis­
tribution of hunters than in 1947. This tended to decrease 
intensive hunting in localized areas. Further, when making 
the prehunting season census, men known to be prominent 
hunters in Eldon, were asked on two occasions to help with 
the aid of their dogs. It was known at the time that 
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populations were low and believed that the psychological 
effect of such a discovery by these men would tend to 
direct local hunters a.way from the Research Area. In small 
towne such findings soon reach the local hunters. From all 
Indications this proved to be the case, for only two hunt­
ing parties were known to have entered the Area. They were 
reported to have failed to find any quail. 
The further Increase of 21.3 percent from posthuntlng 
In 1948 to prenestlng season In 1949 was In all probability 
a result of the development of new and superior quail habi­
tats on the State lands of the Research Area. In view of 
the previous response of the bob-whites to heavy plant 
growths during the nesting season it is doubtful that a 
very large percent of these birds will remain to nest on 
the State-owned area. 
Data on rates of summer gain in relation to breeding 
density of quail from the Eldon Research Area, the check 
area, and the two areas combined are plotted and tabulated 
in Fig. 48. The data are all reliable except the 1946 
breeding density on the check area. The spring break-up 
was in progress v/hen the census was made and only an esti­
mate could be made of the population. 
In 1946, breeding densities were the highest, but the 
percentage of inorease was lower than in 1947 and 1948 on 
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the Research Area. This would Indicate invei'se ratios of 
rates of gain to breeding densities such as reported by 
Errlngton (1945). The graph shov/s lov/er breeding densities 
in 1947 accompanied by a higher percentage of Increase than 
in 1946. The year 1948 brought still lov/er breeding densi­
ties accompanied by higher rates of gain than 1946 but not 
1947. The check area showed similar results. 
As shov/n in the graph, the 1948 data did not present a 
direct inverse ratio. This was especially true of the 
check area where the percent of summer gain was less than 
either of the previous seasons even though they had a 
higher breeding density. It was not entirely true of the 
Research Area; the 1948 percent of summer gain was greater 
than that of 1946. 
When the figures from both areas were combined the 
results correlated rather closely with the Research Area 
data when plotted on the graph. 
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SUMI-LARY 
The life history of the boh-whlte quail on marginal 
agricultural lands and Its response to such environment 
were intensively studied on a State-owned area in south­
eastern Iowa. An 80-rod strip bordering these lands was 
included for the purpose of bringing under observation all 
quail utilizing the State area and to obtain comparative 
data on quail responses to land management practices. A 
check area was included to study populations uninfluenced 
by a developmental and management program. This investiga­
tion extended from March 1, 1946, to April 1, 1949. 
Tne first year of study was spent in evaluating the 
response of bob-whites to prevailing conditions on the 
State lands and border strip, and checking prenesting and 
posthunting season populations on the check area. 
Land management practices on the State lands did not 
favor high quail populations. The entire area was heavily 
over-grazed, upland areas were severely eroded, and crop 
production was lowo 
Bob-whites utilized only the lowlands during the fall 
and winter of 1946 and no coveys were resident on the State 
lands. During 1946 five of 16 nests were found on the 
State area. These v/ere all in the northern one-third of 
£07 
the area. The quail avoided the large acreage of over­
grazed pasture and timber on the southern two-thirds the 
entire year. 
The better quail populations occurred on the border 
strip where farming practices and the resulting cover and 
food were favorable for bob-whites during all seasons; of 
the year. The lov;landfi held the major portion of the win­
ter coveys. 
On the basis of the responses exhibited by the quail 
to the farming practices and the recommendations found in 
the literature for improved management of euch deteriorated, 
unproductive lands, a detailed developmental and raanajreraent 
plan was devised for the State lands. It was prepared for 
a five-year period and included the best known x%^ildllfe and 
land management practices. 
Basic requirements for the Improvement of the State 
lands vrere: Increasing soil fertility; controlling erosion; 
renovating pastures; managing r/oodland areas; providing 
stable sources of water and food, and a better distribution 
of cover; and repairing roadways, buildings, and fences. 
The installation of the plan by the State Conservation 
Commission was started July, 1946. Due to excessive costs 
and other factors beyond control, all practices except food 
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patch planting and leasing the cropland were terminated 
July, 1947, and the program was not completed as planned. 
Developments accomplished on the State lands, 1946-
1948, Included: the construction of three farm ponds; the 
removal of trees and brush from 30 acres of v;oodland; the 
construction of 4450 feet of water diversions and the shap­
ing of 2300 feet of gullies; the repair and construction of 
three miles of roadways; the repair, construction, and 
removal of 700 rods of fence; the removal of brush from 70 
acres of pasture; the repair of the farm buildings; the 
establishment of 900 rods of multlflora rose as "living" 
fences; the application of 300 tons of limestone; the cut­
ting of 700 posts and rails; the cutting of 80 rods of fire 
lanes; the planting of food patches; and miscellaneous 
seeding and plowing. Some of the developments were dis­
cussed In detail. 
The expenditures for the three years were #14,363.14 
and the farm Income was ^2,618.62. Factors Influencing 
these costs and returns were discussed. 
The response of bob-whites to the developmental and 
management practices on the State area was first evident 
during the winter of 1947-48 v/hen three coveys v/lntered In 
the upland where no quail were found In 1945 or 1946; no 
coveys were on the bottomland. These birds utilized the 
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food and cover available In the ungrazed pastures. One 
covey wintered in the upland of the border strip, the same 
as in the 1945-46 and 1946-47 winters. 
Bob-white coveys and pairs dispersed from the State 
lands during the 1948 nesting season, whereas, in 1946 and 
1947 quail tended to move on these lands, particularly in 
the upland pasture areas. The lack of grazing in 1948 
resulted in heavy, dense plant growths on the State lands 
which were not attractive to quail for nesting. 
Increased response to the State area upland vras evi­
dent in the fall of 1948 despite a sharp decline In quail 
populations. Prehunting season coveys on the Eldon 
Research Area totalled three, all In the upland; one was 
on the border sti'ip and two were on the State lands in 
sites not occupied the previous two years. Posthunting 
season coveys totalled five, all in the upland; one was on 
the border strip and four were on the State lands. Pre-
nesting season coveys in 1949 totalled seven. One was In 
the bottomland and five were in the upland of the State 
lands; one covey was in the upland of the border strip. 
The 1948-49 upland coveys on the State lands utilized the 
ungrazed pasture areas for roosting and the food patches 
and cornfields for feeding. 
Data were obtained on 46 bob-white nests during 1946-
48. The largest number of nests were established during 
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May and June. A major peak In nest establishment occurred 
In May and a minor one In late June. 
Non-productive lands supported 78.3 percent of all 
nests. On productive lands, pastures were the only areas 
used for nesting (21.7 percent of the nests). Grasses were 
used for nest building material In 95.6 percent of the 
nests. Eighty percent of the nests were In Kentucky blue 
grass. 
The mean average number of eggs per nest for 1946-
1948 was slightly over 15. Clutch sizes decreased somev/hat 
as the nesting season progressed. 
Twenty-eight percent (13) of the nests hatched suc­
cessfully. The heaviest nest losses occurred during June. 
Slightly over 30 percent (10) of the nests were abandoned 
because of disturbance to the nests or nesting birds; cli­
matic factors accounted for 15.2 percent (5) of these. 
Predators were accredited v;ith 57.6 percent (19) of all the 
losses. 
Data were obtained on 18 broods which averaged 13.1 
birds per brood ^^fhen hatched. At eight weeks the average 
size of broods had decreases to 9.72, showlng'a loss of 
28.6 percent. 
The quail populations on the Eldon Research Area were 
on a steady decline from spring, 1946, to the prehuntlng 
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season, 1948, The 1946 prenestlng census revealed 72 birds 
and the posthunting, 149. In 1947 the numbers were 46 and 
153, and, 1948, 16 and 37, respectively. The check area 
showed a similar decrease. 
The 1949 prenesting population (57) on the Research 
^i-rea increased 20 birds over the 1948 prehunting population 
(37), indicating a 256.1 percent increase over the 1940 pre­
ne sting population (16). These results were due to the 
m.ovement of quail on to the State area during the winter months. 
Inverse ratios of rates of summer gain to breeding 
densities were expressed all three seasons on the Eldon 
Research ^ irea but they did not result in a population in­
crease as expected; the check area revealed a similar 
situation. The results from the two areas combined coi-re-
luted rather closely with the Research --i.rea data. 
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